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Abstract

DOMESTIC COSTS OF DEFAULT: INTERACTIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Javier H. Beverinotti, PhD

George Mason University, 2012

Dissertation Director: Dr. Andrew Hughes Hallett

Since the 1990s, economic crises are characterized by the joint occurrence of banking

crises and debt restructuring. The literature has mostly focused on two types of costs asso-

ciated with debt restructuring: reputation effects and direct sanctions. However, defaults

also involve costs to the domestic economy. For instance, this occurs since the local banking

sector is usually a major holder of government bonds. Then, defaults could be accompanied

with a crisis in the banking sector and a reduction in the credit available for the private

sector. This dissertation presents a study of the exposure of local financial intermediaries

to episodes of debt restructuring, with special emphasis on the consequences to the private

sector.

Ultimately, the objective of this dissertation is to understand the effects of the govern-

ments’ decisions to default or not. In chapter 2, we’ll focus on a static model to study the

interactions between the sectors of the economy and the role that financial institutions play

for the real economy in this context. Latter, we’ll analyze these interactions with a dynamic

model. This new model will explain better the interactions and sequence of events during

recent and past sovereign debt crises.



The dissertation then follows with a chapter of case studies where well-known debt

episodes will be explained using the analytical tools developed in previous chapters. Under-

standing the basics of the interactions between sectors of the economy will help us recognize

the main effects that defaults cause to the real economy. Also, it will help us generate policies

to mitigate risks and reduce costs attached to the new features of financial crises observed

during the last few years. In Chapter 5 we will conclude the dissertation with some policy

recommendations and a summary of the main contributions.



Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

The literature related to sovereign defaults1 attracted more attention after the economic dis-

tress of the 1970s when developed countries rapidly increased their levels of capital flows to

emerging economies. However, when the capital flows reversed in 1982, massive debt crises

resulted in some developing countries. At this time, researchers started to ask questions

related to the viability of sovereign debt markets.

One reason for asking these kinds of questions is that, contrary to private debt con-

tracts, sovereign debt contracts are harder to enforce.2 A default of private debt has clear

consequences, for instance the liquidation of assets, bankruptcy, etc. Furthermore, the

mechanism to enforce sovereign debt contracts is not as simple as for private debt con-

tracts. Although some changes occured over the last 30 years, there are still problems with

handing over assets in foreign jurisdictions [1], as well as laws that protect assets on foreign

soil. Since the creation of the secondary markets for sovereign debt in the 1980s, and after

banks started to write down government debt without the need for bankruptcy for this,

new agents such as vulture funds started to play a role [2]. These agents generally buy debt

at a discount with the goal of extracting as much as possible from governments at the time

of a renegotiation or in a lawsuit.

When restructuring their debt, governments are able, in theory, to increase the level of

aggregate demand by relocating funds that would otherwise be used for the repayment of

debt. So, if governments can alter the repayment schedule and use those funds to increase
1 The definition that will be used during the entire dissertation is of a de jure default instead of a de facto

default, as the rating agencies usually use. That means that we only consider a default, if it is considered
as so by law. Other definitions such as arrears of more that certain amount of time, or bond spreads above
a certain threshold will not be considered here.

2 There is almost no legal recourse to enforce the repayment of debt by governments.
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consumption or investment, why do we actually observe them repaying their debts? Answers

to this question are linked to the fact that access to debt markets allows countries to

smooth consumption over time. If governments stop repaying their debts, there will be

costs associated with this behaviour in the future. Those costs come in different forms

and magnitudes. This dissertation will explore a new avenue to explain why governments

repay their debts. This explanation is associated with the domestic costs of defaults. For

that, it will be important to study the links between different sectors of the economy.

Without a proper understand of these links, it will be almost impossible to comprehend

why governments repay their debts, given the lack of enforcement instruments.

To analyze the decision of governments to default or not, we usually rely on cost-benefit

evaluations. In order to reduce costs to a minimum, governments need complete information

related to the consequences of a default, which they usually don’t have. In addition to

lacking information, policy makers could be myopic and consider only the consequences for

a specific sector of the economy, or only focus on a short period of time related to their

political mandate or tenure. Moreover, the analysis needs to take into account the spillovers

to the real economy (domestic and foreign). There are multiple consequences associated

with defaults, and the spillover effects become more important the greater the deepening

of the financial markets.

During the last few years, the literature developed new avenues of research to explain

why governments repay their debts and what the effects of that decision are. Issues like the

time that it takes for a country to return to the international financial markets, the loss of

output caused by a default or the premium that a country must pay when reentering the

voluntary debt markets were just a few of the new areas of research.

Most of the existing literature is biased towards the costs associated with external de-

faults, such as trade sanctions, reputational issues, cost of financing debt when reentering

financial markets, etc. However, only a few papers study the effects for the local economy,

and even fewer study the relationship between defaults and financial intermediaries.

Here, we’ll study domestic costs of default arising from the exposure of local financial

2



intermediaries to sovereign distress. The study of this interaction, plus the analysis of

fiscal pressure on the government caused by the malfeasance of the private sector will be

performed using a theoretical model in chapters 2 and 3. Later, four case studies will be

analyzed in chapter 4. The model will help us understand much better the interactions

involved in those well-known cases.

Chapter 2 will study a first interaction between banks and the government and draw

conclusions regarding the trade-off between increasing the scope of domestic financial mar-

kets and the growing exposure that institutions suffer in the process of expanding those

markets. The topic is very relevant in a period where some countries in the European

Union (EU) are trying to avoid the restructuring of their sovereign debts. One of the main

worries observed in that region of the world is related to the effect that a ‘haircut’3 on gov-

ernment debt instruments has on the domestic financial institutions that hold an important

part of them.45

There are also some other domestic determinants of the probability of default that have

been dismissed by the literature. For instance, instead of just studying the effect that a

default causes on the financial sector, we could also study the opposite direction of causality.

For instance, the effect that a distress in the private sector (i.e., banks, companies, etc.)

creates for the government in cases where the government needs to support the private

sector. This is relevant for many countries in the current financial distress6 since between

guarantees, bailouts and other instruments, governments are suffering an increment in their

expenditures at a time when revenues are decreasing. This generates a fiscal pressure that

could make the governments insolvent.
3 That is, investor losses.
4 In cases like Greece, potential effects of a default on foreign financial institutions (i.e., contagion)

dominated the discussion for some time.
5 Another interesting by-product of the interaction between the financial sector and the government is

the potential change in the behaviour of the private sector. Companies (especially the big ones) could opt
to use other funding options at times when their financing depends too much on the interaction between
the government and the financial sector. This will not be further developed in the dissertation, but it is an
interesting area for future research.

6 Especially Ireland and Spain.
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1.1.1 Motivation of the dissertation

During the first quarter of 2010, the European Banking Authority (EBA) performed a

banking stress test on 91 banks in the EU. The test included a scenario with sovereign debt

haircuts that only applied to the securities in the trading book of the banks. This haircut

was valued in March 20107 at e26 billion.

One of the most criticized points of the test was that haircuts were applied only to

securities in the trading book and not in the banking book [3].8 That fact severely harmed

the credibility of the exercise. Adding the haircut value from the banking book, the problem

becomes more important.9 The first fact observed was that domestic banks were highly

exposed to their own sovereign debt. Furthermore, the cross-country exposure, especially

for Germany and France, was also relevant.

The results of the test give us an important insight into the exposure of European

financial institutions to sovereign debt problems. In the current financial environment, many

countries in the EU are debating among themselves about how (if at all) to restructure their

debts. The decision depends heavily on the impacts created on local actors like financial

institutions and other bondholders.

The literature related to sovereign defaults and costs associated with it does not study

in depth the consequences of a default for the domestic economy. Only a few papers study

the effects of a default on local bondholders, such as banks, companies and households [4–7].

This will be the focus of the dissertation.

Furthermore, financial developments during the last decades, including the globalization

of financial markets [8], increased the vulnerability of countries and banks that are now too

interconnected. For example, one of the most important issues related to the restructuring

of Greek debt and the potential restructurings in Ireland, Portugal and Spain is related to
7 The stress test became available in July 2010, but it measured the exposure of banks up to the end of

March 2010.
8 The difference being that only securities (i.e., bonds) in the trading book have to be marked-to-market.

Securities in the banking book can avoid this kind of valuation and take a par value instead. The reasoning
for this is that securities in the banking book are assumed to be held until maturity and are not affected by
market trading.

9 e139 billion from the banking book plus e26 billion from the trading book.
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the spillover effects on the rest of the EU (i.e., contagion). The region somehow avoided the

negative effects that the Greek restructuring could have caused, but this was only because

governments and banks had two years to write down Greek debt.10

Understanding the connection between governments and their own and external banking

systems is extremely important in order to generate policies to curtail this contagion effect.

This could also be of main relevance for regulators of the financial markets that may act to

reduce systemic risks.

Recent literature studied discrimination against bondholders in the international sovereign

debt markets [9]. The topic became more important after the 1980s since the identity of

creditors is nowadays not as clear as it was during the times when syndicated banks were

the major lenders. Today, most of the sovereign bond trading takes place in secondary

markets, where it is almost impossible to track the bondholder identity. For that reason,

discrimination in favor of domestic agents becomes difficult since foreign agents could just

opt to sell their bonds to their domestic counterparts in the secondary market. As explained

by Boner et al. (2010) [9], discrimination based on nationality is difficult as well since laws

are usually established in a way so that every agent must be treated equally. Difficulties in

tracking ownership make it very hard to determine contagion effects. More transparency

in the information provided by financial institutions would help to identify the exposure of

the different countries to a default in a financial partner.11

In general, we only study sovereign default problems that arise from fiscally irrespon-

sible governments which later affect the private sector.12 However, the inverse causality is

also of relevance for policy makers. This kind of problem operates with a shock that affects

the private sector and later spreads to the rest of the economy, including the government.

The intervention of the latter is only possible to a certain point, where the usual liquid-

ity/solvency problems arise. This sequence existed over the last few years in Ireland and

Spain.
10 Which is now mainly on the balance sheets of supra national institutions (ECB, IMF, etc.) or within

Greek banks.
11 The European banking stress test executed in July 2011 goes in that direction.
12 Banks included.
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In summary, the dissertation addresses the relationship where causality works in both

directions. A first exercise will study the situation in which sovereign debt problems arising

from causes like an unsustainable fiscal deficit affects the banks’ balance sheets.13 This

effect could then be transformed into a reduction of credit available for the private sector

and, in this sense, the sovereign debt problem affects the real economy through the banking

sector.14 Moreover, the causality could also work in the opposite direction. Problems arising

in the private sector could spread to other sectors of the economy, including the government.

The latter through excessive guarantees and bailouts could be exposed to the private sector

collapse.

None of the previously mentioned topics are studied in more than a few papers in the

literature. For that reason, studying these relationships will be important to find new policy

recommendations to approach sovereign debt cases with new twists, like the one currently

affecting the EU.

1.1.2 Research questions and hypotheses

In the past the literature disregarded aspects such as the amount of domestic debt15 issued

or the exposure of local financial institutions to sovereign defaults. There is, therefore, a

gap in the literature since only a few research articles answered, or even studied deeply

important questions such as: (i) what is the relationship between the level of holdings of

public debt (domestic or external) by local financial institutions and the consequences of

this to the real economy after a default? and (ii) how do guarantees to the private sector,

or some other government support, cause a sovereign default?

If we only care about the external debt problem, we can conclude that defaults, apart

from reputational consequences, could actually be economically beneficial for some economies:
13 This effect could also be suffered by other institutions holding government debt like mutual funds,

pension funds and insurance companies.
14 This effect could also arise from a bank run if the private sector expectations worsen. This could happen

because of a negative macroeconomic position, an external shock, or some other reason.
15 The difference between domestic and foreign debt depends on the definition used case by case. In

general, domestic debt is the debt issued in local currency, but it could also be debt issued under the law of
the issuer country.
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a conclusion that might be misleading if we do not explore the linkages between defaults

and performance in the domestic economy.

This dissertation has as an objective sheding more light on the transmission channels of

debt defaults to the private sector, and vice versa. For that reason, it will also be important

to answer: (iii) how does a default affect the banks’ balance sheets? and (iv) why do banks

hold government debt?

1.1.3 Domestic financial institutions exposure

Governments of countries suffering debt problems usually try to find short term solutions

that are, ex-post, inefficient. These solutions are, in general, short-sighted and worsen the

economic and political conditions in the medium and long term. For example, during the

debt crises of the 1980s, governments tried to inflate their debt in order to reduce the real

value of the burden. This mechanism negatively influenced the credibility of some countries

and worsened already existing currency and maturity mismatch problems. This policy is

sub-optimal since the increment in the level of prices creates distortions that are spread

throughout the entire economy. In terms of benefits, if the economy does not have indexed

bonds or a big proportion of its debt maturing in a short period of time, inflation reduces

the burden for the government. However, this is only a one-shot game and inflation must

be unexpected in order to have a real effect. In these cases, countries lose their reputation

with a one-time deviation from the policy of repayment. Moreover, the higher the inflation

is that reduces the real value of debt, the greater the distortionary effects for the economy.

Debt inflation rarely takes into account the effect on the local financial institutions and

the way in which this spreads through the entire economy. This basically means that the

banking balance sheet transmission channel is not well understood. For that reason, it

is important to study the composition of the balance sheet of local financial institutions

before defaulting or inflating the debt. Having information related to the percentage of

government bonds held by these institutions, we could measure, at least approximately, the

wealth loss suffered by the banking system. The effect on this sector of the economy creates

7



a multiplicative effect on the private sector through reductions in credit opportunities. This

is the chain effect in which we are interested. If we could produce a good estimation of it, we

could help policy makers realize the costs of a default and the necessary actions to reduce

them.

At the international level, the effect of a default could cause a reduction in the level of

trade with creditors, capital sanctions, exclusions, etc. At the domestic level after a default,

it could be difficult to finance new investment projects. For those in need of credit, this

could be devastating.

A default could also harm the relationship of the defaulter with other creditors not

involved in the episode (i.e., reputation spillovers) and could drastically change the path

of investments in an economy.16 This depends heavily on financing from banks and other

financial institutions that are generally the first ones affected by the economic turmoil

created by a default. In that sense, it is not a surprise to observe that the real economy

(for example, investments) is heavily affected by defaults.

1.2 Literature review

The literature that started to develop after the debt crises of Latin American countries in

the 1980s asked ‘why do countries repay their debts?’ During the time, two well-known

theories appeared to answer the question: reputation and direct sanctions. The answer to

this question is not an easy one since government loans are not backed by collateral as is

the case in many relationships between private debtors and creditors. The research in this

area gained supporters during the time, but it was not until the massive default in Russia

(1998) that the literature started to develop new arguments to answer this question.

Previously, a seminal approach was related to reputational costs, where countries repay,

principally, to maintain their options, and freedom to issue debt in the future [10]. In

the extreme, these authors explain that the punishment for a defaulter is a permanent
16 It is worth mentioning that reputation spillovers also apply to those depositors that are caught by

surprise during a default episode and could suffer a haircut in the level of their deposits.
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exclusion from debt markets. That coercive action deters countries from using debt markets

to smooth consumption in future periods, which is the main theoretical explanation as to

why governments take debt in the first place. Thus, a potential consequence of taking too

much debt today to increase consumption, and not paying for it, is a volatile consumption

in future periods.

The second theory is related to direct sanctions imposed by the creditors courts, such as

cancellation of trade agreements. In practice, renegotiations usually avert the scenario where

exclusion from debt markets or trade sanctions are carried out. This second approach is

more flexible, in theory, since countries are able to return to debt markets after restructuring

their debts.

In this line of research, Bulow and Rogoff (1989b) [11] extended the analysis beyond

the pure reputation for repayment convention studied by Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) [10].

Those reputational contracts had no intermediate recourse by the creditors, like trade in-

terruptions or holding of assets abroad. The authors explained that there are other kinds

of contracts available and that participation in the international debt market is not the

only way to smooth consumption over time. For example, countries could use ‘cash-in-

advance’ contracts in order to do that. These are contracts where the country shares the

risks of an output shock with an insurer that pays according to an exogenous shock. This

type of contract allows the sovereigns to keep their consumption path, even after defaulting

[11,12].17

Also, these same authors (Bulow and Rogoff, 1989a) [12] found that it is not optimal

for creditors, or debtors, to solve the dispute with an absolute exclusion from debt markets.

Both of these economic actors, knowing that they will eventually return to the debt market

and renegotiate their contracts, anticipate this agreement and act accordingly in the present

[2]. A bargaining mechanism allows the non-paying debtors to return to debt markets after
17 One important difference between Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) [10] and Bulow and Rogoff (1988b)

[11, 12] is that Eaton and Gersovitz assume that markets are incomplete at the point where there are no
other financial instruments available to smooth consumption. The way in which they model this is with
the inclusion of an incentive compatibility constraint. On the contrary, Bulow and Rogoff (1989a,b) [11,12]
assume that there are other financial alternatives to finance the consumption smoothing. These authors
assume a case in which markets are complete.
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rescheduling their payments and with almost no reputational consequence attached.18 The

important point here, and a main difference with Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) [10], is that

contracts are renegotiable. Moreover, it is explicit in this second line of research that

creditors can impose sanctions by taking a part of the debtors’ trade benefit, or any other

payment such that the punishment is credible.

Even though new theories still pay attention to the traditional explanations, a number

of new insights have appeared which shows that there is still much to be done in order to

improve our understanding of the stylized facts observed during a sovereign default.

A series of articles revived the reputation analysis of [10] which rejected the idea of ‘cash-

in-advance’ contracts as a way of solving reputational difficulties. In this line of research,

Cole and Kehoe (1997, 1998) [13, 14] used a general reputation model instead of a partial

reputation model. The authors studied a trust relationship between the debtor and many

players, not just the creditor. They found that, even if using the Bulow and Rogoff (1989b)

[11] assumptions, debt can be supported in equilibrium.19 The result arises because there

are reputation spiollovers to other sectors of the economy, or to countries that are not

necessarily creditors. In order to support this, as the authors explained, the relationships

need to have enduring benefits. On the other hand, if the benefits are only transient, the

same result as in (Bulow and Rogoff, 1989a) [12] will emerge.2021

Lastly, a series of theoretical articles that model repayment incentives coming from

domestic economic costs appeared in the last decade. Some of these articles explained

that assymetric information during a default could lead to large costs for the economy.

The economic agents have incomplete information about the type of government in these

models and have to interpret the true type observing the government actions (default, or

not default). Since a default will affect the relationship of the goverment with all the agents

(i.e., workers, investors, etc.), this action creates a large reputational effect and that is why
18 This could imply a lack of memory in debt markets.
19 And, more interestingly, this is not supported by direct sanctions.
20 No debt in equilibrium.
21 Cole and Kehoe [13] used a repeated game where the government prefers to deviate when the relation-

ships are not enduring.
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the government will prefer to honor its debts. In these cases, economic agents update their

beliefs with every signal coming from the government behaviour and this affects the way

in which the economic relationships work [15]. Also, costs to the domestic economic are

generated by a reduction in investment or increments in uncertainy or in volatility.

Also in this area, a novel explanation for repayment was studied by Sandleris (2008)

[16]. The author performed a signaling game where the novelty comes from the fact that

governments influence expectations of the agents by repaying/defaulting after taking on

debt to produce a public good. The model is especially interesting since the author leaves

out, by construction, the possibility of a reputation or a direct sanction explanation for the

repayment. In the author’s setup, governments have a welfare function that depends on the

behaviour of the private sector, which reacts to the government action (i.e., default or not).

A new theory of incentives to repay, which is not present in more than a few papers

in the literature, is related to the political burden that defaults create for the incumbent

government. Even though it is not easy to measure this, it is well known that policy makers

often try to delay the default decision and leave the problem for future administrations.

However, delaying debt restructuring could come hand-in-hand with contractive fiscal mea-

sures since the net present value of the debt and the costs attached to restructuring increases

with the postponement. If policies are not credible, they will just delay the problem. Thus,

uncertainty created by these policies is absorbed by investors and by the level and volatility

of interest rates and other macroeconomic variables. Ultimately, there is a negative effect

on the domestic financial sector as we’ll analyze in chapters 2 and 3.

The literature has already studied, theoretically, a number of channels through which

sovereign defaults affect economies. Recently, this also included channels affecting domestic

economic agents as well. However, it is clear that we need more explanations to understand

why governments repay their debts than just the reputation and direct costs effects, reputa-

tional spillovers and informational costs involved in the repayment decision. In chapters 2

and 3, we’ll study a theoretical model that explains the transmission mechanisms involving

domestic agents. Before that, we’ll review some empirical papers in this area that studied
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the effectiveness of the theoretical models. The usefulness of our model will be proved in

chapter 4 with the analysis of some recent cases.

1.2.1 Some empirical results

Ultimately, a default has an economic cost attached to it. This is suffered by creditors and

debtors and creates a deadweight loss for the economy. During an episode of this kind, banks

reduce their role as financial intermediaries, credit is usually reduced, some companies go

out of business, etc. New developments in the literature help us understand more about

the consequences of defaults during recent episodes. Especially interesting is the research

exploring the effects of defaults on the domestic economy.

The literature provides evidence about the harmful effects of defaults on output. This

effect introduces a new explanation about why governments repay. Dooley (2000) [17]

showed that countries repay their debts, not because there would otherwise be a prohibition

to enter debt markets, or because there are trade sanctions attached to defaults. The

reason why governments repay their debts is because there is a much higher cost on the

future output of debtor economies. Moreover, the cause of this higher cost, according to the

author, is related to the delay in the renegotiation process between creditors and debtors

that, ultimately, breaks the financial intermediation in the economy.

The argument followed in this line of research is that defaults cause a suspension in

the financial intermediation within the country as well as with the rest of the world. For

example, new investments can only be financed at much higher rates, compared to the

pre-default period, and output capacity can be damaged significantly. It is also clear that

the lack of financial intermediation cuts credit for entrepreneurs, existing businesses and

for some types of consumption. In the extreme, the consequences can change the path of

potential output growth.

Sturzenegger (2004) [18] measured the effect of defaults on output growth using annual

data, and found that there is a direct negative effect of approximately 2%, on average.

However, Panizza and Levy-Yeyati (2011) [19] explained that there is an identification
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problem with that calculation and that, using quarterly data, the effect is not the same.

Instead of observing a reduction in the growth rate caused by the default, this drop occurred

before the default as a way of anticipating it. For these authors, the economy starts the

recovery exactly after the default. If this argument is correct, governments could try to act

(i.e., default) as fast as they can in order to kick start the recovery.22 Since the market

anticipates the default, ex-post costs are reduced and the decision to stop repaying today

is optimal.

Between the 1970s and 1980s and the sovereign defaults observed in the last decades, a

noteworthy difference appeared in terms of how contracts were renegotiated. While most

of the defaults during the 1980s in Latin America were renegotiated with a Bank Advisory

Commitee, where every big bank was represented by a member, more recent episodes had

major creditors (i.e., hedge funds) and small ones like individual bondholders represented

[2]. For that reason, new articles asked whether this change affected the time that it takes

for defaults to be resolved and the severity in the treatment of creditors.

In theory, it seems that renegotiations should take longer and that creditors should

receive a harsher treatment nowadays since bondholders are no longer represented by a

commitee of advisors. In this case, major litigation cases could be expected as well. How-

ever, several studies found that none of this has happened. For example, Benjamin and

Wright (2009) [20] found that in defaults prior to 1995 the creditors were treated as much

as twice as severly (i.e., the haircut, on average, is 22% in the post-1995 against 45% for

the pre-1995 episodes). Additionally, Gelos et al. (2011) [21] found that countries that

defaulted during the last thirty years regained access to international debt markets much

faster than in the past.23 Recently, Dias and Richmond (2009) [22] found that reaccess to

debt markets after a default takes longer than in Gelos et al. (2011) [21].24 These authors

computed both partial and full market reaccess after a default.25 While in their findings
22 This is taking into account only the economic cost without thinking about political costs attached to

the default.
23 It took four years, on average, before 1980 versus less than two years after 1980.
24 Unfortunately, Dias and Richmond (2009) [22] didn’t compare different periods and only studied cases

between 1980 and 2005.
25 The difference is that partial reaccess is calculated as a positive net bond and bank transfer below 1%
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it took, on average, 5.7 years to regain partial reaccess to debt markets and 8.4 years to

regain full reaccess, they also explained that almost 46% of the studied countries returned

to those markets in less than one year after a default between 1980 and 2005.

An important finding of Dias and Richmond (2009) [22] was that external factors ex-

plained a large part of the partial reaccess to debt markets after a default. Previously, Özler

(1993) [23] observed that, many times, access to these markets depended more on the mood

and the economic circumstance of the creditors than on the default history. For example,

all Latin American countries were excluded, at some point, from debt markets during the

period 1930-1960. This happened even when countries with good economic behaviour at

the time (i.e., Argentina) made significant efforts to avoid defaults during the first part of

the 1930s. On the contrary, most of the countries that defaulted during the 1980s absorbed

vast amounts of foreign capital during the 1990s, only a few years after their defaults [24].

In summary, even when changes in sovereing debt resolutions where expected to bring

more inefficiency, this was not the case. This result could be explained either because there

was a learning process from past experiences or, most importantly, since policy makers

and market participants understood that defaults come with deadweight losses attached.

Even when some participants in these deals could lose less than others, the situation was

generally seen as a lose-lose situation.26 In the end, it would be optimal to have a system

in which defaults are costly since there is no incentive to repay if that’s not the case, but

where renegotiations takes a short period of time and costs are limited. Also, we must bear

in mind that, at most, these mechanisms could approach an optimal solution, but this will

also depend on the situation of the international financial markets.

Besides the time that it takes to regain access to financial markets, some authors use

another approach to measure the cost of market access related to the differences that coun-

tries need to pay when issuing debt after experiencing a default. In this line, Özler (1993)

[23] used data for the period 1820-1970 and divided the repayment history into 1820-1899,

of GDP, while full reaccess is calculated as a positive net transfer greater than 1% of GDP.
26 Exceptions can be made here. For example, vulture funds buy government bonds just before a default

only to gain from litigation processess in which they try to take a sum much higher than their initial
investment.
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1900-1929 and 1930-1970. She found that defaults previous to 1930 did not affect the credit

terms for new debt borrowing. On the other hand, default problems after 1930 resulted

in an increase in the interest rates that countries were charged to issue new debt. Default

episodes after 1930 explain between 11-50% of the extra spreads paid by defaulters, com-

pared with those that did not default on their debts. For more recent episodes, Ades et al.

(2000) [25] found that defaulters pay, on average, 165bp more than non defaulters when they

reenter debt markets, but this effect disappears very quickly. The idea is also supported

by Reinhart et al (2003) [26], but with a long term effect for defaulters. These authors

explained that countries with a history of default and high inflation cannot support the

same levels of debt to Gross National Product (GNP) in comparison to those countries that

did not experience a default. This implies that even when countries regain access to debt

markets, creditors do have memory [27]. Some other authors (Borensztein and Panizza,

2009) [24] found that the effects through extra costs attached to new debt issuances are

short lived, dissapearing in less than five years.

The different results expressed in this area show that there is not a clear supporting case

for the reputational approach as the main cause of repayment. Also, it shows that we still

do not understand all of the reasons to explain why governments repay their debts. If the

effects of a default are only suffered for a short period of time, and countries access debt

markets soon after defaulting, there must be other costs to motivate repayment beyond the

ones studied so far.

For example, Panizza et al. (2009) [2] studied the cases of the most recent defaults

between 1998 and 2005 and investigated whether the aforementioned costs were present in

those cases. They found that none of the prevailing theories could explain the repayment of

governments since the effects through the cost of refinancing, market exclusions, reduction

in exports and political sanctions were present for only short periods of time.

When looking for the extra costs attached to defaults, Alfaro and Kanczuk (2003) [28]

calibrated a model, using a general equilibrium environment, and found that no debt is

supported in equilibrium if only the reputational approach is involved. However, when
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introducing extra output costs created by the increase in interest rates in the aftermath

of a default, they found results very similar to the actual ones. Since then the literature

has offered a series of new explanations regarding the costs of default, especially the ones

associated with domestic costs as we’ll observe in the next section.

1.2.2 Domestic costs, interactions and causalities

Most of the literature in this area did not pay too much attention to the potential interre-

lationships and linkages between debt crises, financial markets and the real economy before

the end of the millenium. For that reason, many of the theoretical and empirical models

up to the end of the 1990s had major shortcomings. For example, many sectors of an econ-

omy rely on credit from the banks and, if a default affects the ability of the local financial

system to intermediate, there will be a direct negative repercussion for the sectors that rely

on credit funding.

The link between the local financial system and the real economy was not explored until

researchers recognized that an important part of the government debt is actually held by

local financial institutions [29]. Any restructuring, therefore, directly affects the asset side

of the balance sheets of these institutions. Moreover, the fact that more data on domestic

debt was available during the last few years helped us give a better measure of the exposure

of these institutions to default episodes and the consequences for growth [30].

In this area, Abbas and Christensen (2009) [31] have now developed a new database of

93 low-income and emerging countries for the period 1975-2004. In their study, they tried

to give a first look to the effect of domestic debt on growth. They found that up to a certain

level,27 domestic debt is beneficial for growth.

These are the first research projects that relate sovereign debt, growth and the effects

for the financial sector. More research could be done in this area. For example, a micro

study of the banking sector, with a distinction between local and foreign banks28 could help
27 35% of banks deposits.
28 Here, it will be important to differentiate between a subsidiary and a branch since the latter is not a

legal corporate entity while the former is.
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us understand the effects of a default, distinguishing between both groups. If the external

owners bailout foreign banks, government policies should focus on local banks instead of

overusing public funds to subsidize foreign bank branches.

There are two interactions that are almost always absent from the existing literature on

sovereign defaults: (i) the effect of sovereign defaults on the banking system; and (ii) the

relationship between public and private banking and non-banking debt. Both of these inter-

actions are relevant in a world where financial markets are globalized and the proprietorship

of the government debt is not as clear as it was 30 years ago.

In a survey of recent default episodes, the IMF (2002) [32] concluded that Ecuador,

Pakistan, Russia and Ukraine delayed their debt restructurings since the governments of

these countries feared the consequences arising from the spillovers and negative effects

coming from the damaged local financial system.29 For example, as explained in this study,

Russia restructured debt worth 10.8% of their GDP, of which domestic banks held more

than 70%.

Gennaioli et al. (2012) [5] constructed a model where a sovereign default harm the

balance sheet of banks and reduce the amount of credit in the economy. In their paper,

the authors assumed that banks invest all their available funds in public debt. Using an

empirical exercise, the authors found that, the higher the quality of institutions, the more

costly the default is for the economy. This is because banks and the private sector could

take more debt as a consequence of the higher quality of institutions.30 In a similar line of

research, Bolton and Jeanne (2011) [7] explored the exposure of financial intermediaries in

the interbank market to increments in sovereign risk.31 Jointly with Reinhart and Rogoff

(2010) [4], these are the first research articles that study some of the many features of the

interactions between governments’ defaults and the banking sector.

It is well known that in many emerging economies banks hold an important proportion
29 Even when the study did not include Argentina, this was a main issue during the 2001-02 crisis in that

country.
30 The reasoning is that the higher quality of institutions will allow the economy to have higher levels of

debt and a default will be more costly than in another economy where debt is forbidden.
31 In their article, they explain that during a sovereign distress situation, government debt could lose its

role as collateral in the interbank market.
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of government debt. Kumhof and Tanner (2008) [33] uncovered that, in many cases, this is

not a result of financial repression, as during previous decades, but a result of the absence

of a substitute for perceived low risk investment.

In addition to the existing average exposure of local financial intermediaries to sovereign

risk, governments usually inject more bonds into the banking system during a stress pe-

riod.32 This occurs, in part, since countries often experience difficulties in financing their

debt in the international markets.33 Indeed, some countries (e.g., Argentina, Russia and

Ukraine) modified their regulations during stress periods to allow more government bonds

in their banks’ portfolios. For example, one way to do this is by allowing banks to use gov-

ernment bonds as part of their reserve requirements. This could partially solve the liquidity

problem of the government, but in general it is just a temporary remedy that is not useful

to address the solvency difficulty. If the government’s own liquidity position is uncertain, it

will exacerbate the risk of default. This is even more true when governments allow financial

institutions to hold the safe asset in their required reserves in times when government bonds

are not longer riskless [34].

These changes in policy during a stress period could therefore create the basis for a

banking crisis. As a result, the emergency period that started with a potential default could

be longer and might have more harmful effects for the real economy. The negative effects

created by these changes in policy could come from the lack of confidence of depositors in

the financial system. After the imposition of new regulations, depositors could doubt the

capacity of the banks to honor their debts. Since, at the time of the change in regulations,

banks’ balance sheets are overloaded with government bonds, there is uncertainty related

to the effects of a default on specific banks or the entire banking system. This could create,

in the extreme, a bank run with no clear end in sight.

Even if the aforementioned effect could be mitigated, economies might still suffer neg-

ative effects since banking institutions cannot act completely as financial intermediaries
32 This is not only a case for emerging economies as we’ll see in later chapters.
33 The local institutions tend to act as a buyer of last resort, and sometimes with lower interest rates in

comparison with the international debt markets.
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during a stress period. With a portfolio full of government bonds that could suffer a po-

tential haircut in the short run, banks and other institutions are not willing to offer credit

in such an uncertain environment. The same uncertainty that triggers a bank run makes it

very difficult for depositors to know which banks are solvent and which ones are not.34 The

immediate effect of these actions could be a freezing intermediation role of the banks, which

also causes a reduction in transactions and the potential bankruptcy of those businesses

that cannot rollover their debts.

In summary, in the aftermath of a default we can observe not only a problem with foreign

investors but also a domino effect of bad debts that spreads throughout the economy and

makes the crises even worse.

So far, we’ve concentrated on problems of defaults created by governments and affect-

ing other sectors of the economy. In chapters 2, 3 and 4, we’ll also explore the case of

sustainability problems in the private sector spreading to the government.

Distress episodes originated in the banking sector can generate a fiscal pressure for the

government. When banking problems arise, governments usually come to the rescue of

distressed institutions since without them, the impact on the real economic activity could

be much more widespread and harmful. For example, Dell’Ariccia et al. (2008) [35] observed

that, during a banking crisis, sectors that rely more on the financial system experience a

larger loss of output, compared to the sectors that do not need that kind of financing. The

importance of this result comes from the magnitude of the problem. Governments need to

estimate costs and benefits in order to make optimal interventions.35

Sometimes governments use limited or blanket guarantees to solve a banking crisis,

but this policy could bring with it problems of moral hazard and future fiscal contingent

liabilities [36]. There are at least two problems associated with these interventions and that

is why governments should reduce the duration and amount of the guarantees to a minimum.

First, the banking distress that calls for government assistance could be generated, in part,
34 Most institutions try to hide their exposure to a potential reduction in the value of government bonds

at this point. The banks’ stress tests tried to solve part of this information problem.
35 The government may need to intervene but not at any price.
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by the weakness of the government and it’s inability to get funding outside the local financial

sector. Thus, it would be difficult for the government to support the banking system after

showing weaknesses during the process that concluded with the crisis. A potential lack of

confidence by the financial system might make it difficult for the guarantee to be credible

and in a bank run might be unavoidable under this scenario and include runs on banks by

other banks. The government’s intentions to bailout financial institutions could result in a

negative spiral.

The second problem with such guarantees is related to the containment and restructur-

ing processes, as explained by Kane and Klingebiel (2004) [37]. These authors illustrated

that a systemic risk like a banking crisis is solved in three stages, in which the first two

(containment and restructure) are paid in full by tax-transfer programs. Again, the fea-

sibility of the transfer program is related to the fiscal credibility and the resources of a

weak government. Sometimes, governments need external help (i.e., IMF) in order to make

this policy credible. Under these circumstances, governments could also bailout inefficient

institutions and waste funds allocated for this purpose and still not be able to help illiquid,

but solvent, banks in the future.

The amount of resources require for quick responses to the crises (i.e., bailouts) could

be very costly for governments. Honohan and Klingebiel (2003) [38], using a sample of

40 banking crises episodes, estimated that on average, the fiscal cost of a financial crisis

is 14% of GDP. This might be larger, or smaller depending on the characteristics of the

policies implemented by different governments (i.e., magnitude of the bailouts, overall or

focus of polices, etc.) For example, they calculated that the fiscal cost decreases by 36% if

governments avoid blanket guarantees. Also, they demonstrated that this policy does not

accelerate economic recovery.

The discussion of blanket guarantees and deposit insurance is very important in the

ongoing financial crisis, especially for the Irish economy. This economy is actually suffering

the consequences of lack of oversight and prudential regulations in their banking system.

The Irish case is especially interesting since this country had much stronger macroeconomic
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fundamentals than other countries in previous sovereign distress episodes like Greece, Ar-

gentina and Russia. Even when this European economy had a public debt of only 25% of

GDP in 2007, the amount of money used in Ireland to support poor investments by the

financial system reached AC35 billion in September 2010, with a potential of reaching AC70

billion in total state support. These costs arose after September 2008, when the government

started to support the financial system with liability guarantees, direct capital injections

and state investments. The government did not suffer directly from a liquidity36 or solvency

problem, but pressure came instead from the banking sector. This pushed the Gross Gen-

eral Government Debt to 108% of GDP in 2011 and a deficit of 32% of the GDP in 2010

and 13.1% in 2011.

1.2.3 Financial crisis facts

During the current financial distress, some analysts argue that the government’s profligacy

is responsible for the excessive levels of debt. However, if we study the situation up to 2008,

this story does not completely explain the situation. For example, De Grauwe (2010) [39]

observed that public debt, as a share of GDP, was decreasing in the Eurozone until 2008.

Conversely, the private debt experienced a different path. This could be an example of

the private sector driving the sovereign debt problems through fiscal pressure. The author

explained that Spain and Ireland were two exceptional cases since they reduced their public

debt from 60% to 40% and from 43% to 23% repectively between 1999-2007. However,

these countries were not able to contain the sky rocketing domestic private debt created by

erroneous expectations in the housing market. This, in turn, made these countries more

vulnerable to financial crises and pushed them to bailout their financial sectors.

Even if the trigger for these situations is a non-fundamental shock that reduces the

collateral of the private sector, the effect could generate the same cycle. For that reason, we

could ask: what are the drivers of an internal crisis that do not come hand-in-hand with a

sovereign crisis but cause it? Also, it would be important to study what factors cause both
36 The government was very clear to show during 2010 that the National Treasury Management Agency

(NTMA) had cash balances worth AC20 billion to fund debt repayments until the second quarter of 2011.
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internal and external crises at the same time.

It is true that some countries experienced pro-cyclical fiscal behaviour after the 2000

tech bubble and until the beginning of the subprime crises in North America [40]. But, at

the same time, it is also true that governments increased their deficits more quickly during

the last five years in response to substantial bailouts (i.e., Northern Rock in September 2007,

Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and AIG during September 2008, Anglo Irish Bank in January

2009, etc.) Moreover, the global crisis generated a reduction in the revenue collected by

governments at a time where automatic stabilizers increased expenditures.

In light of what happened during the last five years, it is not clear in what way or how

the causality between public and private debt crises works. Most probably, this causality

works in different ways depending on the case study.

Ultimately, the objective of this dissertation is to understand the effects of the govern-

ments’ decisions to default or not. In chapter 2, we’ll focus on a static model to study

the interactions between the sectors of the economy and the role that financial institutions

play for the real economy in this context. Latter, we’ll analyze these interactions with a

dynamic model. This new model will explain better the interactions and sequence of events

during recent and past sovereign debt crises. The dissertation then follows with a chapter

of case studies where well-known debt episodes will be explained using the analytical tools

developed in previous chapters. Understanding the basics of the interactions between sec-

tors of the economy will help us recognize the main effects that defaults cause to the real

economy. Also, it will help us generate policies to mitigate risks and reduce costs attached

to the new features of financial crises observed during the last few years. In Chapter 5 we

will conclude the dissertation with some policy recommendations and a summary of the

main contributions.
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Chapter 2: Static Model

2.1 Introduction

Since 2007, the constant turmoil of the economy in developed countries has dominated the

political and economic discussion around the world. Since then, bailouts for private institu-

tions, increasing gaps in sovereign risk measures and a positive feedback loop between banks

and governments has been a dominant feature. This was also accompanied by contagious ef-

fects within the EU and throughout other advanced economies. Some of the characteristics

of this period are different from the ones experienced during past sovereign debt episodes.

This is especially the case since the world is much more financially integrated than in the

past.1 Also, some characteristics of the present turmoil are new since these episodes have

been more common in developing countries during the last 30 years, but not in developed

economies.

In this context and with a lack of literature explaining episodes of this kind, this chapter

and the next one will explore the effects of a sovereign debt crisis on the financial and

private non-financial sectors of the economy through the holdings of government bonds.

For that, we use a theoretical model to answer the following questions: (i) Is there any

interaction between the financial and real sectors of the economy? We’ll see that the answer

to this question is unequivocally affirmative. Then, since that is the case, (ii) How do the

interactions work?

Some of these interactions have been studied in no more than a handful of recent articles

[4–7,41,42]. No doubt this is the case since there is a lack of data for developing economies.2

On the other hand, debt from almost all developed countries has been, until recently, seen
1 Especially within the EU, where most of the current financial problems are occurring.
2 Which are the ones that suffered the most in past sovereign crises.
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as a risk-free asset with a very minor role when explaining causes of financial distress.3 If

anything, this asset is usually seen as a safe haven: the one which the financial sector relies

on during volatile periods as a refuge from other risky assets.

During a period in which government debt in many developed economies is not seen as

a risk-free asset anymore, there is space to study the reaction of bondholders to a change

in the risk attached to those assets. This reaction exists every time that the market value

of these securities effectively changes.4

It is well known that banks in emerging countries are the main holders of government

debt [33]. During the last few years and after the European banking stress tests of 2010

and 2011, it was revealed that this is also the case for many European economies.

There are many reasons that explain why banks hold government debt. As previously

illustrated, regulators see this asset as having low risk or no risk at all. In this sense, this

instrument could be used as part of the reserve requirements of commercial banks. Also,

as a financial repression practice, governments could put regulations in place in order to

generate demand for government debt by the local financial system.5 This can be done with

a regulatory policy that forces banks to keep a percentage of their reserves in the form of

govervenment bonds, at an interest rate lower than the market rate for instruments with

similar characteristics. Even when just a few countries experience financial repression in

present days, some of them could also change their regulations during stressful times to

flood local financial institutions with government debt as well (e.g., Argentina 2001 and

Russia 1998). In that sense, commercial banks are sometimes seen as buyers of last resort

[42].

Another explanation for why banks hold government debt in their portfolio is related to
3 For exampe, under Capital Requirement Directive (CRD) of the European Commission, debt from a

a country in the EU and in some non-EU countries with debt rated above AA- have attached a zero risk
weight in the banking portfolio.

4 For example, Hervé Hannoun, the Deputy General Manager of the Bank for International Settlements,
explained on October 26, 2011 that “... although sovereign assets are still a relatively low risk asset class,
they should no longer be assigned a zero risk weight and must be subject to a regulatory capital charge
differentiated according to their respective credit quality.”

5 Especially banks.
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its role in repurchase agreements.6 Government debt is used in this market as a collateral

instrument. For example, Bolton and Jeanne (2011) [7] observed that the risk-free sovereign

debt could be extensively used in the interbank market since banks in need of liquidity could

get it from other institutions using government debt as collateral. Sovereign bonds helped

to develop this market, but the previous and recent freeze of it (during the second half of

2008 and 2011) have generated, as a consequence, a big negative shock to the private sector

funding needs and to the real economy.

The stress test performed during the first part of 2011 on 90 banks in the EU, which

constitute nearly 70% of the banking sector of the region, showed that banks hold on average

20% of their risk weighted assets in the form of sovereign bonds. Some countries hold up

to 70% in the form of own country debt (home bias). For that reason it seems reasonable

to ask the following question: what would happen to these institutions and to the real

sector of the economy if governments decide to default/restructure their debts? Another

question goes beyond that effect and asks: what would happen with other countries after

a default/restructure of a certain country’s debt (i.e., contagion)? The main purpose of

the dissertation is to work with the first question and to contribute to the small existing

literature in the area.

Papers written in the sovereign debt area are almost completely focused on reputational

issues [10] and on direct sanctions suffered by countries after a default [11,12,43]. Authors

within this line of research usually found that governments repay their debts to avoid

those costs of default. However, as shown in chapter 1, some other authors explained that

governments repay their debts because there is also a cost associated to the local economy

that has a bigger effect than the ones found previously in the literature [1,2,24,28]. In this

line of research, this chapter uses a theoretical model to explain how positive amounts of

debt can be supported in equilibrium, without any role for reputation7 or direct sanctions

by creditors. This will help us understand why governments repay their debts, or not, when

these enforcement mechanisms are absent.
6 From now on, repo markets.
7 There is only one period and the government can’t be punished by an exclusion from credit markets.
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2.1.1 Interdependencies

The financial and real sectors of an economy cannot be seen as independent entities. What

happens to one of them affects the others, in one way or another. For example, during

the financial turmoil that started in 2007, we have already observed episodes in which gov-

ernments rescued financial institutions because of their exposure to sophisticated financial

instruments (i.e., mortgage backed securities) and situations where governments needed

to solve systemic liquidity disorders, especially after the collapse of Lehman Brothers in

September 2008. One of the main reasons why governments intervened was to avoid a

complete collapse of financial institutions that would later affect the real economy with the

interruption of credit to the private sector and the suspension of these institutions roles as

intermediaries. Also, spillover effects to other sectors of the economy and to other countries

were taken into account by the governments when they arranged rescue packages.

The reduction in credit to the private sector is, most probably, related to the reduction

in capital available from the banks for such operations. However, it is important to mention

that the reduction in value of the households collateral (i.e., their property) could also have

an effect in the reduction of credit with a reduction in demand for it. This is interesting

since it is not a simple task to separate supply from demand effects when studying the

reduction in credit to the private sector.

The aforementioned episodes, or solutions by the government, are not free of charge.

Even when the cost of bailouts is many times seen only from the perspective of a potential

future moral hazard effect, it is clear that there is more than that involved in the current

crisis [41]. For many economies, rescue packages are triggers for potential future fiscal

distress, which could affect the economic soundness of these countries and the performance

of their economies. So, we can think about the connection between the government’s fiscal

position and the financial health of the economy.

Moreover, fiscal exposure arising for other reasons could also add to the increase in

sovereign risk and reduce the country’s creditworthiness.8 Also, the recent increase in
8 According to Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) [44], who studied sovereign defaults occuring during the last
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country risk in some European economies negatively affects other countries and banks with

financial ties to them, thus creating a contagion effect.

One of the consequences of the fiscal exposure of governments in developed economies

during the last few years is the constant increase in the level of debt-to-GDP (Appendix B).

Furthermore, slow growth, tax revenue decreases, bailouts for the private sector and other

emergency measures reduced the debt capacity of some governments.

As a result of these interventions, governments have now less flexibility, and the scope of

new rescue programs is reduced. Meanwhile, the constant increase in debt ratios, plus the

worsening of fiscal results, hurts the creditworthiness of many developed economies. This

is actually creating negative spillover effects for the financial sector of these economies and

the ones that are tied to them because of the loss in value of their assets/capital ratios.

This interaction effect is the one which this chapter will concentrate on.

Increasing levels of debt-to-GDP, with low growth and a higher soverign risk, will affect

the financial sector and the balance sheets of institutions in that market. This is so since a

negative macroeconomic situation could increase, for example, the level of non-performing

loans. However, for our purposes, the most important effect will arise from the potential

revaluation of sovereign bonds on the balance sheets of financial institutions. This effect

will be reflected in a reduction in the amount of loans to the private sector, including house

and trade credits, which will further reduce the tax capacity of the government and the

production capacity of the private sector.

We start the study of interactions by focusing on the European financial crisis. After

that, we will present a theoretical model that explains interactions between sectors of the

economy using government debt as a tool for this.

2.1.2 Motivation

The global financial crisis that started during 2007 has some similarities to previous crises.

However, there are also new elements involved, especially for developed economies. For

200 years, the highest proportion of debt increments are due to the reduction in tax collection during these
times and not to the costs of bailouts.
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example, even though the EU is not a region characterized by financial repression, episodes

occuring during the last years allow us to work with a model in which governments inject

their debt on the financial system balance sheets. This will not be the main characteristic

of the model, but it will be useful to study transmission mechanisms in current cases in the

EU and in previous crises.

As an example, during April 2011, the Portuguese government was financing its debts

by funding it, to a large degree, with the domestic financial sector of the economy.9 For

this reason, the European Central Bank (ECB) intervened and asked the institutions in

the financial sector to reduce their funding to the government. On April 7, 2011, Reuters

reported that:

When it became clear that state financing needs implied more funding by banks,

banks said this could not be done because they had clear instructions from the

Bank of Portugal and ECB to do the opposite, to diminish their exposure and

not increase it ... Banks did not want to create an additional problem for the

state, but they have been warning that the model could not keep working ... In

order to lend to the state, banks had to ask for money from the ECB, and that

triangulation mechanism has reached its limits according to the ECB and the

Bank of Portugal.

This quote helps us understand the relationship between the government and the financial

sector, which will be important in the next sections and chapters. It is also useful to

understand the role that the government plays in decisions related to the amount of sovereign

debt to be held on the financial system balance sheet. Banks might also have the incentive

to hold this kind of security for liquidity or collateral purposes. For example, during the

current European financial crisis, and in the context of liquidity support programs like

the Long Term Refinancing Operation (LTRO), government debt is used as collateral in

order to get funding from the ECB. That is even the case of sovereign bonds with dubious
9 Also, Greek banks hold more than 60% of the total sovereign debt in their portfolios.
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valuation.10 As a result, the liquidity and collateral roles of sovereign debt are notable

during the current European crisis.

The model to be presented in the next section deals with the previously mentioned

interaction between governments and financial systems, but it will also explain the mecha-

nisms through which the financial sector affects the private sector during financial turmoil.

Any shock affecting the former will have consequences in the provision of services required

by the private sector. To motivate this, we can explore the unofficial results of banking

stress tests in the EU. According to those tests (Thomson Reuters, October 2011), if banks

mark-to-market their sovereign debt exposure, either they need a recapitalization of more

than €40 billion, or they need to shrink their volume of assets (i.e., the denominator in the

calculation of capital ratios).11 The reduction of assets is also an option at a time where

financial institutions are required by the regulators to increase their Tier 1 capital ratio.

Under this scenario, the first option for these institutions is to reduce the level of loans,

affecting directly the real economy. According to the Financial Times on October 12, 2011:

Leading European banks say they would rather sell assets than raise expensive

new capital to meet compulsory demands from the EU for higher capital ratios,

threatening a further contraction of credit to the enfeebled eurozone economy ...

European companies rely on banks for as much as 80 per cent of their funding

compared with only 30 per cent for US companies.

This helps us understand how government debt on the balance sheet of the financial in-

stitutions could be a double edged sword. On the one hand, this instrument can increase

the liquidity of the institutions and serve as collateral to create new loans.12 On the other
10 The ECB changed its collateral requirement policy to accept Greek bonds after the country received

its first aid package during May 2010. This also helped banks in Ireland and Portugal after they received
similar rescue packages. The institution also supported governments by buying their debt in the secondary
markets through the Securities Market Programme. Also, on December 2011, the ECB widened the number
of securites that banks could use as collateral to take loans from the monetary institution and also reduced
its quality threshold.

11 This is under the best possible scenario of the test, without changes in the capital ratios required by
the European Banking Autority (EBA) and without a government debt restructure. Since Greece already
restructured its debt during 2012, it is possible that the results of a new estimation could be even higher.

12 This is usually the case when the market sees this asset as a risk-free instrument.
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hand, during stressful times, the existence of those assets on the balance sheet of financial

institutions could be a burden since any revaluation (i.e., debt restructuring, haircut or any

other factor that increases sovereign risk) could further reduce the size of financial services

(for example, credit) provided to the private sector. Ultimately, this creates a vicious circle

with higher costs in terms of the reduction in investment and growth. At the same time,

this will weaken the fiscal position of the government which will not allow it to support

other sectors of the economy.

In summary, the model will help us understand some of the aforementioned interactions

between the financial and private sectors and the government. This understanding should

serve the purpose of generating new policies to avoid some of the drawbacks experienced

during sovereign debt crises.

2.1.3 The Model

The model uses a single period and works with an economy populated by three different

agents that interact with each other.

The private sector (including households) is in charge of the production and payment

of taxes. The model works with a general concave production function f (k, sd) that depends

positively on the level of capital employed (k) in the process and on the level of financial

services demanded (sd) by the financial sector of the economy. The sector has an initial

endowment composed of capital coming from past periods (k).

The production in the private sector relies on both inputs (capital and financial services)

with f (k, 0) = f (0, sd) = 0.13 The expenditure on financial services is given by pssd, where

ps is the price of them, and it is exogenous. Also, the private sector pays taxes to the

government in a fixed proportion to the output generated, with ψ as the tax rate. Then,

the problem of the private sector is defined as:

max
sd

(1 − ψ) f (k, sd) − pssd (2.1)

13 The production function needs both inputs in order to generate output.
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The production function is concave with respect to both arguments with f � (k, sd) > 0 and

f �� (k, sd) < 0.

The financial sector provides services to the private sector, which allows the economy

to produce f (k, ss).14 This sector is composed of institutions that could hold government

bonds on their balance sheets.

Financial institutions have different incentives to hold government debt on their balance

sheets. For example, Gennaioli et al. (2012) [5] explained that this is a way for banks to

maintain liquidity. Moreover, as explained by Bolton and Jeanne (2011) [7], government

bonds can be used as collateral in interbank transactions, and the low risk of those securities

could make this market more liquid, efficient, and useful to finance projects by the private

sector. The collateral usage of government debt reduces transaction costs since this kind

of debt is seen as less risky than corporate debt. This is the case even under financial

distress since the government debt is usually thought to be of greater value in comparison

to private debt. In that sense, governments could expand their debt capacity even further

if the financial sector is willing to accept the extra securities and use them in the interbank

market as collateral.15 It is important to note that this is also benefitial for the financial

sector since it can also expand its loans using these assets as collateral in the interbank

market. As a result, government bondholding by financial institutions could expand the

provision of financial services and the societys’ welfare.

Furthermore, financial distress comes hand-in-hand with an under provision of financial

services given the damaged collateral role of government debt. As explained by Acharya et

al. (2011) [41], governments could tap the gap created with the provision of transfers (i.e.,

bailouts) that are financed with tax collections from the private sector. This last effect could

create a negative incentive to investors since most of those taxes will come from corporate

profits.16 These rescue packages could also be paid by new government issuances, which
14 Where ss stands for services supplied and, in equilibrium, sd = ss.
15 This assumes the government creditworthiness is in good shape.
16 Taxes could be charged both to the private non-financial (corporate) and the financial sectors. However,

since capital mobility is easier in an economy with no restrictions, it should be taxed at a lower rate. The
assumption of corporate taxes being positive and no taxes charged in the financial sector seems reasonable
to model that situation.
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dilutes the value of outstanding government debt.17

The financial sector’s problem will be to choose the level of services to supply to the pri-

vate sector (ss). During this period, institutions also receive the proceeds from government

debt holdings and pay a cost for producing services. The returns from holding government

debt comes in the form of a reduction in the cost of providing financial services.18 The

problem of this sector is then:

max
ss

psss − c (ss, d) (2.2)

with c�
s (s, d) > 0, c��

s (s, d) > 0 and c�
d

(s, d) < 0. The financial sector has an incentive to

hold a positive amount of government debt since this reduces costs.19

The third actor in the economy is the government, which attempts to maximize the

welfare of the society, deciding on the level of debt to issue and the tax rate to charge to the

private sector. Taxes work as an indirect transfer from the private to the financial sector.

The government acts as an intermediary, collecting taxes from the private sector in order to

repay debt issued for the financial sector. This action, at the same time, could increase the

level of financial services provided by the latter when using government debt as a liquidity

or collateral instrument in the interbank market.

Even when it looks like the government should not charge taxes when trying to maximize

the society’s welfare,20 this burden on the private sector will increase the debt capacity of

the government, and with it, the production of financial services. Ultimately, this will also

increase the level of production by the private sector. As a result, if the government does
17 As we’ll explain later, most of this debt could be in the domestic bank’s balance sheets. If that’s the

case, the positive feedback loop with negative consequences between the government and the financial sector
will be even more clear.

18 For a clearer explanation, we could opt to write down the problem as:

max
ss

psss − c (ss, d) + d − d

since banks, in this set up, only hold government bonds to reduce financial services costs. Then, these
institutions could be carrying the financial instrument through the period without gaining more than the
reduction in the cost provided by the collateral usage of the government bond.

19 Another option would be to assume that banks hold these assets since there is a regulatory mandate
for them to hold government debt as a reserve requirement.

20 Since f (k, s) > (1 − ψ) f (k, s) for every ψ > 0.
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not default on its debts, there is a virtuous circle in the economy, with higher production

and a higher level of financial services traded.21

The problem of the government is defined as:

max
d,ψ

(1 − ψ) f (k, sd) − pssd + psss − c (ss, d) (2.3)

s.t. ψf (k, sd) ≥ d (2.4)

where (2.4) is the budget constraint of the government. This condition says that the gov-

ernment cannot take debt in excess of tax revenues collected from the private sector.22

In summary, the three agents in the economy interact with each other through the

issuance of debt, financial services and the tax collection. The timeline of decisions can be

seen below.

Timeline

Economic Agent Beginning of the period End of the period

Private Sector - Choose sd - Pay taxes ψf (k, sd)

Financial Sector - Choose ss - Collect payments from d

Government - Choose ψ and d - Collect taxes and repay d

2.1.4 Equilibrium conditions

Now, we analyze the optimum values of the variables in the objective function of the agents.

We start the analysis with the maximization of the private sector. From (2.1), the first order

condition (FOC) is given by:

f �
sd

(k, sd) = ps

1 − ψ
(2.5)

21 We’ll observe later that the production of financial services and the level of debt could increase but will
have an optimum interior value.

22 Since taxes will be collected at the end of the period, after the production is fulfilled, the government
must commit to charge the arranged rate ψ.
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The left hand side of the equation is the marginal benefit of using an extra unit of financial

service in the production of this sector, while the right hand side is the marginal cost of

using that extra unit. From this equation, we can calculate the optimum level of services

that the private sector demands from the financial sector.

We can also observe in (2.5) the direct relationship between the tax rate (ψ) and the

marginal product of financial services
�
f �

sd

�
. Since the production function is, by assump-

tion, concave, this implies that the sector is less willing to increase the amount of financial

services for a higher tax rate.23

The problem of the financial sector is to choose the amount of financial services to

provide to the private sector, given the amount of government debt on its balance sheet.

The solution to the problem comes from the condition:

ps = c�
ss

(ss, d) (2.6)

The marginal cost to provide this service is equal to its price. This condition assures perfect

competition between financial institutions as well.

The government solves for the optimal amount of debt as:

1 = −c�
d (s, d) (2.7)

which implies that the marginal benefit of issuing debt for the government is constant and

equal to 1. This is also the marginal cost associated with the increase in the level of debt

in the financial sector portfolio.

2.1.5 Default and optimal conditions

As previously explained and shown with the model, there is a relationship between the

sectors of the economy. The government taxes and issues debt that the financial institutions

hold on their balance sheets and use, for example, as collateral in the interbank transactions.
23 Given a constant ps.
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However, the incentive to hold government debt could come in other forms. In this model,

we only deal with the specific case in which a higher amount of debt in the banking portfolio

reduces costs in the provision of financial services.

An important point to make is that the level of debt is not chosen by the banks, but

by the government, with a constant marginal benefit. This is a strong assumption and

useful at this point to avoid cases in which the financial sector would buy vast amounts

of government debt only to reduce the cost of producing financial services.24 This could

results in an over production of services (for example, credits for every project in the private

sector without any consideration of the quality of them).25

2.1.5.1 What if d = 0?

Now, we’ll study the case in which the government does not issue debt. The comparison

of results with and without debt will allow us to understand whether positive amounts of

debt could be supported in equilibrium in a model with just one period.

So far, explanations of why governments repay their debts are biased in favor of reputa-

tional and direct sanctions issues in the existing literature. The former is usually explained

by an exclusion of overindebted governments from credit markets [10], while the latter in-

volves, for example, reductions in the level of trade with defaulters [11,43]. The novelty of

our model comes from the fact that governments have incentives to repay their debt, even

when none of the aforementioned costs are in place. In order to prove this, we first need

to study the case where the government does not issue debt and compare it with the case

where positive amounts of debt are issued.

From the government budget constraint (2.4), when d = 0, it is optimal for the govern-

ment to set ψ = 0 and leave the whole production benefit to the private sector. This is

a straightforward result since the government wants to maximize the society’s welfare and

taxes are collected only for the purpose of repaying existing debt. This is the same as saying
24 This is the case since in our model, marginal costs of increasing debt are negative and constant.
25 Another option to avoid this situation is to use the condition that c�

s (s, d) > |c�
d (s, d)|, which means

that even if the marginal cost of an extra unit of debt is decreasing, the absolute value of the marginal cost
increase in s is higher that the value at which it decreases in d.
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that no debt implies no role for the government. However, this will be accomplished by an

under-provision of financial services. This occurs since the government cannot issue debt

and repay it with tax revenues. In this case, the financial sector cannot use government

debt as a financial tool to reduce the unit cost of production of their services, and the

cost of them increases for the private sector.26 This means that c�
s (s, 0) > c�

s (s, d) ∀d > 0.

From equation 2.6, this also means that ps− > ps+, where the minus sign indicates the case

where d = 0. Then, without government debt to support a higher level of financial services,

transaction costs increase. This shows economies of scale in transaction costs with financial

services.

In this last case, there is no government debt issued and the price of financial services

is higher. For that reason, the economy has to produce less of them. For a tax rate ψ = 0,

we find values of k and s as: k̄, s̄.

Given these values, the government will support debt in equilibrium if it satisfies the

condition:27

(1 − ψ) f (k, s) − c (s, d) ≥ f
�
k̄, s̄

�
− c (s̄, 0) (2.8)

This condition will be given from a value of ψ that satisfies:

(1 − ψ) ≥
f

�
k̄, s̄

�
− {c (s̄, 0) − c (s, d)}

f (k, s)

Since f (k, s) > f
�
k̄, s̄

�
, and c (s̄, 0) < c (s, d),28 we need the condition:

f (k, s) > f
�
k̄, s̄

�
− {c (s̄, 0) − c (s, d)}

26 Until now, we didn’t say much about the price of these services, which are taken as exogenous. However,
it is possible to model them as dependent on d as well. For example, the scarcity of these services could
increase their price, which could be thought of as the interest rates that the financial sector charges for
credits to the private sector.

27 Given that sd = ss in equilibrium.
28 Even when the marginal cost of producing one more unit of financial service is lower with positive

issuance of government debt, the level will be higher since the cost of producing s̄ is lower than that of
producing s.
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in order to get a ψ∗ > 0.

Given this condition for ψ∗, positive amounts of debt (or taxes) are supported in equi-

librium. If not, the lack of government debt creates an under-provision of services, with a

cost attached to the real economy, when comparing it with the case of positive issuances.

In practice, d = 0 could mean a default of debt already on the balance sheet of financial

institutions. This creates a balance sheet effect since the restructuring implies a revaluation

of assets, which, for many institutions, will require either an increase in equity or a sale

of assets to comply with capital ratios.29 In practice, this creates important burdens for

these institutions if the revaluation or haircut is big enough. However, in some cases like

the restructuring of debt in Uruguay in 2003, losses for creditors were less than 15%30 and

in this case there was almost no negative balance sheet effect. However, the story in a

financially integrated and highly developed region like the EU could be very different and

costly.31

2.1.6 Functions and application
32

In this model, there is a benevolent government that maximizes the welfare of the society.

For this reason, it also minimizes the amount of taxes that it imposes (ψf (k, s)). The

government also issues debt to increase the level of financial services provided to the private

sector. We want to avoid cases in which the government is able to increase the level of debt

to infinity. For that, we look for an interior solution. If not, the government will issue as

much debt as it can to increase the level of financial services and indirectly increase the

production of the private sector to infinity as well. The restriction ψf (s, d) ≥ d should be

satisfied, and it will assure that the government has a cap on debt issuances.

The cost function for producing services by the financial sector should satisfy:
29 Many times, as experienced nowadays by European financial institutions, these are fire sales with a

potential of losing a high proportion of the initial investment. Since we are not working with a financial
sector that holds government debt from previous periods, we do not have this problem in our model. However,
it is important to mention that this effect is relevant during the current financial turmoil.

30 Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2008) [45] reported a haircut worth 13.3% in this case.
31 This is especially true if we take into account that the face value haircut of Greek bonds was valued at

more than 50% in March 2012.
32 All the exercises in the next sections were performed with Mathematica 8.
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1. Convexity in s: c�
s (s, d) > 0 and c��

s (s, d) > 0, and

2. c�
d

(s, d) < 0

For this, we can use a simple cost function c (s, d) = (s − d)2 with:

1. c�
s (s, d) = 2(s − d) > 0 for s > d

2. c��
s (s, d) = 2 > 0

3. c�
d

(s, d) = −2(s − d) < 0 for s > d

Also, a candidate for a concave production function could be the Cobb-Douglas function

f (k, s) = Akαs1−α which, given A > 0, k > 0, s > 0, 0 < α < 1, satisfies the conditions:

1. f �
k

(k, s) = αAkα−1s1−α > 0

2. f ��
k

(k, s) = (α − 1) αAkα−2s1−α < 0

3. f �
s (k, s) = (1 − α) Akαs−α > 0

4. f ��
s (k, s) = −α (1 − α) Akα−1s−α−1 < 0

2.1.6.1 Application

Now, using the functional form of the production and cost functions, we start working with a

benchmark case in which s = 1 and ps = 1. A higher amount of d issued by the government

allows the financial sector to increase ss since d could be used as collateral in the interbank

market. If the equilibrium s traded is beyond the initial value s = 1, the production of

the private sector also increases. This effect could further increase the revenues of the

government in cases where the latter has the ability to tax the extra production.

The objective function of the private sector is shown as:

max
sd

(1 − ψ) A kα s1−α

d
− pssd (2.9)
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with a FOC:

A (1 − α) kαs−α

d
= ps

1 − ψ

k
�(1 − ψ) A (1 − α)

ps

� 1
α

= s∗
d (2.10)

s∗
d

in now the optimum amount of financial services demanded by the private sector.

Then, we know that:

• ∂s
∗
d

∂ps
< 0: There is an inverse relationship between the quantity demanded and the

price of financial services.

Also, from (2.10), we calculate the inverse demand function as:

(1 − ψ) A (1 − α) kα

s∗ α

d

= ps (2.11)

The financial sector solves the following problem:

max
ss

psss − (ss − d)2 (2.12)

The FOC for this problem becomes:

s∗
s = d + ps

2 (2.13)

or,

ps = 2 (s∗
s − d) (2.14)
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Using the condition that s∗
d

= s∗
s in equilibrium, (2.10) and (2.13), we get that:

d + ps

2 = k
�(1 − ψ) A (1 − α)

ps

� 1
α

(2.15)

Then, using the Implicit Function Theorem and (2.15),33 we can explore some comparative

statics of ps as:

• ∂ps

∂k
> 0: Increments in k will increase the price of financial services. This will also

arise from an increment in the demand for services. The higher initial endowment of

capital allow the private sector to produce more and to demand more s.

• ∂ps

∂A
> 0: The higher the total-factor productivity (TFP) A, the more efficient or

productive is the investment. This increases the demand for s and the price of it.

• ∂ps

∂ψ
< 0: If the tax rate is higher, the incentive to invest and use more financial

services is lower. The demand will be lower and this will reduce the price of s.

• ∂ps

∂d
< 0: As the government debt increases, the supply of financial services also

increases with the consequent reduction in the price of them.

Using (2.11) and (2.14), we can also explore the comparative statics of s∗ as well:

• ∂s
∗

∂k
> 0: More initial endowment increases the amount of services traded.

• ∂s
∗

∂A
> 0: More services are traded in equilibrium for a higher TFP.

• ∂s
∗

∂ψ
< 0: More taxes will reduce the amount of services traded in equilibrium since

this tax will be supported by the production of the private sector.

• ∂s
∗

∂d
> 0: The higher the amount of government debt, the more services will be traded

in equilibrium.34

33 Results available in Appendix A.
34 This is the main effect of government debt being used as collateral in the interbank martket.
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2.1.6.2 Numerical example: welfare, feasability and bubbles

We can explore some results using specific values for the parameters. For example, we can

use: k = 2, ψ = 0.05, α = 0.5, A = 3 and d = 0.5.35

Using these values in (2.11) and (2.14), we can arrive at the equilibrium quantity for

financial services traded as s∗ = 1.36.36 Also, using (2.10) and (2.13), and solving for ps,

we get to the equilibrium price p∗
s = 1.72.

The government solves the maximization problem

max
d,ψ

(1 − ψ) f (k, sd) − pssd + psss − (ss − d)2

s.t. ψf (k, sd) ≥ d

or37

max
d

Akαs1−α

d
− d − pssd + psss − (ss − d)2 (2.16)

Using the equilibrium condition for financial services, the objective function becomes

max
d

Akαs1−α − d − (s − d)2

and the FOC

d∗ = s − 1
2 (2.17)

In Figure 2.1, we can observe the supply and demand generated by these functions and

parameters.

35 Except for the TFP, which is usually express as a percentage to show the part of growth not explained
by other inputs, all the other values are similar to the ones used in the literature.

36 As mentioned before, in equilibrium, sd = ss and we use that condition here.
37 This assumes that the government budget contraint is binding.
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Figure 2.1: Financial services supply and demand

As can be observed, for an economic meaningful case, there is no supply lower than 0.5,

and as previously mentioned, the equilibrium quantity of financial services is 1.36 and the

equilibrium price is 1.72.

2.1.6.3 Welfare

The main purpose of the exercise is to try and prove that positive amounts of debt can

be supported in equilbrium. For that, it will be important to check the welfare of the

sectors whenever there is a positive amount of government debt traded. That will help

us understand if the welfare of the society increases with positive issuances of debt, taxes

and higher amounts of financial services in comparisson to the case without debt. We are

looking for an overall result and not for the welfare result of a single sector of the economy.

We’ll start checking in Figure 2.2 the result of the objective function of the private

sector with the parameters of section 2.1.6.2. We compare two cases: one in which there is

a positive amount of debt issued, and the other in which there is no government debt. The

value of the objective function without debt (ψ = 0)38 is 3.24, as can be seen in Figure 2.2.

In Figure 2.2, we check what happens with the value of the objective function of the

sector when the level of financial services increases with a positive amount of government
38 This is the case since the budget constraint of the government (2.4) specifies that ψf (k, s) ≥ d. Since

f (k, s) > 0, whenever d = 0, ψ = 0 as well.
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debt. The numerical result in the case where there is a positive amount of debt issued is

higher than the case without debt (3.24) only for s > 1.23.
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Figure 2.2: Private Sector (I)

If we expand the range of values that s can take, we can clearly observe that debt and

the level of financial services cannot increase to infinity. We can see this in Figure 2.3, with

the only difference from Figure 2.2 being that there is an expansion in the values that s

could take.
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Figure 2.3: Private Sector (II)
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Whenever there is a positive level of debt, if 1.23 < s < 8.53, the welfare of this sector

is higher than the case where no debt is issued.

The financial sector also experiences a difference between the cases with and without

debt. Assuming the same values for the parameters, we can observe in Figure 2.4 that

the objective function of the financial sector has a higher value with a positive amount of

government debt issued, whenever 0.13 < s < 1.87. The constant value of the objective

function for a value of ps = 1 and d = 0 is 0 by construction.
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Figure 2.4: Financial Sector

The most important results in the model are the values of the objective function of the

government with and without the issuance of debt. This is the case since the government

is maximizing the welfare for the entire society. If we find a result in which the objective

function (or total welfare) is higher when issuing debt, this supports the idea that the

society will be better off with positive amounts of debt and taxes.

In Figure 2.5, we can observe that the government objective function, whenever there

is a positive amount of debt issued, is higher than the case where there is no government

debt for values 0.87 < s < 2 . In this specific case, the value of the objective function when
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d = 0 is the same as the value of the objective function of the private sector without debt.39

As a summary, the values of s that support positive issuances of government debt are:

1. Private sector: 1.23 < s < 8.53

2. Financial sector: 0.13 < s < 1.87

3. Government: 0.82 < s < 2
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Figure 2.5: Government

and can be observed in Figure 2.6. If the values are not in that range, the society is better

off without debt. In order to get an economically meaningful result, we need an incentive

compatibility constraint (ICC). That is, a situation in which all agents (or sectors in this

case) want to act according to an equilibrium solution and behave rationally. Looking at

Figure 2.7, this occurs every time that 0.13 < s < 1.87. However, since the private sector

has a restriction for s > 1.23, the ICC implies that 1.23 < s < 1.87.

In summary, we observe in these Figures that with a simple one-period model where debt

is used by the financial sector as collateral to provide more financial services to the private

sector to expand its production, we are able to explain a case where positive amounts of

debt are issued in equilibrium. Positive debt is supported, and we can conclude that the
39 This is only a particular case and not the rule for the exercise, as we’ll see later.
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government issues debt, in part, since the financial sector needs it to support the supply

of financial services. No explanation related to reputation or other costs are needed in this

case to support debt in equilibrium.40
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Figure 2.6: Financial services thresholds
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Figure 2.7: Incentive Compatibility Constraint

2.1.6.4 Feasability, bubbles and regulation

As shown in previous graphs, the three sectors have a feasability, or safe, region where the

objective function has a higher value under a scenario with a positive amount of government

debt. Also, there is an optimum point in this area, where the difference between the objective

function, with and without debt, is maximum. We started the exercise assuming d = 0.5,

but now we’ll find the optimum values of it using the maximun values of s for the sectors
40 However, it is important to mention that, so far, the argument in this model is quite simple and no risk

was attached to government debt in the model.
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of the economy and equation (2.17).

The difference between the case with and without debt is maximized for the three sec-

tors at values of s such as: 4.06, 1 and 1.39 for the private and financial sectors and the

government respectively, as can be seen in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Maximum levels of debt

Using the optimum value of s from the government, we can get to d∗ = 0.89. The region

where the government can support debt and be better off than without debt is given by

0.82 < s < 2.41 Whenever s > 2, the private sector is still better off than without debt, but

the government (or the whole society) is worst off. Also, for values of s > 2, the optimal

debt is, at least, 70% higher than the value in the case where the objective function is at

its maximum.42

The private sector could push and demand an amount higher than the upper bound for

the financial sector, as seen before (s = 1.87). In that case, the private sector is better off,

but this excess generates a welfare loss and a potential excess of production and supply of

financial services for the economy as a whole.

Under situations in which there is a lack of regulation, the optimum values are unclear

for the agents.43 Also, uncertainty is large enough and prevents the sectors from calculating

these thresholds properly. In these cases, problems arise with an excess supply of services

and issuance of government debt. In this sense, the private sector could be pushing the
41 The safe zone.
42 Where the society enjoys its highest welfare (d∗ = 0.89 vs d∗ = 1.51, when using s∗ = 2.01).
43 Especially for policy makers.
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economy towards a crash if it demands an excess amount of financial services and govern-

ment debt to keep increasing its production. This could also increase the amount of debt

issued and used by the financial sector as collateral with the consequent formation of a fi-

nancial bubble. Whenever the bubble bursts, the production of the private sector will crash

and most probably the government will have to rescue it with the costs that are associated

with those bailouts. That is a way of understanding this counterintuitive result in which

increments in production leads to a reduction in the society’s welfare.

In order to avoid these kinds of situations, regulations must be in place. Reasons

beyond the mere collateral usage of government debt by the financial sector support the

issuance of those securities and the potential excessive, or insufficient, trade of them. For

example, even in cases where the financial sector does not demand government bonds,

financial repression could be used by the government to increase the issuance of securities

to finance expenditures, fiscal deficits, or to circumvent prohibitive rates when trying to

access international debt markets. In our model, this is explained by the government’s

action of injecting more debt in the financial sector, even beyond the feasability level of this

sector.44 In this sense, a cap on the amount that the government injects into the financial

sector is a good policy to implement. Also as we’ll explore, it will be important to measure

the risk attached to the government debt.

On the other hand, regulations should also be in place to avoid inefficiencies working in

the opposite direction. There are cases in which the financial sector opts to buy massive

amounts of government debt and uses it as collateral in the interbank market, increasing

the amount of financial services beyond a feasible level. Whenever this debt is risk-free, no

problem exists. However, as we analyze later, any small negative shock increases margin

calls, freezes the interbank market, hurts the balance sheet of banks and consequently affects

the real economy. If the effect propagates through the economy, it brings with it a reduction

in production. Consequently tax revenues are reduced and contingent claims increased. All

this further increases the fiscal deficits and the level of sovereign debt and risk, with the
44 s = 1.87.
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potential of transforming a liquidity problem into a solvency problem. For all these reasons,

it is important to have proper measures of financial sector exposure to sovereign risk.

2.1.6.5 Different prices and quantities

What happens if we use different values for the parameters? For example, we can try the

same exercise using the equilibrium values of p∗
s and s∗ from Figure 1 on page 41 (1.72 and

1.36 respectively).

As can be observed in Figure 2.9, the private sector will be worst off in the case where

the government issues debt with these new parameters.45 However, the result is still a

welfare improvement for the society, as we’ll observe in the result for the government. A

problem in this case is that these conditions will not satisfy an ICC since the private sector

will always prefer not to pay taxes or demand more financial services. In the case where

the sector is not allowed to stop paying taxes, it will just reduce the demand for financial

services to the minimum necessary to produce.
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Figure 2.9: Private Sector with new parameters

The positive issuance of debt makes the private sector worst off for every amount of

financial services demanded. This is the case since the sector has to pay taxes whenever
45 This assumes that all the other parameters stay constant.
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there is a positive amount of debt that needs to be financed and the extra production will

not cover that. The ICC is violated in this case, and the private sector behaves optimally

when choosing to avoid debt markets.46

However, if the TFP or the initial level of capital are high enough, the situation is

different. For example, if instead of A = 3 we have A = 5,47 the private sector will have

an incentive to use the extra financial services coming from the financial sector since the

productivity of the project is higher.48 Even when the value of the objective function of

the sector without debt more than doubles when the productivity increases in this way,49

the value of the objective function with debt increases in a higher percentage as can be

observed in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Private Sector with different TFP

The higher the initial endowment or the value of the TFP, the bigger the incentive of

the private sector to demand financial services and increase its production. In this case,

the cost of tax payments is mitigated by the benefits arising from the extra production.
46 An option not explored here is simply to subsidize this sector of the economy with the gains of the

financial sector.
47 We could think about this as a productivity shock as well.
48 It is important to mention that this will also be the case if ψ → 0 or if the initial endowment (k)

increases.
49 From 2.6 to 5.9.
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However, as can be seen in Figure 2.10, the level of financial services needed to support

positive amounts of debt are different. In this specific case with A = 5 the safe space is

given by 1.79 < s < 6.6.
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Figure 2.11: Financial Sector with different TFP

For the financial sector, there are still certain values of s that create incentives to

support positive amounts of government debt (0.3 < s < 2.41). This is a shift to the right

in comparisson to the case in which we were not using the equilibrium price and quantity.50

For the government, the result is similar to the one obtained by the financial sector. We

can divide the result for the government in two, as we did for the private sector. The first

graph shows the case where the TFP is A = 3. It is interesting to observe the importance of

the financial sector in this case. Even when the private sector has no incentive to support

government debt, the result is not the same for the whole society, since the government

result is an average of the financial and private sectors. Even when the private sector is not

concerned with supporting government debt, the financial sector can be the one pushing this

decision with the consequent creation of a financial bubble. In this case, the government

will support debt for values of s as 0.74 < s < 2.09, which means that the ICC, just taking

into account the financial sector and the government, will be exactly as the safe zone of the
50 Since the TFP is not part of the objective function, nothing changes for the financial sector if we use

A = 3 or A = 5.
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government 0.74 < s < 2.09.

Using the equilibrium price, we can observe in Figure 2.12 that the financial sector has

a more important role in the total welfare equation than the private sector. This is an

interesting result, and it tells us that even when the private sector pays taxes and it could

be in a worst situation, the financial sector will be better off, and, as a result, the whole

society will gain from positive issuances of government debt.51
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Figure 2.12: Government

In the second example shown in Figure 12, we can observe that with a higher TFP

(A = 5), the value of the objective function without debt is much higher. For that reason,

there is a shift to the right in the minimum value that s can take in order to support positive

amounts of debt (1.03 < s < 2.64).

With a higher TFP, we return to a case where we can look for an ICC for the three sectors

in the economy. In this case, 1.79 < s < 2.41, which has a similar amplitude in comparisson

to the previous ICC, but moves to the right. This may be the case since the private sector

will need higher productivity to support the payment of taxes. For these values, the three

sectors will support positive amounts of debt. However, there is no situation in which all the

sectors can be at their maximum point for s at the same time, as we can observe in Figure

13. This is the case since only the optimum value of s for the government lies within the
51 Part of the explanation of why this is the case is related to the fact that the government collects taxes

from the private sector, but not from the financial sector.
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ICC. The maximum values are 3.81, 1.36 and 1.81 for the private and the financial sectors

and the government respectively using the range of values of s as:

1. Private sector: 1.79 < s < 6.6

2. Financial sector: 0.3 < s < 2.41

3. Government: 1.03 < s < 2.64

This case clearly shows that the private sector could push the economy into an unfeasible

region. Since the sector is better off with a higher s, it can push the economy towards a

higher level of government debt and trade of financial services in the absence of regulations

to avoid those excesses. Then, policies focused on the optimal amount of government debt

from the society’s perspective are necessary to curtail the effect that can be caused by the

sole action of individual sectors of the economy.
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Figure 2.13: Maximum values for s

2.1.7 Regulation and some preliminary conclusions

In this chapter, we used a single period model to explain some of the interactions between

the private and financial sectors of the economy and the government. There are very few

articles that analyze this since it is not clear how the feedback between the financial and real

sectors of the economy reinforce each other. Also, the lack of data in developing countries

did not allow further study of these interactions even when they were clearly present in

cases like the Russian and the Argentine sovereign debt crises in 1998 and 2001, repectively.
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For many developed economies, these interactions worked for many years as a virtuos

circle in which the financial sector expanded the supply of available services to the private

sector with the issuance of unregulated or not properly regulated financial instruments.

Some methods used during that time were supported by the increased role of the interbank

market transactions. They were backed, many times, with the use of government debt as

collateral. These securities, especially within developed economies, were seen as free of any

risk.

During that same period, the financial integration in regions like the EU, allowed banks

to use debt from different countries as collateral, as a part of their reserve requirements or

as portfolio investments. Also, the scenario of a systemic risk received a very low proba-

bility of occurrence from regulators. Now, more than two years after the first government

bailout in the Euro Area (EA),52 we can observe some negative consequences of the financial

integration and reduction of risk across the entire region during the last 10, or more, years.

In this sense, the model used here helps us understand the vicious circles of the economies

under these circumstances. Since many economies in the EU are experiencing a loss in tax

revenues, lower growth and increases in the interest rates needed to finance their debt,

there is probably a case for the introduction of new policies to avoid similar outcomes in

the future. Regulations must be in place to curtail the excesses coming from individual

sectors of the economy. As shown in the previous section, without clear foresight it is all

too easy to enter into an infeasible region when leaving the sectors to act freely.

At this point, there is one clear policy with high priority for regulatory action. This

policy could also be divided in two different sub policies. The first policy changes the

regulation for the valuation of government bonds. As seen in the stress tests on European

banks during 2010 and 2011, most of the sovereign debt is held by banks in their banking

book. The problem with this regulation is that it allowed banks to avoid mark-to-market

valuation for that part of their portfolio and allowed several banks to pass those tests without

problem even when most of those bonds were under market pressure.53 If, instead, bonds in
52 Greece in May 2010.
53 To show the ineffectiveness of the European stress test, we cite the case of Dexia. This bank passed
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the banking book use mark-to-market valuation,54 there would be a clearer understanding

of the risks incurred by the banks.

The second part of this policy is related to a dynamic way to measure risk. Under the

Capital Requirement Directive (CRD) of the European Commission, debt from a county in

the EU and in some non-EU countries with debts rated above AA-, have attached a zero

risk weight in the banking portfolio as explained in footnote 3. These risks should change

with market conditions. Even when markets overreact under an extreme situation and the

valuation is misleading, this is preferable to a situation in which a country holds the worst

credit rating in the world but still enjoys the benefit of valuing its government debt in the

banking book of financial institutions at face value (i.e., Greek debt).

In summary, the model is a useful tool to generate the necessary policies to mitigate

situations like those experienced nowadays in some economies within the EU. If the govern-

ment understands the limits of the economy and curtails the excesses of the financial and

private sectors, optimal levels of debt and financial services could be reached. This will, by

no means, solve the problem entirely but could reduce the consequences of systemic risks

to a large degree.

the 2011 test without a problem and a few months later was nationalized because of its financial problems.
54 As the bonds in the trading book does.
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Chapter 3: Multiperiod Model

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we explore a model similar to the one exposed in chapter 2 but with three

periods (t = 0, 1, 2). This will give us more flexibility to study cases in which the government

defaults on its debts and affects the other sectors of the economy with this decision. Also,

we can explore with more detail the positive side of the story where the repayment by the

government boosts the amount of financial services and, indirectly, affects the real economy.

As observed since 2008, multiple policy decisions and changes in the financial mar-

kets generated contagion effects, involvement of supra national institutions, and resulted in

sovereign and financial distress. This could be better understood with a multiperiod model

with interactions, as we’ll discuss in the next sections of this chapter.

3.1.1 One period versus multiperiod model

Differences with the one period model will arise since now there is risk involved. Also, there

will be an interest rate involved since borrowers and lenders trade bonds in different periods

of time. For simplicity, we don’t use any discounting in the model.

Risk is modeled here as a productivity shock that with probability p will give the pro-

duction a high TFP (AH) and with probability (1 − p) a low TFP (AL). This new effect

makes the output stochastic instead of deterministic, as it was with the single period version

of the model.

The first exercise (A = AH) will be associated with a payment of taxes by the private

sector such that the govenment will be able to fulfill the repayment of debt d1 (1 + r) at

t = 1. In the second case, where there is a negative shock and A = AL, the private sector

will not be able to repay the same amount, and the payment of taxes will not cover the
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government debt repayment to the financial sector. In this case, the government will repay

as much as it can, but this will only cover d1 (1 + r) (1 − �) where � is the haircut suffered

by the financial sector in the repayment of debt taken at t = 0.

We can see the timeline of events on the next page.
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3.1.2 t = 0

The private sector enters the period with an endowmnet of capital (k), which is accumu-

lated during previous periods. This endowment is used for the production of the sector

in combination with a quantity of financial services (sd,1). During this period, the sector

chooses the amount of financial services to demand from the financial sector in order to

maximize expected benefits.

The production function use by this sector is concave (f � (k, sd,1) > 0; f �� (k, sd,1) < 0).

It also has constant returns to scale with 0 < α < 1 and is shown by the Cobb-Douglas

function f (k, sd,1) = Akαs1−α

d,1 , which depends on the total factor productiviy (A) that is

stochastic. At t = 0, A is unknown, and it is expected that with probability p, it will be

A = AH and with probability (1 − p), it will be A = AL. The occurence of A will affect

directly the repayment of sovereign debt.

The government chooses the amount of debt to issue in order to cover its expenditures

(i.e., investment, social services, etc.) This debt is sold to the financial sector, which could

use it as an investment instrument in their portfolio, as a part of their reserve requirements

or as a collateral instrument in the interbank market for the issuance of new financial

services. Also, it chooses the tax rate (ψ) to charge to the private sector for its production.1

Lastly, during this period the financial sector supplies ss,1 financial services to the private

sector.2 A part or all of the proceeds of this sector are invested in government bonds (d1)

since this security and its collateral usage allowed the sector to increase the supply of

services. This sector is an intermediary in our economy. By assumption, in this model it is

too costly for the private sector to buy government debt directly.3 This role of intermediary

is also observed in the limited space of action that the sector has. For example, it cannot

default on the services supplied to the private sector in the case where the government
1 Since the capital can freely move in the economy, we can assume a lower tax rate for the financial sector

or a zero rate for this kind of investment. This will be useful to simplify things here.
2 In equilibrium ss,1 = sd,1.
3 Another option is to assume that for the same return (r), the private sector has a preference for financial

sector assets.
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repays its debt in full.4

3.1.3 t = 1

A is revealed at the beginning of the period. Consequently, the production f (k, sd,1) =

AH,Lkαs1−α

d,1 is also reported. With this information, the private sector produces and pays

taxes in the amount of ψf (k, sd,1)H,L. This sum is used by the government to finance the

repayment of debt to the financial sector.5

The private sector also chooses the level of financial services to be used in the production

at t = 2 (sd,2) and the investment in new capital (k2). The demand for services and new

capital occurs after A is revealed, and their level for t = 2 depends almost completely on

the productivity shock A.

After A is known, it will be clearer if this creates a virtuous or a vicious circle for the

economy. That occurs since if A = AH , the production is high and allows the private sector

to pay enough taxes so that the government can repay d1 in full to the financial sector.

The collection of taxes will be in this case equal to ψf (k, sd,1)H ≥ d1 (1 + r). The virtuous

circle occurs since the government debt is used by the financial sector as collateral to supply

a higher amount of financial services for the production at t = 2. In this case, the supply

of financial services will be higher than in the case in which A = AL, where there will be

some kind of default by the government, and banks will not be able to use such a strong

collateral instrument in the interbank market.

The full repayment by the private sector and the government allows the financial and

private sectors to trade s2 ≥ s1 and increase future production.6 This is the case since

government debt generates economies of scale that allow the financial sector to expand the

production of these services. The latter could use the holdings of government debt within

the financial sector to generate more services with sovereign bonds as collateral.7

4 We can also assume that the private sector is fully insured in cases where the government repays its
debts.

5 This amounts to d1 (1 + r).
6 The production function is concave with f �

s (k, s) > 0. This means that f (k, s2) ≥ f (k, s1).
7 The main idea is that government debt works in a muliplicative way to expand the amount of financial
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The government in this economy is able to issue debt in every single period. However,

the value of new issuances (d2) depends on whether there is a high or low shock to A. If

A = AH , the governmet repays d1 with interests and is able to rollover this volume and

issue a higher amount. The only restriction is that d2 ≤ d1 (1 + r), which means that the

government can issue more debt than at t = 1, but no more than the total amount repaid

with a high shock. In other words, the government can repay d1 (1 + r) and immediately

issue debt to absorb those funds from the financial sector.

New debt is then issued for the financial sector usage (collateral, portfolio investment,

reserve requirement, etc.) If the government knows that the security will only be used as a

collateral instrument in the interbank market by the financial sector, then d2 = d1 (1 + r).

This will be the case since the financial sector will demand as much debt as possible from

the government in order to increase the production of financial services. This demand for

government bonds is supported by the fact that the government repaid in full debt issued

at t = 0.8 We can observe in this case that ss,2 will be higher than ss,1 since d1 is, at most,

equal to ss,1 and ss,2 = d2.9

On the other hand, if A = AL, the economy is immersed in a vicious circle. The private

sector will not pay enough to allow the govenment to repay its debts in full. The tax

collection is given in this case by ψf (k, sd,1)L < d1 (1 + r), and the financial sector will

only recover the amount d1 (1 − �) (1 + r), where 0 < � ≤ 1 is the haircut applied to the

government debt.10

During this period the financial sector receives pssd,1 (1 + r) from the private sector.

services available.
8 We could interpret the repayment of debt by the government as a signal for future repayments.
9 And d2 > d1.

10 This could also be thought of as a strategic default by the government.
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This is always fulfilled since by assumption, (1 − ψ) f (k, sd,1)H,L ≥ pssd,1 (1 + r).11 How-

ever, the level of financial services for future periods will be affected by the level of A. If

A = AH at t = 1, the financial sector can supply an amount of financial services at t = 2

which could be higher than the level supplied at t = 1 (ss,1) and will never be smaller. On

the other hand, for A = AL, there will be an under provision of these services in comparison

to the case with a high shock. Also, the production of the private sector at t = 2 will be

smaller.

The aforementioned productivity shock is useful to understand one of the effects that a

default, or haircut, by the government causes on the financial and private sectors. Whenever

there is a low shock (AL), the government is not able to repay its debt in full but only a part

of it.12 However, if � �= 1,13 the country will still be able to rollover a part of the sovereign

debt. In that case, the new amount of debt issued at t = 1 will be d2 ≤ d1 (1 − �) (1 + r).

As can be observed, there are no incentives for the government to default if there is

a high shock AH .14 That’s because this action will imply a reduction in the quantity of

financial services provided by the financial sector for the next period, with the consequent

reduction in the level of tax collections by the government.15

The previously mentioned interactions follow a vicious circle in which the next step could
11 This condition implies that the private sector always produces and demands financial services. Debt

repayment from the private to the financial sector is senior to the repayment to the government in this
model. As mentioned in the text, the private sector could pay taxes to the government in an amount smaller
than d1 (1 + r). However, the payment to the financial sector will always be fulfilled. Supporting this is the
assumption that whenever the private sector stops repaying their debts to the financial sector, the contagion
within the latter is more harmful for the economy and that’s why debts to this sector are always repaid in
full. There is no incentive for the financial sector to avoid lending as much as it can to the private sector.
Even when this is a strong assumption since we usually observe many defaults by the private sector, it is
helpful to explain the interactions and the main role for the government debt in this model.

12 d1 (1 − �) (1 + r).
13 This means that there is not a complete default and the government still repays a part of its debt. The

fact that � �= 1 is reasonable since it is not common to observe a country defaulting on 100% of its debts.
14 The government is benevolent and maximizes the welfare of the society. Since AH creates a virtuous

circle for the economy, the government will never be tempted to default under this scenario. We could also
have the assumption that ψf (k, s2)H,L ≥ ψf (k, s1)H to justify this. The government always prefers not to
default since the collection of taxes for any shock at t = 2 will be, at least, equal to the collection of taxes
at t = 1 if receiving a high shock.

15 This case could be different if we work with a model in which the government only maximizes its own
benefits or if we assume, for example, a government that changes the party in power every period. We also
need to remember that we work with the restriction ψf (k, s) ≥ d and since the level of financial services
will be smaller with a government default, so will be the production of the private sector (i.e., future taxes).
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be a reduction in the amount of tax collections by the government since ψf (k, sd,1)H >

ψf (k, sd,1)L. The ability of the government to repay d1 in full is the key element of the

period. This will affect the whole interaction between the sectors of the economy and will

reduce significantly the intermediary role of the financial sector.

The importance that the repayment of the government debt has in the model leads

to the policy discussion. In practice, as in the current European sovereign debt crisis, a

problem in the private sector through a productivity shock16 reduces the amount of tax

collections by the government, and this generates a problem in the debt capacity of the

government. Since the actors of the economy observe this, as well as the situation in which

the government supports private entities and expand social benefits, they could expect the

government to default on its debts. The result is that financial markets are not longer eager

to demand sovereign bonds to use as collateral in the interbank market,17 and the liquidity

of the system dries up.18

In addition, under increasing uncertainty in the system related to the fiscal situation of

the government, the financial sector as a whole is anxious to take sovereign bonds out of its

investment portfolio, potentially creating a self-fulfilling prophesy and an excess of supply

of government bonds. A consequence of this is reflected in the increase in the interest rate

required to finance new government debt issuances.19

3.1.4 t = 2

In the last period (t = 2), which is a continuation value for the economy, it is clear the effect

of the shock at t = 1 on the real economy and the government’s ability to repay its debts.

As before, if the government defaults, it will be able to rollover a smaller portion of d2, and
16 Or any other kind of supply shock.
17 In the model, this leads to a situation in which d2 < d1 (1 + r), even in cases where governments repay

their debts in full. Uncertainty about future repayments generates this scenario.
18 This was actually the case in the EU during 2011. Since individual governments in this region saw their

policy space reduced, the ECB came out with a Long Term Refinancing Operation (LTRO). This program
brought two rounds of 3-year funding for European banks on December 2011 and February 2012 that helped
to boost liquidity in the financial markets.

19 Governments are paying a high premium to rollover their debts, and this mechanism transforms a
liquidity crisis into a solvency crisis.
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this will only allow the issuance of an amount d3 ≤ d2 (1 − �) (1 + r), with consequences

suffered by the local real economy.20

It is not clear what the level of sd,2 will be until we know the value of A at t = 1. This

value and the interaction of the three sectors will give us the amount of financial services

provided by the financial sector at t = 2. If A = AH at t = 1, we find an equilibrium

amount of financial services sd,2 = s∗
d,2. However, if sd,2 �= s∗

d,2, the economy will not be

producing at its maximum level. In that case, the economy will produce an amount lower

than that produced when A = AH . Also, tax collection by the government and supply of

financial services by the financial sector will not be at their maximum point.21

Whenever the government defaults on its debts, the financial sector will be affected and

the private sector as well. This is so since the financial sector cannot provide the private

sector with the level of financial services that would otherwise be supplied in the absence

of a default by the government.

At the beginning of t = 2 there is also a shock to A. The shocks in this model are

assumed to be independent, and this allows us to take the behaviour of the sectors of the

economy as if they were again at the beginning of period t = 1. The only difference is that

now the level of financial services used for production is given and depends on the shock

in the previous period, which also affects the new level of capital (k2). This allows the

economy to return to a virtuous position. The process repeats itself every single period,

and we can take the behaviour of the sectors in period t = 2 as the way in which they’ll

behave from then on.

3.1.5 Interactions and volatility

At this point, one of the conclusions we can extract is that government debt increases return

volatility. Even when this instrument boosts the interbank credit market and helps as a
20 As explained by Broner and Ventura (2011) [8], defaults will always be costly for the local economy.

These authors explain that default discrimination between local and foreign creditors is almost impossible
since the latter uses the secondary markets to behave as if they were local bondholders. In that sense, a
default by the government will always affect the local real economy through the reduction in production at
t = 2.

21 In other words, there is space for a Pareto improvement.
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benchmark for the development of private bond markets, it also creates negative balance

sheet effects for the financial sector and other bondholders. In the absence of this channel

to increase the supply capacity of the financial sector, the economy produced at a lower

level and in a less volatile way. For that reason, it is important to understand the role of

regulatory measures to balance costs and benefits.

3.2 Sectors’ decision processes

3.2.1 Case 1: risk neutrality

The first of two cases will be approached using the certainty-equivalence principle.22 In

a later section, we’ll oberve why this sometimes is not the best approach for this kind of

problem. This principle allows us to work with the model as if the sequence of values for

random variables (for example, r) were known and equal to their mean values. With that

assumption, we could easily use the expectation of the variable in the estimation, without

taking into account other moments of the distribution of the variable. For example, we can

replace rt with Et (r), where rt is the sequence of future values of r. As a consequence of

this, the decision rule of the three sectors will not be affected by the existence of uncertainty.

As explained by Hansen and Sargent (2005) [46], agents (in our case, the three sectors) will

always look for low or no uncertainty, but under the conditions of the certainty-equivalence

principle, this will not be an issue during the optimization process. It is important to

mention that this does not mean that we always use the same value for E (r) since this could

change every period. This only illustrates that the future sequence of random variables is

known, and the expectation is taken with the information available during the period where

a decision needs to be taken.
22 We can assume that agents are neutral to risk or take E [f (x)] as equal to f [E (x)] for a random variable

x.
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3.2.1.1 Private sector

At t = 0, the private sector chooses the amount of financial services to demand from the

financial sector for the production at t = 1, given the productivity shock in that same

period. At t = 1, the sector again takes a decision related to the amount of financial

services to be used in the production at t = 2 and the new amount of capital to be used

(k2). At t = 1, capital is given by the endowment (k), but the sector could choose to invest

a different amount (k2) for the production at t = 2 at a cost of w2 per unit of extra capital.

The sector will choose the amount to be used in the production process, conditional on

the information that it has in period t = 0, as:

max
sd,1,sd,2,k2

E0[(1 − ψ) f (k, sd,1) − pssd,1 (1 + r) +

(1 − ψ) F̃ (k2, sd,2) − pssd,2 (1 + r) − w2 (k2 − k)] (3.1)

where pssd,1 and pssd,2 are monetary outlays at t = 0 and at t = 1 in order to get the

financial services required to produce. If those services come in the form of a loan, the

sector will have to pay interest in future periods.23 The production is stochastic in both

periods since A occurs at the beginning of t = 1 and t = 2 and the prices (ps, w2 and ψ)

are exogenous. On the other hand, the level of financial services (s1, s2), government debt

(d) and capital for t = 2 (k2) are endogenous variables.

The production of the sector at t = 2 is modeled as a continuation value F̃ (k2, sd,2), with

the function increasing in both inputs
�
F̃ � (k2, sd,2) > 0

�
and concave

�
F̃ �� (k2, sd,2) < 0

�
.

After t = 0, where there is an endowment of capital, the sector has to decide how much

to invest in financial services and capital (k2) for the production at t = 2. If it chooses a

different level of capital to produce, the sector has to pay a cost of w2 (k2 − k).

Given the information collected until t = 0, the first order conditions of this problem

are shown as:
23 For simplicity, we assume that all services pay interest.
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E0
�
f �

sd,1 (k, sd,1)
�

= ps (1 + E0 (r))
(1 − ψ) (3.2)

E0
�
F̃ �

sd,2 (k2, sd,2)
�

= ps (1 + E0 (r))
(1 − ψ) (3.3)

E
�
F̃ �

k2 (k2, sd,2)
�

= w2
(1 − ψ) (3.4)

The problem is solved as in the case where we have risk neutral agents.24 The expected

marginal benefit for using an extra unit of financial services or capital in the sector’s pro-

duction, will always be equal to the marginal cost for using that extra unit. From equations

(3.2) and (3.3), we know that the expected marginal benefits of using an extra unit of fi-

nancial services has to be the same in every single period. That is, the price of the financial

services discounted by the tax rate.25

3.2.1.2 Financial sector

The financial sector chooses at t = 0 and at t = 1 the amount of financial services to supply

for the production at t = 1 and t = 2 in order to maximize benefits. The problem of this
24 The literature usually addresses cases in which agents are risk neutral or cases in which the problem

has a quadratic objective function with linear restrictions for simplicity. That allows the researcher to
find closed form solutions with a low cost since it is possible to find a certainty-equivalent solution in that
case. In those circumstances, the degree of uncertainty plays no role for the decision making and only the
mean of the probability distribution of random variables is of importance. In the case studied here, the
problem becomes difficult to solve since we work with a non-linear and non-quadratic objective function.
Problems associated with these difficulties are usually solved using linear approximations around a steady
state or numerical methods. We’ll explain later the difficulties with those approaches and why we stick to
the certainty-equivalent case for the rest of the chapter.

25 This is a very special case since we are assuming that the price of financial services, and the tax rate,
are given and fixed in every period. In cases where ps,1 �= ps,2 for periods 1 and 2, the marginal cost will
not be the same anymore. Something similar occurs if the tax rate change from period to period (ψ1 �= ψ2).
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sector of the economy, given the information gathered until t = 0, is shown as:

max
ss,1;ss,2

E0 [psss,1 (1 + r) − c (ss,1, d1) − d1 + psss,2 (1 + r)

−c (ss,2, d2) − d2 + (1 + r) d1 + (1 + r) d2] (3.5)

where psss,1 and psss,2 are the monetary proceeds at t = 0 and t = 1, coming from the

financial products sold to the private sector. At t = 1 and t = 2, the sector also receives

the interest payments psss,1r and psss,2r.

Also, this sector incurs a cost for the production of those services [c (ss,1, d1) and

c (ss,2, d2)]. Financial entities buy government bonds in the amount d1 at t = 0 and d2

at t = 1. This investment produces a net interest payment in both t = 1 and t = 2 after

the government repays its debts.

The FOC for this problem are shown as:

ps (1 + E0 (r)) = c�
ss,1 (ss,1, d1) (3.6)

ps (1 + E0 (r)) = E0
�
c�

ss,2 (ss,2, d2)
�

(3.7)

At t = 0, the financial sector chooses ss,1 and the government, d1. These values are known

and are not exposed to any kind of shock. That’s why we have certainty about their values

in equation (3.6) and not about the ones in equation (3.7). These last values will depend on

the level of services and debt traded (s2, d2), which depends on the shock A at t = 1. These

first order conditions are telling us that the price of the financial services should be equal to

the expected marginal cost of production, which is the price of the services adjusted with

an interest rate.

As with the single period model, the key in this model is the potential collateral use

that the financial sector can give to the government debt in the interbank market. This

is reflected in the reduction in costs when having the opportunity to buy more sovereign
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bonds (c�
d

< 0).

3.2.1.3 Government

The problem of the government is to maximize the welfare of the society.26 In a way, it

behaves like an intermediary between the private and financial sectors choosing the tax rate

that minimizes the cost of taxation for the private sector. For this, it also has to take into

account the sum of debt needed to provide to the financial sector.

At t = 0, given the information that the sector has, it will issue debt to be repaid at

t = 1, d1. Also, at t = 1 the sector will issue d2, with its level depending on the shock A to

the production of the private sector.

Using both objective functions and the optimal values of s1, s2 and k2, the government

solves this problem as:27

max
ψ,d1,d2

E0[(1 − ψ) f (k, s1) − c (s1, d1) + d1 − (1 + r) d1

+ (1 − ψ) F̃ (k2, s2) − w2 (k2 − k) − c (s2, d2) + d2 − (1 + r) d2] (3.8)

s.t. ψE0 [f (k, s1)] ≥ d1 (3.9)

ψE0
�
F̃ (k2, s2)

�
≥ d2 (3.10)

d1 (1 + r) (1 − �) ≥ d2 (3.11)

The government has several restrictions. The first one (3.9) explains that the government

cannot issue more debt at t = 0 than the sum of expected tax revenues at t = 1. Restrictions

(3.10) and (3.11) demonstrate that the government cannot issue at t = 1 more debt than

the sum of expected tax revenues at t = 2 and also, that it cannot issue more than the

actual repayment to the financial sector at t = 1.
26 The government act as a social planner.
27 Using the fact that, in equilibrium ss,1 = sd,1 and ss,2 = sd,2, we can net out pss1 (1 + r) and pss2 (1 + r)

from the problem.
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When the restrictions are binding, we obtain the FOC:

(1 + E0 (r)) (1 − �)
�
c�

d1 (s2, d2) + (1 + E0 (r))
�

= −
�
1 + E0 (r) + c�

d1 (s1, d1)
�
(3.12)

This equality is fulfilled only when, −c�
d1 (s2, d2) = 1 + E0 (r) and 1 + E0 (r) = −c�

d1 (s1, d1).

For a constant interest rate, this means that c�
d1 (s1, d1) = c�

d1 (s2, d2). Then, the marginal

benefit of an extra unit of debt used by the financial sector is equal in every single period

(1 + E0 (r)).

The certainty equivalent theorem says in this case that:28

max
ψ,d1,d2

[E0 (A) | d1 (1 + r) (1 − �) − d2 = 0] =

max
ψ,d1,d2

[A | d1 (1 + E (r)) (1 − �) − d2 = 0]

with

A = (1 − ψ) f (k, s1) − c (s1, d1) + d1 − (1 + r) d1 + (1 − ψ) F̃ (k2, s2)

− w2 (k2 − k) − c (s2, d2) + d2 − (1 + r) d2

3.2.2 Shock to r

So far, we found results similar to the ones obtained in the previous chapter where we

worked with a static case. However, the dynamics are important to explain the sequence

in the case of a shock that affects the private sector, the government repayment and, later,

the financial sector provision of services. Furthermore, the model is flexible enough to allow

us to explore cases in which the shock arises in the financial sector or in the government

(i.e., crisis in the public sector created by excesive expenditures), and affect the rest of the

economy. In this sense, the dynamics will let us explain better the positive feedback loop

between the financial sector and the government experienced since the beginning of the
28 If the restriction on d2 is binding.
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current financial crisis, as well as the transmission mechanisms behind these relationships.

The effects that the model captures are roughly divided into: (i) fiscal distress created

by the rescue of several entities in the financial and private sectors by the government and

(ii) financial distress and subsequent problems in the real economy created by the weaker

debt capacity of the government, which also involves a confidence crisis.

In this section, we explore the case of a shock arising in the financial sector and affecting

the rest of the sectors of the economy. The shock has a direct effect on the private sector

and an indirect effect on the government, which later affect the financial sector as well. This

creates the same vicious circle observed in the static model.

For example, a confidence shock or any other change in market conditions could increase

(decrease) the interest rate that the financial sector charges to the private sector when

supplying financial services. The private sector will then have to pay a higher (lower)

interest rate (r∗ > r) when getting funding from the financial sector, which will probably

reduce the production in the private sector and, consequently, the tax revenues of the

government.

If we evaluate the FOC of the private sector as in equation 2.5 but instead we use the

dynamic problem,29 we arrive to:

E0
�
f �

sd,1 (k, sd,1)
�

= ps (1 + E0 (r))
1 − ψ

As can be observed, the marginal cost will be higher if r∗ > r, given that ps and ψ are

exogenous in this case. Uncertainty in the financial markets increases the price of financial

services. Given that the production function is concave and k is given, the demand for

financial services must be smaller than before the negative shock
�
s∗

d,1 < sd,1
�

to mantain

the equality with higher marginal benefits. This implies that the sector will be producing

a smaller amount in comparison with the case where the interest rate is lower.

Thus, a negative shock to the interest rate is expressed as a reduction in the production
29 This uses the certainty-equivalent approach.
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of the private sector. As a consequence, since we assume a consant ψ, the government

will see the tax revenue reduced
�
ψf

�
k, s∗

d,1
�

< ψf (k, s)
�
. Furthermore, since its budget

constraint is expressed as ψf (k, s) ≥ d, the government will not be able to issue the amount

d anymore. This will then affect the financial sector since a smaller d will support fewer

financial services. This in turn could further increase the interest rate since there will be

a lower supply of financial services for the private sector and for the interbank market.

The subsequent increase in r could occur from a new wave of confidence shocks. The

aforementioned mechanism leads the government to collect a lower amount of taxes, which

affects its debt capacity and hurts the trust of the private and financial sectors in the

government and contributes to a vicious spiral.

This situation was observed in many developed economies during the last four years

and in some developing countries during the late 1990s and early 2000s, as discussed in the

next chapter. In general, the way to stop this cycle is related to regaining confidence. This

is usually the case when positive shocks are generated in the political arena or are coming

from decisions made abroad. Actions by the governments, or supra national entities, should

help to prevent episodes of this kind or to find a solution when a crisis is already in motion.

Clear policies with credible enforcement mechanisms help to fulfil this objective.

3.2.3 Case 2: risk

So far, we’ve been working with a model in which certainty-equivalence was assumed. As

explained by Holly and Hughes-Hallet (1989) [47], whenever we have a dynamic problem

with a quadratic objective function and linear restrictions, solutions are straightforward.

This is the case since the stochastic problem is seen as deterministic. The way to approach

this kind of problem is to ignore the stochastic part and solve the deterministic portion of

the model.

However, when we work with economic variables and policy decisions, certainty equiv-

alence could be misleading since economic conditions usually change. Since econometric

problems of forecasting and many other policy problems involve non-linear functions, this
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could actually create problems that need to be solved in a different way. The certainty-

equivalent method is not a good instrument under these conditions since it ignores non

linearities that are not quadratic and also the risk aversion of the agents. Since this method

does not need a perfect knowledge of probability distribution functions (pdfs), it is simpler

to evaluate and less costly with respect to the non-linear and non-quadratic approach. This

latter approach needs higher order moments of those distributions for a proper solution.

In general, we cannot assume a pdf since we don’t know much about higher order

moments of the distribution function. That creates problems since decision rules will be

based on a true pdf that is actually unknown for the researcher. The beauty of the certainty-

equivalent approach is that we can completely avoid this step.

Non-linear problems are more difficult to solve and many times involve linearizations

or costly programing exercises. If these problems are not possible to solve,30 policy makers

at least need to understand that the deterministic case is no more than an approximation

of the real problem.31 One other approach under these circumstances is to use repeated

iterations and linearizations to define the problem as a sequence of linear-quadratic (LQ)

problems. If the problem can be linearized and the iterative process is convergent, then the

user can use the certainty-equivalent approach to get a locally-valid, closed-form solution

and decision rule.

The theoretical approach to this kind of problem is usually related to an approximation

or a linearization to make the problem more similar to the LQ case. This tactic is not

free of risk since the linearization is made around a point that should be choosen by the

researcher.32 Also, there is a problem with multiple equilibria associated with different

starting points, as well as local instead of global solutions. The different possible equilibria

can be identified by starting the iterative process at different points and ranked them by

evaluating each through the policymakers or society’s objective function.

In our model, we have a non-linear objective function that is not quadratic and has risk
30 Complex methods of linearization and other numerical approaches have been studied during the last

20-30 years by economists [46,48].
31 Many times, a bad approximation.
32 This introduces subjectivity.
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involved.33 This changes the certainty-equivalent results since now we need to take into

account higher order moments of the probability distribution of the random variables and

not just the mean of them.34

For example, as explained in the last section, confidence shocks affect the interest rate

paid by the private sector. Under the non linearities involved in the model, we need to

address problems related to the volatility of the interest rate (i.e., second moment or variance

of the distribution). Information valid for policy purposes could also be hidden in the third,

fourth and higher moments (skewness and kurtosis, or fat tails) of the distribution. All

these problems are ignored when using a certainty-equivalent approach.

Policy makers need to take the aforementioned problem into account and prepare for

different scenarios instead of using only a deterministic approach, which seems to work only

during calm periods. Thus, ignoring non linearities or the true form of the probability

distribution of random variables can create major problems during a turmoil and change

optimal decision rules. For example, using a certainty-equivalent approach, it is almost

impossible to explain increments in volatility or extreme shocks. Most of them will be

treated as less risky than they really are.

The lack of information, or the assumption about the validity of the certainty-equivalent

results, delay reactions by the government. Ignoring cases in which a random variable has

a distribution with fat tails, or a high variance, can make the policy maker think that every

shock will vanish and that random variables will return to the mean of the distribution.

It is also important to take into account the type of uncertainty in the problem. Policy

makers reactions are different when uncertainty appears in the restrictions that they face

in comparison with cases in which this is expressed in their objective function [47]. As ex-

pressed by Holly and Hughes-Hallet (1989), the penalization is different with higher (lower)

costs attached to higher moments of the probability distribution if uncertainty is present in
33 Now, E [f (x)] �= f [E (x)].
34 When we work with risk averse agents, this is of main importance. For example, we can think about

the usual financial exercise in which a risk averse agent needs to decide between two assets. If both have
the same expected return, but one has a lower variance, this is chosen by the agent. In this simple case, we
can clearly see how much more information the second moment of the probability distribution provides to
the agents.
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the objective function.

In cases where policy makers understand the shortcomings of the certainty-equivalent

approach, they must choose policies that not only maximize the expected value of the target

variable but also minimize the value of its variability. If not, some policies are selected

incorrectly due to the lack of attention paid to the volatility of the policy variable. In terms

of risk adjustment, to be explained in the next section, policy makers might choose a mean-

variance approach to deal with risk using positive weights on α2.35 A new combination,

which should also take into account higher moments of the probability distribution, could

change the decision rules. This will be more accurate the more moments that we include

when solving the policy problem.

Whenever there is variation in the decision criteria, we can work with a risk premium

approach to compensate the risk averse agents for the risk they need to inccur. This

premium needs to be sufficient for the agents to be indifferent between taking risk options,

but with information about the mean of the random variables, and not taking them.

3.3 Model with risk

In the case where we take into account risk measures, the optimization will differ from the

certainty-equivalent approach because:

max
ψ,d1,d2

[E0 (A) | d1 (1 + r) (1 − �) − d2 = 0] �=

max
ψ,d1,d2

[A | d1 (1 + E (r)) (1 − �) − d2 = 0]

with

A = (1 − ψ) f (k, s1) − c (s1, d1) + d1 − (1 + r) d1 + (1 − ψ) F̃ (k2, s2)

− w2 (k2 − k) − c (s2, d2) + d2 − (1 + r) d2

35 This is the weight of the second moment of the distribution.
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This difference arises since now we need to take into account more than the first moment

of the probability distribution of random variables. A potential solution for this is to try to

linearize the system and use the methods involved in the LQ case. However, the maximizer

of A will be different from the maximizer of E (A), and then it is almost impossible to know

which values to linearize around the non-linear function.

The process of linearization usually includes a linear quadratic approximation around

the current position, which also includes an expected path into the future and the usage

of certainty-equivalence tools afterwards. Once the next future position is revealed, a new

linear quadratic approximation is performed with a new expected path for the future. This

process repeats until the problem converges to a solution. Nonetheless, there are problems

associated with this approach. The first one is that sometimes there is no convergence at

all. Other problems involve convergence to local, instead of global, solutions.

In order to take into account higher orders of the probability distribution, we use an

extra term in our problem as:

E0 (A) + αiE0 [A − E0 (A)]i i = 2, 3, ...

where αi are the weights associated with higher moments of the probability distribution

(variance, skewness, kurtosis, etc.) In theory, this extra term should solve the difference

between approaches. A potential problem associated with this new exercise is that it is

almost impossible to have a proper calculation of higher moments and the weights that

must be associated with them.

We could try to solve the linearization in order to use the LQ tools or perform a compu-

tational exercise to approach a solution. The advantage of using one of those techniques is

that it reachs a potentially more accurate approximation. However, given its complexity, it

is not the purpose of this chapter to perform such exercises.36 In any case, the topic is too

relevant to ignore it and seems to be of major importance during the current financial crisis.
36 Articles [46,48] and [47] are a handful of excellent sources in this area of research.
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Without understanding that the certainty-equivalent approach is linked to strong assump-

tions and that it is mostly used because of its simplicity, policy makers fail to address the

potential consequences of negative (positive) shocks. Even when this approach is a helpful

tool because of its usefulness, it is necessary to recognize that it could work properly during

calm periods, but it does not cover the whole range of reactions to unusual shocks, and it

relies on many strong assumptions.

3.3.1 Differences between approaches

In general, it is quite difficult for policy makers to give a full set of preferences for every

possible contingency. However, quite often they (wrongly) attached a null probability to

extreme cases. Approaches using normal distributions, risk averse agents and/or partial,

instead of general equilibrium and other assumptions, result in policy makers and researchers

acting as if these were the only cases necessary to consider.

It is in that sense that at least a basic understanding of the drawbacks of using the

certainty-equivalent approach is necessary. For many cases related to the adoption of eco-

nomic policies, moments of the probability distribution different from the mean will be of

main importance. If these are ignored, the decision rules will probably be biased. The

case also extends to situations in which the influence of other agents on the environment

of decision is not taken into account. Under these scenarios, choices by the agents can be

highly erroneous.

Many times policy makers and non linear stochastic model users ignore the randomness

involved in the system and only work with linear cases and risk neutral agents. Whenever

we work with random variables with normal distributions and low variance, this will not

create a problem. However, in the case of a different shape of the distribution, it could give

the policy maker a biased estimation (i.e., wrong decision rules).37

In summary, the way to approach a dynamic problem like the one in this paper and in

many economic decisions by policy makers is not unique. However, there are many times
37 Sometimes, Monte Carlo simulations are performed to mitigate this problem.
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in which certainty-equivalence is used under the umbrella of strong assumptions. This is

not a problem per se since it is generally used for its simplicity in comparison with the

non LQ model. On the other hand, if we act as if we have risk neutral agents, normal

distributions and no extreme shocks, we will certainly be surprised and not find answers to

cases involving large or/and sudden shocks.

Policy makers undoubtedly need a tool to solve problems with constraints, and the

certainty-equivalence approach is one that works. The message here is not that this approach

is useless, but that users need to be aware of its limitations. Researchers have been trying to

find a closed-form solution for models as the one in this paper but have not been succesful

yet. That is one reason to keep using the approach that lacks some characteristics, but

works. It is mainly for this reason that most researchers keep using it, and why we solved

this model with it. We’ll continue using it in the next section.

3.4 Optimal taxation
38

Returning to the certainty equivalence case, we explore the case where the government

chooses to charge a different tax rate (ψ� �= ψ) in order to support a higher level of debt.

Since ψf (k, s1) ≥ d1 and ψF̃ (k2, s2) ≥ d2, a higher ψ allows the government to increase the

level of debt. However, this increment will not be linear, and the government will have to

decide on the trade-off between higher taxes and lower production from the private sector.

This is the case since a tax rate that is too high generates negative incentives for the private

sector to produce.39 On the other hand, a tax rate of ψ = 0 will leave the full amount of

production to the private sector as a benefit. However, in this last case, the government

is not able to support debt at all; the financial sector is not selling financial services; and

furthermore, the private sector is not able to produce.40 For these reasons, there will be an

interior optimum for the tax rate as 0 < ψ∗ < 1 that is consistent with the tax capacity of
38 This section uses a methodology similar to the one in [41]. However, an important difference is that in

our model, production occurs in periods t = 1 and t = 2, and this is taxed in both periods as well.
39 With a high ψ, there is probably no incentive to invest a high amount in k2.
40 Since by assumption, f (k, 0) = 0.
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the government and the tax fatigue of the private sector.

The aforementioned explanation helps us understand that tax revenues have a Laffer

curve form. They increase until a maximum point and then decrease. This means that

the government can increase taxes to finance a higher issuance of debt until it reaches a

maximum value. From that point on, the cost for the private sector to keep paying higher

taxes will be high enough to decrease the level of production.

The expected tax revenue from the government problem in equation (3.8) is shown as:

ψ
�
f (k, s1) + F̃ (k2, s2)

�
(3.13)

The marginal increase in the expected tax revenue is given by:

∂ψ
�
f (k, s1) + F̃ (k2, s2)

�

∂ψ
= f (k, s1) + F̃ (k2, s2) + (3.14)

ψ[f �
k (k, s1) ∂k

∂ψ
+ f �

s1 (k, s1) ∂s1
∂ψ

+

F̃ �
k2 (k2, s2) ∂k2

∂ψ
+ F̃ �

s2 (k2, s2) ∂s2
∂ψ

]

As seen in equation (3.14), the marginal increase in expected tax revenues from a tax rate

of ψ = 0 will equal the amount of expected production f (k, s1) + F̃ (k2, s2). Also, from the

single period model, we know that ∂s1
∂ψ

and ∂s2
∂ψ

< 0. Since k is given, we have that ∂k

∂ψ
= 0.

Lastly, using the first order condition from the private sector problem with respect to k241

and the Implicit Function Theorem, we obtain ∂k2
∂ψ

= −
−F̃

�
k2(k2,sd,2)

(1−ψ)F̃ ��
k2(k2,sd,2) < 0. Then, the

second term in the right hand side of equation (3.14) is negative and, as ψ increases, this

term will become higher in absolute value. In this sense, the expected tax revenues increase

from ψ = 0, and eventually decrease after the government charges an amount higher than
41 (1 − ψ) F̃ �

k2 (k2, sd,2) ≤ w2
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the optimal tax rate ψ∗.

3.4.1 Optimal taxation under low and high productivity shocks

Whenever A = AL at t = 1, we observe that f (k, s)L < f (k, s)H . This shock affects the

repayment of d1, the issuance of d2 and the values of k2 and s2. The tax revenue from

t = 1 will be lower than with a shock AH .42 Using equation (3.14), we can observe that the

tax fatigue will be reached faster under lower shocks in the economy, and the tax revenues

will increase at a slower pace. This happens regardless of the value that F̃ (k2, s2) takes at

t = 2.

On the other hand, the pace is faster under a higher shock AH , as can be observed in

Figure 3.1. This is another way of explaining the case in which the government issues more

debt since this creates a multiplicative effect on the financial sector through the interbank

market. The government acts like this after a higher AH because it allows the financial

sector to get more debt and further increases the level of financial services supplied. This

last effect of multiplicative supply of services given the collateral usage of government debt

is, as in the one period model case, the key to explain the government’s behaviour.

The previously mentioned dynamic is based on the assumption of time consistency in

fiscal policy. That is the case if the government commits to charge a rate ψ no matter what

the shock is.43 Under these circumstances, there is no unceratinty related to the actions

that the government follow since there is full commitment. The private and financial sectors

rely on that tax rate to make their decisions and discount their payments with it.

However, in reality, there are many cases related to time inconsistency by the govern-

ment. Under these circumstances, optimal decisions made in period t = 0 could not be

optimal from the perspective of some other period and the government commits to a tax

rate but opts to change it after seeing A. In this sense, the government chooses an optimal

tax rate ψ∗ for every single period. However, nothing assures the government that this will
42 We don’t know what will happen with the total expected tax revenue since the value of F̃ (k2, s2)

depends on the shock A at the beginning of t = 2.
43 For example, by law.
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generate an optimal tax revenue
�
ψ∗

�
f (k, s1) + F̃ (k2, s2)

��
, since it is not clear how the

private sector will react in period t = 2. Since the action by the government occurs after ob-

serving both A and the action by the private sector, the sovereign could potentially extract

the whole benefit from the private sector’s production at t = 1. Nonetheless, this creates a

loss of reputation for the government, and it is not clear if there will be any gain from this

action.44 This episode is seen by the private sector as a negative incentive to produce and

uncertainty will probably take the economy out from the optimal levels of production and

taxation. This last point is of importance for policy makers since decisions regarding tax

rates are made frequently and constitute an interesting potential extension of the model.
44 We could use the game theory terminology and explain this as a deviation by the government from an

ex-ante optimal path of actions. In an infinite repeated game, this leads the players to a different equilibrium
from the one obtained without deviations. The government in this case is punished for deviating from the
cooperative strategy. An action like this by the sovereign could trigger a lower payoff for all the players
involved in the game. If this threat is credible, the government prefers to avoid deviations. Even when it’s
not the purpose of this chapter to deal with time inconsistency by the government, this is a very interesting
topic to expand this model. We left this out since the objective of the dissertation is to explain new costs
attached to defaults, leaving aside the usual explanations (i.e., reputation and direct sanctions approaches).
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3.5 Conclusions and policy recommendations

In this chapter we studied the dynamic case of the model studied in chapter 2. Even when

the conclusions are similar, the model is richer since it explains the interactions of the

sectors in a more accurate way.

With the three period model, we are able to explain how the economy supports debt in

equilibrium. This is especially interesting since explanations regarding reputation effects,

direct sanctions and other costs are not present in this model.45 Even without taking those

effects into account, the fact that a default could create a domino effect and distress the

whole economy generates enough incentives for the government to avoid such episodes. The

model also shows that focusing on the reaction, or the costs, of only one sector of the

economy is not only incomplete, but it has vast negative effects for the real economy.

The interactions of the model are helpful to understand the positive feedback loop with

negative consequences observed during the period 2008-2012 in many European economies.

In that region, rescues of distressed private entities by sovereigns and supra national entities

was followed by a worrisome increase in public debt. This created a transfer of credit risk

from private entities (i.e., banks) to governments, generating a lack of confidence in many

of the governments of the region [49]. This brought to the political debate other structural

issues like pensions systems, lack of competitiveness and already higher levels of fiscal deficit

and public debt with potential solvency problems attached to them.

The model used in this chapter is also useful to explain the transfer of risk from the

private sector to the government, and also from the government to the private sector through

the financial sector. All these negative interactions explain why the governments in many

countries worsened the already damaged position of the private sector with their actions

during the last four years. With the model in mind, we can expect (or hope) that a positive

shock arising in the policy arena, an increase in confidence by the population or a higher
45 There is no reputation to preserve with creditors, no trade since we work with a closed economy and no

other cost apart from the one related to the local real economy. However, it is important to mention that
with a closed economy and without risk premia within the model, it is not possible to observe those other
costs, which are also important to explain debt repayment.
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competitiveness in some of the affected economies will help to return the region to a solvent

path.

Policy reactions are of utmost importance during the times when countries need to

recover from such episodes. That was the case in the past (i.e., Russia, Argentina, Ecuador,

Sweden, etc.) and is also of main importance nowadays in Europe. For that reason, policy

makers need to understand that cases involving ‘extreme’ shocks are not that rare anymore.

A lack of proper regulations, but most importantly a lack of understanding, created and

could keep contributing to vast negative consequences for the real economy.

In this chapter, we mentioned the case of non-linear stochastic models with risk averse

agents and the problems related when using a more simplistic approach. Even without

a deep understanding of these models, policy makers can opt to have more rules in place

related to debt caps, fiscal deficits, current account results, etc. These policies can be helpful

to deal with the unknown.46 It would also help to smooth the policy cycle.

A proposal to avoid the effect that the government generates on the financial sector

includes a proper valuation (i.e. mark-to-market) on the public debt that the financial

sector holds on their balance sheet. An effect of this policy could be a reduction in the size

of the interbank market, especially during a turmoil, where government debt is used as a

collateral. However, a positive side of the policy is related to the reduction in the level of

risk that the private entities hold.47

A scenario with the positive feedback loops with negative consequences explained in

this chapter was seen as having a null probability until the late 2000s. It is now clear that

the probability of occurence was not zero and brought a series of negative consequences for

countries across the world.

46 In terms of the model, that would be the higher order moments of the probability distribution.
47 Unfortunately, instead of following a policy that caps the level of public debt in the balance sheets of

financial bodies, governments prefered to accept new policies from supra national institutions to increase
even more the exposure of financial institutions to government defaults like the LTRO program. Moreover,
the role of governments in this kind of policy is not minor. In fact, policy makers insisted that private
entities need to use those funds (more than e1 Trillion) to support the market for government debt [50].
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Chapter 4: Case studies

In this new chapter we concentrate in the analysis of four cases that illustrate and confirm

the elements of the model explained in chapters 2 and 3. These episodes are important to

investigate characteristics that were already present during previous sovereign debt crisis,

and the novel ones that need to be addressed. At the same time, we will study policy features

that occured in the past and tackle some that did not, which require special attention in

order to recommend policies for the resolution of the ongoing financial crisis.

4.1 Introduction

When facing severe debt problems, countries usually try to balance costs and benefits (if

any) of restructuring their debt. This is not a simple task since there are usually hidden

costs that only appear after the debt restructuring. Some off-budget expenditures could

change the assessment once there is no chance to go back in time and avoid a restructuring.

That is probably why governments experiencing fiscal, financial or other kinds of distresses,

push the economy to the edge to avoid those circumstances.1

Nonetheless, there is one undoubtedly short term benefit from restructuring. Countries

that were servicing their debt but stop paying it in full, could probably use those funds for

other purposes, which means that they enjoy the flexibility that the decision to restructure

is giving them. This could also give time to policy makers to do a proper assessment and

apply measures to return to international and domestic credit markets.
1 There is also a well known explanation for this delay related to the political economy of those countries.

If the distress is prolonged, or a restructuring process occured, politicians loose support and the heads of
the government are usually removed from their position. Recent examples of this are the Presidents of
Argentina, the Prime Ministers of Greece, Portugal and Italy leaving their positions before the end of their
term and the change in government of the party that ruled Ireland politics for more than 75% of the time
during the last 80 years (Fianna Fail). These topics will not be covered here but are an important reason
that explain delays in restructuring sovereign debt.
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To explain the effect that a restructuring has on the domestic economy, the IMF [32]

highlighted four main factors to take into account: (i) debt structure; (ii) degree of financial

development; (iii) capital account openness; and (iv) exchange rate regime.

In that sense, in most of the past sovereign debt episodes, private investment rapidly

declined. Consumption also dropped, but at a lower pace given that the latter is less volatile

than the former. Episodes like the ones experienced in Russia (1998), Ecuador (1999),

Pakistan (1999), Ukraine (1999) and Argentina (2001) showed that during a distress period,

or after a restructuring, there is a depreciation of the exchange rate,2 a subsequent import

substitution, an increase in the rates of unemployment and, lately, inflation and a reduction

in the real value of wages as growth returns. Cutbacks in credit to the private sector also

arise in the midst of this scenario. Then, even when one of the macroeconomic consequences

of a sovereign debt restructure is usually an improvement in the current account balance,

it comes hand-in-hand with a slow down in the real economy.

In order to study the aforementioned relationship, we use a simple open economy iden-

tity:3

S − I ≡ (G − T ) + (X − M) (4.1)

or

Private Savings ≡ DEF + CA (4.2)

Where DEF is government deficit and CA is the current account balance. This simple

identity is helpful to explain the general story behind the four cases to be studied in this

chapter.4 Imbalances in the external sector (CA �= 0) are related to government imbalances

(DEF �= 0) and to private sector imbalances (S − I �= 0).

During a distress period, there is usually an adjustment in the private savings. That

could be, for example, a precautionary measure (↑ S) or a postponment of investment
2 Many times explained by the lack of capital inflows and the increment of outflows.
3 S: private savings; I: investments; G: government expenditures; T: Tax collection; X: exports and I:

Imports.
4 The story would be the same as in previous chapters if we only work with the closed economy identity

S − I ≡ (G − T ). However, in order to fully understand each case study, it is very important to open the
economy. This will let us comprehend much better the characteristics of the ongoing distress cases.
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projects (↓ I). Since not every sector of the economy can be deleveraging at the same

time, this change should be compensated by an increase in government deficit (↑ DEF ), an

increase in the current account balance (↑ CA) or both. Equation 4.2 explains, in a general

way, debt episodes in this chapter, while the model in previous chapters describe better the

interactions and dynamics between sectors of the economy.

The cases are divided in two groups with two cases each one. One case in each group

is an ongoing crisis and the other one relates to an episode that dates from the 1990s. The

groups were designed in this way for two reasons. The first one is that debt crises in both

groups were caused by two very different reasons. The second motive is to illustrate the

characterisitcs that countries from different regions and at different points in time share.

The first group includes macroeconomic distress episodes in Russia (1998) and Greece

(2010-ongoing) and the second group is composed by Ecuador (1999) and Ireland (2010-

ongoing). While cases in the first group (Russia and Greece) are mainly related to fiscal

irresponsible governments (i.e., DEF too high in equation 4.2), the second group is char-

acterized by governments with low fiscal deficits that increase abruptly when the private

sector imbalance need to rapidly adjust. Working with a case in which the current account

is balanced (CA = 0), all the adjustment in the private sector should come from an in-

creasing government deficit. That creates, at some point, confidence problems that hurt

the creditworthiness of the countries, which further affect the private sector imbalances and

generate potential banking crises and other problems in the private sector. This is exactly

the dynamic explained in chapters 2 and 3.

Moreover, all the cases in this chapter experienced a negative shock in the capital ac-

count, which consequently affected the current account balance. As explained by Fratianni

et al. (2012) [51], even in cases where governments are fiscally responsible (i.e., Ireland),

if private sector imbalances are too high, the necessity for adjustment at a time when the

economy experiences capital outflows generates an important increment in the government

deficit. This cannot runs for a long time and creates solvency problems for these economies.

Russia and Ecuador at the end of the 1990s are especially interesting cases to contrast
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and compare in the context of our theoretical model. The latter experienced a banking

crises that was rapidly transmitted to the budget of the government (i.e., private sector

imbalances (S > I) causing an increment in the government deficit (↑ DEF ) in equation

4.2). In contrast, in Russia, a fiscal breakdown and a sudden stop of external funding

generated a banking collapse since the government mainly financed its deficits issuing debt

to the local banks in the period leading to the crisis (increases in DEF at the expense of

the private sector imbalances (S − I �= 0) in equation 4.2). For that reason, the balance

sheet of these institutions was severely affected by the restructuring of sovereing debt and

created multiple bankruptcies.

Another way in which the balance sheet of local financial institutions was affected, in

both countries, was through the proliferation of non-performing loans.5 When the economy

entered a recession period, both households and the private sector were unable to repay

credits to the banking sector and this created a credit crunch. On the liability side, with-

drawals of deposits during this period exacerbated the banking problem. At the same time,

higher interest rates related to the reduction in credit supply and the increment in country

risks emerged in these and other cases.6

During distress periods, there is also a reduction in the number of liquid assets that can

be used in the interbank market as collateral. In the midst of a recession, it is most likely

that the securities used in the repo market during normal times increased their risk and

could not qualify as a good collateral anymore.

It is important to understand that the aforementioned costs and consequences for the

banking sector arise even in cases where a debt restructuring is absent. If a country suffer

a macroeconomic distress which increase its risk measures, most of these effects will be in

place as well.7 For example, banks that mark-to-market their debt will suffer losses if risk
5 For example, in Ecuador by 1999, a third of the portfolio of loans in the banking sector were non-

performing loans.
6 Many of these practices are ongoing in the EU. Deleverage from the private sector (i.e., S > I in the

left hand side of equation 4.2), deposit reductions and other circumstances created the need for the ECB to
come upfront and support the banking sector of many countries during the last four years.

7 In the exercise of chapter 3, we could model this as d (A) to express that the level of debt depends on
the level of uncertainty, or shocks to the economy.
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increases, as well as those that need highly liquid assets for their daily operations. This

was observed in section 3.2.2 with the case of an increment in the interest rate. This was

followed by a reduction in the equilibrium level of financial services
�
s∗

d,1
�

and a reduction

in the level of tax revenues
�
ψf

�
k, s∗

d,1
�

< ψf (k, s)
�
.

Moreover, in the current financial crisis, countries in the EU are experiencing these same

costs and consequences, even when only one country (i.e., Greece) restructured its sovereing

debt.8

Regarding past episodes, the effect of bank exposure to government debt became very

important in Russia (1998) and Argentina (2001), where government bonds in the banks

balance sheets were estimated at 31.5% and 21% of the total banking assets respectively at

the time of restructuring.9

Most of the literature related to sovereign defaults investigate the costs of them using

pooled episodes [19, 24, 28, 52–55]. However, the implicit assumption about the similarities

in all the economies that restructure their debt could be misleading. For example, the

way in which Uruguay restructured its debt in 2003 is quite different to the way in which

Argentina restructured theirs in 2005, or Greece in 2012. Also, the causes of macroeconomic

distress are very different in those episodes, as we can also observe nowadays in Europe.

To take into account differences between episodes, Jorra (2011) [56] used a novel econo-

metric technique10 to compare default cases during the last 10 years and distinguished their

output costs. The results showed that defaults are harmful for the economy, but the output

costs could be quite different between cases. The author estimated that for five episodes

(Ecuador 1999-2000, Pakistan 1998-99, Argentina 2001, Uruguay 2003 and Dominic Repub-

lic 2005), the accumulated output losses varied between 8.5% (Dominic Republic) and 23%

(Pakistan). This is done using a comparison of cases with a counterfactual calculated as a

syntethic weighted estimator.11

8 As of August 2012.
9 IMF (2002).

10
Synthetic Control Method.

11 The author calculated first the total output cost as a difference between the GDP per capita of the
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Given the information revealed by Jorra (2011) [56], it seems that it will pay off to

separate the cases instead of doing one general panel econometric analysis. For example,

current distress episodes in the EU cannot by pooled since they are caused by different

situations and can generate completely different results. That is why we use the flexible

theoretical model from the last two chapters and four cases to study: (i) past and current

episodes; (ii) interactions and transmission mechanisms in each of them; and (iii) similarities

and differences. Since the interactions and transmission mechanisms are the ones studied

with the theoretical model in previous chapters, these cases will confirm the value of it with

empirical evidence.

4.1.1 Government and banks

The relationship between governments and banks is different from the one that banks have

with other clients. For instance, banks need to manage risks associated with the extension

of loans. For that, they follow a screening process that covers aspects related to the solvency

of the client and the risks of the project for which the money is going to be used. Also,

these institutions monitor the behaviour of the client after the loan is provided and calculate

repayment probabilites. Those are common strategies to maintain the asset side of their

balance sheets on the safe zone. However, all this theory of screening and monitoring is

more blurry when the client is the government.

By way of illustration, in an environment of financial repression, banks provide loans

to the government without the chance to express concerns about the risks associated with

the use of these funds. Moreover, it is probable that the bank does not have information

regarding the use that the government gives to these funds.

The purpose of the next sections of the chapter is to relate some past sovereign debt

episodes (Russia 1998 and Ecuador 1999) with current financial crises episodes (Ireland and

defaulting country and a counterfactual and tried to explain the effect of this output cost using two well-
known channels: direct costs through trade sanctions and costs through reduction in capital inflows in the
form of FDI. None of the channels showed to be relevant for the observed reduction in the level of GDP per
capita. However, when using bilateral trade with creditors, instead of trade with every partner, the results
are negative and statistically significant.
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Greece) because of their similarities. The comparison will let us study the positive feedback

loop between governments and local financial insitutions (banks). The explanation of the

interactions between these agents and the transmission mechanisms during the financial

distressess will be of main importance since they give empirical support to our model. It

will also serve to analyze these cases and check how does the risk transfer between the

financial sector (and the private sector) and the government works.

Working in a chronological way, we start with the Russian case which is followed by the

Ecuadorian crisis. We move later to current cases in Greece and Ireland and compare them

with previous ones.

4.2 Russia
12

Russia announced a default on all its domestic issued debt and a part of its external debt on

August 17, 1998. The announcement created a banking crisis and most of these institutions

became insolvent [32]. The effect was mainly suffered by the Central Bank, and not by the

government in terms of a fiscal crisis, although the tax collection was already low. This was

the case since there was no direct bailout by the government to insolvent institutions.

The exposure of banks to government debt in this country had increased heavily since

1995, when a Central Bank Law was passed to stop financing the government deficit directly.

After some time, in 1996, the government started to rely on local currency denominated

short and long term bonds (GKOs13 and OFZs14 respectively), which were used to finance

public expenditures. The amount of these bonds skyrocketed, representing 1.2% of the

GDP in 1994 and 12% of it in 1997. The main buyer of those securities was the local

financial system, which increased the risk in their balance sheet vis-à-vis the macroeconomic

deterioration of the country. The domestic currency public debt was USD12.7 billions in

1995, USD33.9 billions in 1996 and USD82.4 billions in 1997.15

12 This section is based on [57], [1] and [58].
13 These were zero coupon bonds denominated in local currency, sold at a discount and paid at par at

maturity, which was not more than one year since the day of issuance.
14 These were coupon bonds denominated in local currency with maturities ranging from one to two years.
15 After the default, it plummeted to USD25.7 billions.
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The financial relationship between banks and the government became stronger since

the positive environment in global capital markets allowed the former to raise funds in

the international debt markets at lower rates and transfered it directly to the govermnent

at higher rates. In terms of equation 4.2, the situation was characterized by a current

account deficit (CA < 0) and a government deficit (DEF > 0). Only a small part of the

funds entering the economy were used by the private sector for investment, even when the

banking sector was the main intermediary of these funds.

The macroeconomic situation deteriorated in 1998, as can be observed in Figure 4.1. At

this point, the domestic bond yields exceeded 50% at the time when a third of the stock

of them had to be refinanced.16 In order to try to solve this issue, the IMF supported

the country with a program worth $11.2 billion which had, as an objective, to extend the

maturity structure of the debt. The IMF was trying to solve the original sin problem of

the country,17 even when this was not the main purpose of the program.

Soon after, yields returned to levels of 50% and rebounded again to nearby 150%. At

that point, the government stopped the offer of these securities and found itself with the

impossibility to finance its deficit either through the Central Bank or the bond market.

By the second half of 1998, banks needed liquidity and this was available only through

fire sales of already worthless domestic currency bonds (GKOs). This behaviour weakened

the balance sheets of banks since they lost a part of their assets while they were not being

recapitalized. As a likely consequence, banks reduced their credit to the private sector,

which is in line with the dynamics of our theoretical model.18

In previous chapters, we showed a model where a private sector shock reduce the tax

collection. This effect hurt the debt issuances of the government, which could not support
16 The yield rosed 200% by mid 1998.
17 Impossibility to issue long term debt in local currency.
18 This is not trying to explain causality. The amount of credit to the private sector could have been

reduced even if banks didn’t hold any government bond. The message here could be explained using equation
4.2 where the left hand side was adjusted by the deleverage of the private sector (↑ S). The reason for the
reduction in the amount of credit could be driven by supply or demand factors. In the first case, the
explanation regarding a reduction in credit as a consequence of an over exposure of banks to sovereign debt,
is a plausible one. However, a reduction in the demand is also possible since the economy was going through
a difficult period with uncertainty regarding the future value of the currency and was also suffering from the
Asian crisis.
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Figure 4.1: Russia Macroeconomic situation

the level of financial services required by the interbank market. Consequently, the financial

sector affects the private sector through credit reductions. In Russia, the dynamics worked in

the opposite direction, which the model also explained. The fiscal distress of the government

affected the financial and private sectors with the issuance of risky government bonds that

were useless as a collateral instrument and transfered too much risk to the banks balance

sheets.

The link between the government and the banking sector was mutually favorable for

some time. On the one hand, the government financed its deficit with money coming from

that sector. On the other hand, given some regulation problems in the financial system and

the impossibility to properly measure risks in credit operations, banks relied on the interest

paid by the government, which accounted for more than 20% of their income during the

first quarter of 1998. Also, in a context in which enforceability was difficult and very costly,
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the high exposure of banks to government securities didn’t seem to be so strange. This was

the case for public and private banks alike.

The exposure of banks to government debt and the minor linkage between them and

the private sector is clear when we observe that, at the end of 1997, 60% of the deposits in

the banking system were claims on the general government and only 10% were claims on

the private sector. These two numbers were much higher, and lower, than the average for

Eastern and Central Europe (42.1% and 28.7% respectively) and the Baltics (22.2% and

15.7% respectively).19

Also, the biggest bank in the country (i.e., Sberbank) had almost 25% of the total assets

of the banking sector in 1998. A significant part of those assets (55%) were government

bonds and a fourth were loans extended to the private sector.20 Blanket guarantees were

almost absent, except for deposits transfered from big banks to Sberbank, were they enjoyed

a deposit insurance.

A few years before, in 1993, the financial system started to be regulated through a

supervisory authority established by the Central Bank of the Republic of Russia (CBR).

However, this had many problems and was not in a position to handle cases such as the

one experienced during 1998. For example, the risk attached to government bonds was

never adjusted to the increasing risk suffered by the government at the time were the deficit

was financed almost entirely through the banking window. As in many other countries,

regulation was more benevolent with these securities which were used through the whole

period as an almost perfect liquid asset.

On August 17, 1998, the government decided to devalue their currency and stop repay-

ing their domestic currency denominated bonds, which were mainly held by local financial

institutions. The default on these securities was a distinctive characteristic of this episode

since, in the past, many countries prefered to inflate their debt as a first step before de-

faulting. That was not the case in Russia. As a consequence, the balance sheet of banks
19 According to data from the International Financial Statistics (IFS) and [57] table 6.2.
20 Risk also accumulated in the liability side of the banks, since most of their deposits were exchanged to

foreign currency during 1998.
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was heavily affected and credit to the private sector, even when not at high levels before

this episode, was reduced significantly. The feedback loop with negative consequences for

the local economy was very clear in this case with the decision of the government to stop

honoring its debts.

Another link between the private sector and the government arose through credit ratings.

The day after the devaluation, every company that issued debt saw their rating reduced,

which made almost impossible for them to get funding at acceptable rates. This could be

catalogued as only one of the many collateral effects of a default; especially to the private

sector.

During this period of regulatory slackness, the CBR reduced the level of reserve re-

quirements and allowed the banks to value many of their assets at prices not seen since

the beginning of the crisis. Also, in order to increase the liquidity of the system, the CBR

acquired, in September 1998, vast amounts of domestic currency denominated bonds from

commercial banks, which did not have market value at the time.21

Adjustment to the banks balance sheets arose after the government restructured their

GKO bonds. Under a situation of financial repression in which a part of the government

deficit was financed by local institutions,22 banks suffered from a haircut of 41-70%, on

average, of the GKOs [45].23

The CBR explicitly mentioned in its 1998 Annual Report that “The banking crisis

was provoked by problems accumulated by the banking sector and the economic crisis,

especially the collapse of the government securities market...” (pp. 86). This quote helps us

understand the transmission mechanism that we are trying to elucidate here.24 The positive
21 Consequently, no benchmark to price them.
22 This was also the case in Argentina during 2001. In this case, the government issued bonds during

the first part of the year for the local financial system. With the change in existing regulation, those
institutions were able to use these new securities as a part of their reserve requirements and valued them
at par, even when the country was suffering from a confidence shock that didn’t allow it to finance their
needs in the international debt markets at reasonable rates. Public suasion was also used during the time
to rollover government debt and, consequently, to increase the financial system exposure to a potential debt
restructure.

23 Some other authors like Santos (2003) [59] calculated this, but also added the devaluation effect and
found a haircut lose of almost 95%.

24 We will study later the cases of Ecuador and Ireland that help us understand the opposite direction of
it.
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feedback loop could kick start with a problem in either the private sector or the government.

In this case, a collapse in the fiscal situation of the government spread to the whole economy

through the banking sector. Risk increased as a consequence of this behaviour, the collateral

power of bonds dissapeared and these actions changed the banking system behaviour and

generated losses for bondholders.

In a scenario where secondary markets dissapeared, and where most of the government

bonds in the banks balance sheets were restructured, the financial sector (especially banks)

was bankrupt and with no role as an intermediary in the economy. Government securities

played a dual role for many years, both as collateral and as an important asset in the banks

balance sheet. None of them remained in the post default period. For example, commercial

banks using government debt denominated in local currency, saw their liquidity dry out

since they couldn’t use those securities as collateral to take debt from the CBR, as they did

before the markets for government debt were shut down.

The dynamics and interactions of this episode are exactly in line with those explained

in previous chapters with the static and dynamic models. However, instead of a shock in

the private sector, we observe in this case that the effects are created by a government fiscal

failure (i.e., a DEF too high in terms of the simple open economy identity). A lesson here

is that domestic banking support of government debt issuances, once the country is left out

of international debt markets, could be a short term palliative measure but not a long term

solution to the fiscal profligacy or irresponsibility. This kind of solution looks appropriate

for a case in which the government is solvent but suffers a temporary shock. However, it

is worth mentioning that most of the past cases that ended up in a restructuring started

as a liquidity, or temporary, crisis. Once it became a solvency crisis, the domestic banking

sector was already too exposed.

A unique point seen in the Russian case was that, even when a big part of the domestic

currency bonds were held in the domestic banks balance sheets, the private sector did not

rely too much on this kind of financing. That was the case since the banking sector was

usually seen as a small economic actor. This means that one of the transmission mechanisms
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of our model was fully in place in this country (i.e., government debt restructuring hurting

the balance sheet of financial institutions). However, since the private sector did not finance

their operations heavily with the local financial system, the second mechanism (i.e., negative

shock to the private sector from the reduction in credit) was not so important in the country.

4.3 Ecuador
25

In contrast with Russia, Ecuador was not a country affected by a high fiscal deficit during

the years previous to its crisis. To compare both cases, we can use equation 4.2, even when

the causes generating changes in the sectors imbalances are different in both countries. This

comparison gives us a broad idea about the main differences. Using the model of previous

chapters, we will later explain the interections and dynamics between the sectors of the

economy.

Russia suffered a sudden stop in capital inflows and a high government deficit (DEF > 0)

that later affected the private sector (left hand side of the equation 4.2). In Ecuador, the

causality worked in the opposite direction: a macroeconomic problem arose in the private

banking sector (i.e., (S − I) imbalance) with excessive spending and leverage causing an

intervention by the government at the time when the private sector was moving towards

deleveraging.26 The intervention later affected the government balance sheet in a very

similar way to the situation that pushed Ireland to the edge in 2010.

Some aspects of the Ecuadorian sovereign debt crises, such as restructuring, imposition

of capital controls and some type of devaluation or dollarization, are common to many past

restructuring cases. However, the causes or roots of the crises need to be study on a case

by case basis.

The Ecuadorian economy was characterized for having two digit inflation rates during
25 This section relies, in part, on [60] and [1].
26 Related to this sequence, but applied to current episodes, Martin Wolf pointed in the FT, June 5, 2012

that “Finance plays a central role in crises, generating euphoria, over-spending and excessive leverage in the

way up and panic, retrenchment and deleveraging on the way down”. We can translate this into equations
as: (S − I) > 0 → (↑ DEF ), during a time where the private sector is deleveraging and the government is
increasing its deficit. This could also be resolved with external markets, but we leave this explanation aside
for now.
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most of the 1990s. By the middle of the decade, this level had stabilized at around 25%

while the economy grew at an average 3%. At the same time, the country enjoyed the

benefits of an increased external market, doubling its exports during the first eight years of

the decade, and also benefited from the inflows of capital to the region. However, during

1995, a series of negative shocks like the Mexican crisis and a border conflict with Peru struk

the country. At the same time, most of its fiscal deficit27 was financed with domestically

issued debt.

With increments in payments of debt interests, the overall deficit surged to 3% in 1996.

The country had difficulties to tap this using international debt markets assistance28 and

the Central Bank was not allowed to cover the deficit. Under this scenario, the government

used the local financial system to issue debt and finance this gap. Given past experiences

of default and high inflation, these institutions were eager to buy bonds which were denom-

inated in foreign currency or/and indexed. As a consequence, the assset side of the balance

sheet of domestic banks accumulated government bonds, with the exposure to potential

restructures that came with it. As explained in our theoretical model, the expansion in

the issuance of bonds by the government allowed the interbank market to develop but at

the cost of exacerbating the negative effect created by a potential default in the economy

through the banking sector. During the period 1990-1998, government debt in the balance

sheet of local banks increased from 2% of GDP to 10%.

Even when the overall balance recovered mildly during 1996 and 1997, in 1998 the

country suffered many negative shocks29 that triggered a banking crisis. With the cut of

funds flowing to the country after the Russian crisis and the worsen of the government fiscal

situation, the credibility of the government to save the financial system further weakened

and fed the vicious cycle studied in previous chapters. Observing equation 4.2, this is

explained by an increase on the right hand side (↑ DEF ) with an adjustment in the left
27 Even when the overall fiscal result was negative from 1995 to 1999, the primary balance was positive

throughout the period, except in 1998.
28 The first time that the country accessed international debt markets since the default in 1987, was in

1997.
29 Russian financial crisis, reduction in the international price of oil and floodings caused by the El Niño

phenomenon
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Figure 4.2: Ecuador Macroeconomic situation

hand side through rapid adjustments in the private sector savings.30

During the second quarter of 1998, the government and the Central Bank took actions

to support the banking system and rebalanced the economy through increments in the

fiscal deficit (i.e., ↑ DEF in equation 4.2). First, there was an injection of liquidity in the

market, which was almost dried up. By the end of the year, the government supported

banks with further instruments, including the biggest bank in the system (i.e., Filanbanco),

and implemented a blanket guarantee that implied a full insurance of deposits and a further

increase in fiscal deficit (↑ DEF ). In the last quarter of 1998, the issuance of currency was

growing at 30% since the Central Bank needed to support most of the 44 banks in the

system. At the same time, deposits in dollars were growing faster than in local currency.

A new tax was also collected from financial transactions to finance public expenditures
30 The current account also adjusted (3% from 1998 to 1999) but the swing observed was less dramatic

than in Russia, as observed in Figure 4.2.
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and to try to reduce the high fiscal deficit created by the bank support. This affected

considerably the financial sector since it was implemented in the midst of a financial crises.

Massive withdrawls of deposits31 required more intervention by the government which froze

deposits for some time after one of the biggest banks in the economy started to suffer from

liquidity problems. Some important banks like Banco del Progreso were shut down, even

after the deposit freeze, which helped to stabilize inflation for some time but at a huge cost

for the economy, which saw its GDP reduced by almost 7% in 1999.

The government couldn’t find a short term solution to the bank runs. During the worst

part of the banking crisis (September 1999), the government spent more than 12% of its

GDP in the monetization of the banking system. The country restructured its domestic

debt and defaulted on its Brady and Euro bonds in September 1999. Previously, during the

period 1998-1999, a part of the banking system (i.e., 65%) suffered from closures or some

other type of intervention. An important part of the intervention costs,32 which included

guarantees and recapitalization of banks, were paid by the government.33

During the time, Ecuador restructured all of its external debts, except the ones with

multilaterals, and 25% of its domestic debt which, as in most of the previous and posterior

cases in other countries, was held by local financial institutions. Domestic banks suffered

from the revaluation down of the debt in their balance sheets, worsening their solvency

problems. A common result of the default, as expressed in our model, was a weakened

balance sheet with a subsequent reduction of credit to the private sector. The effect of this

was heavily suffered by the real economy (investments, etc.)

The results in the Ecuadorian case are in line with our model and reflects the dynamics

explained there. In this country, we did not observe a productivity shock, but pressure to

the government balance sheet arising in the banking sector.34 The support required hurt
31 Estimated at almost 20% of total bank deposits by January 1999.
32 Estimated at 24% of the GDP according to the IMF [32].
33 The level of public debt did not increase during this period and stabilized at around 65% of GDP until

the devaluation, when it increased to more than 100% of GDP. Expeditures by the government reduced after
1996 and only increased by 6% in 1999. However, the largest cost was suffered by the government with the
reduction in revenues, which generated an overall balance deficit of 5.4% of GDP in 1998 and 4.7% in 1999.
This effect is also in line with previous studies [61].

34 The interaction between sectors of the economy was motivated by a productivity shock in our model in
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the government balance sheet and weakened its position. The aforementioned reduction in

revenues during 1998 and 1999 is mimicked by the dynamics of the model in section 3.1.3,

which produced a later haircut to government bonds. In that sense, the interactions and

transmission mechanisms of our model are very similar to the ones experienced by Ecuador

during this period.

In summary, the case of Ecuador had different roots that the Russian financial crisis.

In Ecuador, a banking crisis triggered a macroeconomic turmoil and a negative shock of

confidence in the government, which needed to support the financial system with a series

of instruments. At some point, the population and the markets understood that there

was a potential insolvency problem arising from all those interventions and punished the

government with further bank runs and exchanged deposits to foreing currency. This led

to an unavoidable default with big costs to the real economy, after the government spent

almost a quarter of its GDP to save financial institutions. One of the consequences of the

turmoil was a haircut applied to the bonds in the banks balance sheets, with the consequent

reduction in credit to the private sector.

The transmission mechanisms working from the financial sector to the government and

from the government to the private and financial sectors were at play in this episode. As

explained in section 3.2.2, even without risk involved, there is space for a vicious cycle that

start with a problem in the financial sector and follows with an increase in government

deficit in order to support this sector of the economy. Later, the government financial

support harms the economy since the increasing contingent liabilities generates problems of

confidence in the government and on its creditworthiness.

So far, the Russian and Ecuadorian cases has helped us undertstand the positive feedback

loop explained in the model and has shown two ways in which the studied linkages worked

in previous debt crises. In the Russian case, one of the reasons to explain the banking

crisis was the lack of regulation that allowed the government to finance their deficits with

the local banking system. In Ecuador, the trigger of the crisis came from a banking crisis

chapter 3. However, we also observed there that the model is useful to explain interactions that are created
by different episodes, like a banking crisis, as the case in Ecuador.
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instead, but the final result was very similar to the one in Russia.

An important lesson of these cases is that the bias in the literature in favor of studying

only cases of external defaults seems to be unjustifiable once the syndicated banks are not

the main holders of sovereign debt anymore, as had been the case during the 1980s. Since

actual bondholders are disperse, it is difficult to separate them into external and domestic

holders using a residency definition since tracking this is almost impossible. It is for this

reason that studying the effect of a restructuring over the local financial system becomes of

main importance.

Policy makers need to quantify the costs attached to a default and studying only the

effects that this could cause on external debt holders is only a part of the story. The local

financial system is vital in this explanation as it could amplify or abridge the effects of a

default.

4.4 Greece

Greece qualified to enter the Eurozone in 2000 and joined it in January 2001. For this,

the country complied with one of the euro convergence criteria.35 However, by 2004 it

was clear that the acceptance of the country was made following statistics that were not

true. Even when the country reported a budget deficit of 2% by 2000, the real deficit was

higher than that and it never fell below 3% since 1999. Also, as can be seen in Figure

4.3, the country had current account deficits of more than 6% of GDP during the whole

decade, which allowed the private sector to take an excessive amount of debt [51]. The

country accumulated current account deficits with many of the other countries in the EU.

A similar case occured with countries like Portugal, Ireland and Spain. This was the case,

even though the region as a whole maintained a balanced current account with the rest of

the world [62].

During the period 2000-2010, the country enjoyed a reduction in interest rates from its
35 Government deficit lower than 3% of GDP, while showing promising performance to comply with the

other criteria.
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Figure 4.3: Current Account results (% of GDP, 2000-2010)

Euro membership and experienced, on average, a current account deficit of 9.4% of GDP

and a general government deficit of 7.2%, according to Eurostat. That leaves some space

for the increment in debts of the private sector, which was mainly used for real state and

consumption and not for investment. This could be seen in terms of equation 4.2 as:

≈−2.2%� �� �
(S − I) ≡

≈7.2%� �� �
(DEF ) +

≈−9.4%� �� �
(X − M) (4.3)

The expenditures during those years had a bias in favor of non-tradables, which fed solvency

difficulties that became too high since 2008 in Greece and other developed economies. With

the drying up of funding sources and with capital reversals, the financial sector was carrying

almost all the burden of this effect.

Throughout the first part of the 2000s, Greece was growing at a much faster pace than

countries like Germany. This growth was led by private consumption while in countries like

Ireland and Germany, investment and exports led the way. The reduction in interest rates
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was an important factor that fed this increment in consumption, especially in countries

that suffered from currency risk before the creation of the Euro. During that time, the

smallest and fastest growing economies of Greece, Portugal and other peripheral countries,

were mainly financed by cross border loans from more developed economies like Germany

and France. These mature countries, taking advantage of the fact that sometimes securities

from smaller and less developed economies offered better returns and that the creation of the

Euro eliminated, from one day to the next the currency risk, invested heavily in countries

like Greece.

In 2006, and after a series of austerity measures like the increment in the Value Added

Tax (VAT) rate from 18% to 19%, the economy grew more than 5%. The economy started

to shrink in 2008 and by 2009, its GDP was 2% lower than in the previous year. Under

that scenario, the Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK) won the elections and the new

prime minister George Papandreou admited that the budget deficit was more than three

times higher than the one revealed by the previous administration.36 As a consequence,

and for the first time in 10 years, the country received a credit rating below A from a rating

agency. At this point, the situation was similar to the one experienced by countries like

Russia or Argentina: an uncompetitive economy, with high budget deficits but with a much

higher public debt.37 Again, we can use equation 4.2 for a quick look at this. While fiscal

deficits (DEF ) were too high during the 10-year period and surpassed the 3% threshold

of the Maastricht treaty during every single year, capital inflows from other countries in

the region financed these deficits and the private sector was experiencing negative savings

(equation 4.3).

The circumstance in which Greece reached a tipping point in May 2010 is different to

many others in the past. That is the case since Greece is a member of a single market

that is highly financially integrated. This implies that cross border loans from countries in
36 Originally estimated at 3.7% in April 2009 and reviewed to 12.7% of GDP by the new government. In

April 2011, the European Commission reviewed the number and changed it to 13.6%, with a final official
number of 15.6% reported by Eurostat. Also, the figures from 2008 changed from an original estimation of
5% to 7.7% with a later correction by Eurostat to 9.8%. The number for 2011 was reported as 9.1%.

37 At levels of 107% of GDP in 2007, 113% in 2008, 129% in 2010, 145% in 2010 and 165% in 2011.
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the same region are frequent and simpler than in other regions. However, this could also

become a fragility and a source of contagion. Also, the trade-off between benefiting from

an absence of currency risk at the expense of not being able to perform monetary policy

worked in favor of the country for some time but is actually an obstacle to tackle financial

rigidities.38

The interactions between economies in the region showed dangerous patterns after other

countries started to suffer hits from the crisis in Greece. One of the forms in which this

materialized was the drying up of the interbank market, both after the collapse of Lehman

Brothers in September 2008 and during the second half of 2011.39 This was related to fears

of an intra regional banking collapse and due to the reduction in value of assets like Greek

bonds that had been used as collateral in those markets. As explained in previous chapters,

this is one of the negative consequenes of relying in government bonds as a benchmark

to develop financial markets. Using sovereign bonds from the EU in those markets was a

blessing for a long time since the actual regulation allowed the banks to attach zero capital

to those holdings, and because they were a highly liquid asset used in the repo transactions.

The European Banking Authority (EBA) performed a banking stress test in 2010 in order

to bring more transparency to the financial system in the region.40 The test concluded that

there were interactions between banking systems of different countries that could pushed

the region to the edge in case of a collapse in a single banking system. The second and most

important result for our purposes was the finding that local banks were highly exposed to

debt of their own governments.

This last finding gives power to the model since it shows how essential is to recognize

the interactions between sectors of the economy and guide us in the understanding of how

transmission mechanisms work. As mentioned during previous chapters, government debt
38 On the other hand, the country still benefits from the ECB support under the single market policies.

It also benefit from the change in policy of this institution during May 2010 when the minimum credit score
required to use bonds as collateral in liquidity operations changed. From that time on, the ECB started to
accept bonds from this economy even though they were catalogued as junk by credit agencies.

39 This dry up materialized with an excessive spread of interest rates in the interbank market.
40 In terms of our model, this transparency allowed the economic actors to have a better understanding

of the interactions and to quantify costs attached to potential banking failures and the probability of these
events.
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used as collateral in the interbank market helped to boost credit to the private sector,

but at the potential expense of increasing hidden risks in the financial system if adequate

regulation is not in place.

Also, as explained in section 3.2.2, lack of confidence triggers higher interest rates for

the private sector. As a consequence, production from this sector reduce, as well as the tax

revenue. The next effect in the dynamics of the model is a reduction of debt issuances by

the government41 which later affect the financial sector that need government securities to

support their services in the interbank market. The reduction in the level of issuances, or

the lower quality of these instruments, is the starting point to the drying up of the interbank

market. In the Greek case, the vicious circle did not start in the financial sector42 but in

the government balance sheet. Using the same interactions, but with a starting point in

the uncertainty created by the government and affecting the private sector, we end up in

the same cycle that has, as a consequence, a negative effect for the private production.

Moreover, as mentioned in the last chapter when using cases that involve risk, lack of

information leads governments to take decisions in a deterministic environment, ignoring

cases of extreme shocks or a higher volatility than forecasted. Greece, and its government

behaviour, is an example in which lack of information delayed decisions which, at the

same time, created even more uncertainty. The fiscal policy of this country was clearly

irresponsible and there was enough information to understand that the macroeconomic

situation could not continue as it was for too long. It is probable that policy makers

expected more developed economies to return to the status quo where consumption was

financed by capital inflows and no big adjustments were required after a mild negative

shock suffered by the revelation of the true numbers of fiscal deficits. The country suffered

from two fronts: the irresponsible behaviour of its policy makers and the poor forecast

about the consequences of those imbalances.

Since no episode like this occured in a developed economy for more than 65 years, it is

highly probable that policy makers expected shocks to dispel or, in terms of our model, to
41 At least of high quality debt.
42 We will observe that this is exactly the case in Ireland.
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observe random variables return to its assumed mean. Unfortunately, it was not correct to

assume that these economic variables behaved as in a certainty-equivalent environment.

In the EU, as economic agents started to feel that debt from peripheral goverments was

not risk-free anymore (if it ever was), the sentiment was immediately reflected in higher

yields on bonds from those economies with a reduction in the market value of financial

institutions.

Another consequence was a high speed of spread to economies that were suspected as

being too exposed. That is usually reflected in the competitiveness of these economies. As

a simple exercise, one can observe the behaviour of the current account balance (Figure 4.3)

or the changes in labor costs or inflation rates. As explained by Fratianni et al. (2012) [51],

the countries that were almost immediately affected by the Greek crisis were those that

shared most of the negative performace indicators with Greece. Since debt from peripheral

economies was all but certain, governments from other economies bailed out Greece in order

to try and restore confidence in the system. Unfortunately, that was not enough and Greece

shows how fragile the entire Euro system really is.

Goverment debt within the local financial system created costs for the domestic economy

after the restructuring in 2012. That debt in the portfolio of Greek banks43 reached e56.15

billion in the stress test of 2010 and e54.4 billion in the test of 2011. In our model, the

effect of distress attached to government debt is revealed by a reduction in the supply of

bonds to the financial sector. This effect reduce the number of instruments that can be

used as collateral in the interbank market which will later affect directly the real economy

through a reduction in credit to the private sector.

The exposure of domestic banks to government debt of different economies within the

region spread after the creation of the Euro since financial institutions looked to diversify

risks within the Eurozone. However, by 2007, domestic banks, especially in the periphery,

still held important amounts of their own sovereign debt. Even more worrisome is the fact

that the exposure increased after the beginning of the current crisis. In a study performed
43 These could be subsidiaries and branches.
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by Merler and Pisani-Ferry (2012) [29], the authors showed that domestic banks increased

by at least two fold the percentage of own sovereign bonds in their portfolio between 2007

and 2011.44 As an example, banks in Greece increased their holdings of bonds in their

portfolio from a level of 10.6% of total stock in 2007 to 19.4% in 2011. The case was even

more amplified in countries like Ireland and Portugal.

The aforementioned behaviour of local banks is similar to the one observed in previous

sovereign crises like Russia (1998) and Argentina (2001). However, in those past cases, at

least a part of this behavior by domestic banks could be explained by a sudden change

in regulation policies that encouraged financial institutions to hold those assets. These

regulations are not in place in the Euro countries and that is the reason why the behaviour

observed by Merler and Pisani-Ferry (2012) [29] has no clear cut explanation.45 We will

explore some potential explanations in the next paragraphs.

On the one hand, we could think about domestic banks trusting their governments to

recover in the short term from a temporary crisis. However, this conduct looks more like

a case in which government bonds provided high yields to the financial system, who took

advantage of that situation in a period in which credit demand from the private sector

shrunk. The reduction in credit supply to the private sector is most probably related to

the reduction in capital available from the banks for such operations and from the loan loss

reserve created to buffer a sovereign debt restructuring. However, it is very important to

mention that there is also a reduction in the demand from the private sector (i.e., delever-

age). For example, we could think about households getting credit against a collateral (i.e.,

their property). In the current crisis, it is highly probable that the property lost value,

which forces a reduction in credit demand against that same collateral. Under the new

lower value, many customers would fail a screening process even in cases where the supply
44 The banks used by the authors are resident banks, defined as those located and operating in a country.

This is an important difference with the definition used by the stress tests data, which looked at a broader
definition and includes subsidiaries and branches in other countries.

45 The authors talked about financial repression coming from a speech of the French President on December
2011. This speech was given when the stress test performed to European banks unveiled and under the
launching of the LTRO program. Even with this in hand, pressure to domestic banks was clearer and
stricter under regulation modifications in past episodes.
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does not change. Another effect is the increment in savings related to higher uncertainty,

which reduces demand in the market for goods and services and also for loans.

Another reason that can explain the lack of responsibility by the banking sector during

the time is that this sector could be assuming that governments would bailout the financial

system if needed. During a period in which governments are in desperate need for funds,

there is room for this kind of moral hazard behaviour.

Moreover, what this stylized fact is showing is that even when it is tempting to advise

for a reduction or a complete avoidance of domestic banks holding government debt, the

not so obvious answers to the pattern observed are: who will replace the banking sector if

it cannot hold government debt anymore? Are governments in a position to stop issuing

debt to their main client?

Returning to the specific case of Greece, there is evidence in favor of one of the trans-

mission mechanisms explained in the model from previous chapters (i.e., government fiscal

weakness affecting the banking sector). For example, Wolff (2011) [63], using data from

the European banking stress test of 2011, found that banks stock price was negatively af-

fected by their holdings of Greek debt in the period until December 2010.46 Moreover, the

effect was stronger for Greek banks, but also negative and statistically significant for other

countries banking sector.47 These effects also creates potential contingent liabilities for the

governments since they will probably need to intervene if the market value of banks is hited

in a big proportion, as is the case in Spain during 2012.

Even though it is not a simple task to attribute weights to causes of GDP reduction, it

is clear that a part of the drop in the real economy of the country is, and was, caused by

the reduction in credit from the banking sector. In a country with a highly indebt private
46 Interestingly enough, the author found no relationship between banks stock price and Italian bondhold-

ings in the banking balance sheet for this period, but found a completely different result in a later article [64].
In this other article, the authors found no correlation between banking stock prices and holdings of Greek
bonds during the period July-October 2011. This is explained by the fact that banks already discounted
the potential loses coming from a debt haircut. On the other hand, they found that most of the reduction
in banking stock prices during this period was related to Italian bondholdings.

47 Contagion effects are not included in our model, but it is a potentially interesting area for extention.
This would be a completely new area of research since, in the past, no other region with financial problems
was so integrated financially as the Eurozone.
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sector, the deleverage required during a recession could create a banking crisis, as explained

by Fratianni (2012) [51]. In terms of equation 4.2, this generates an increase in savings

(↑ S) and a reduction in investments (↓ I) that further increase the fiscal deficit (↑ DEF )

required to balanced the economy, or need to improve the external situation (↑ CA).

It is important to remember that the decrease in the level of credit could be explained

by supply and demand factors. From the supply side, we could think about a reduction

in the confidence of the financial sector in the borrowers future financial position to repay

loans. This could be important to explain the change in the portfolio composition since the

natural replacement of interests coming from private loans are interests from an increasing

holding of government bonds in the balance sheet. Without a cap on this item, the new

portfolio composition could bring with it an increment in the level of risk. From the demand

side, the fall in private credit comes hand-in-hand with the decline in production and the

increase level of unemployment.

4.5 Ireland

The case of the Republic of Ireland resembles many of the features of the Ecuadorian crisis.

This episode is ongoing and already cost the previous government its worst election in

history and the country several billion euros. The origins of the crunch are different to the

ones experienced by Greece. Instead of a government transfering risk to the banking sector,

in the Irish case the over exposure of the private sector and the problems created in the

financial sector spread to the government balance sheet (i.e., an imbalance in the left hand

side of equation 4.2 that needed to be tapped at one point by an excess government deficit

(DEF )).

During the beginning of September 2008, investors were paying around 400bp to protect

against banking defaults in the country (i.e., buying Credit Default Swaps (CDS)). However,

after the government guaranteed liabilities of its main banks on September 30, 2008, the

banking risk eased with CDS reducing to less than 150bp in a few days. Yet, this effect came
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at the expense of an increment in government risk.48 The transfer of risk to the government

balance sheet became a dual increasing risk in mid-2009, with government and financial

risks growing at the same time. Meanwhile, the private sector was reducing its production

and investments, increasing their savings to pay past debts (i.e., S − I > 0 in equation 4.2),

unemployment started to increase rapidly and yields on government bond spreads against

more mature countries (i.e., Germany and France) were growing at a fast pace.

Growth in Ireland was led by the external sector for several years. Between 1988 and

2007, the economy recovered from a long period of sluggishness with a real GDP growth

of 6%, on average. The export-led model suffered some changes at the beginning of the

2000s with the increase role played by the construction sector. With the Euro membership,

interest rates declined sharply which allowed the private investments, in particular in this

sector, to skyrocket and became responsible for the average growth of 5.6% in real GDP

from 2000 to 2007. This occured even though unit labor costs increased more than in many

other countries in the EU.49 The country’s low corporate tax rate of 12.5% also fueled

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) during those years.

The deficit in the current account balance sharply increased, reaching 5.3% of GDP in

2007. This external imbalance was financing the excess expenditure in the private sector.50

While the external imbalance kept growing and reached 5.6% in 2008, the government

started to experience increasing fiscal deficits (i.e., 7.3% in 2008) and the private sector

imbalance experienced a shift of more than 7% of GDP from 2007 to 2008.51 When the

external capitals stop flowing to the country and the banking problems arose, the govern-

ment needed to step forward and hugely increased its exposure. The country experienced

insolvency problems and uncertainty shocks, even when it had one of the lowest levels of

public debt before 2007.
48 The premium to insure against a government default increased from less than 40bp in September 2008

to 400bp in a few months.
49 According to Eurostat, only Bulgaria, Lithuania, Latvia, and Romania increased their unit labor costs

more than Ireland in the period 2005-2008. For example, while in 2000 the unit labor cost in Germany was
20.6% higher than in Ireland, it was 14.8% lower in 2008.

50 On the other hand, the fiscal balance was positive for the period 2000-2007 with a maximum of 4.7%
of GDP in the year 2000.

51 This same positive imbalance rise steeply in 2009 and 2010.
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A main difference between the Irish case and the others in this chapter is that, as of

August 2012, it is the only country that did not restructure its government debt. On the

other hand, it share some of the internal causes of the turmoil with Ecuador and some of

the external causes with Greece.52

As explained by Honohan (2009) [65], Ireland entered the 2007 crisis with a series

of weaknesses that made the episode even more harmful for the economy. The author

mentioned three specific fragilities: (i) a big domestic banking system in crisis; (ii) an

uncompetitive labor sector with increasing costs; and (iii) a tax structure that depends

heavily on volatile revenues like the corporate income tax.

For purposes of comparison with the other three cases, we’ll focus on the first instability

mentioned. Taking this as a starting point, we can manage to explain how the banking dif-

ficulty generated a fiscal problem that later fed the positive feedback loop between financial

institutions shakiness and government fiscal drawbacks.

As seen in Figure 4.4, the country had a stable share of expenditures until 2007, when

it started to increase and reached more than 66% of GDP in 2010. This was mainly caused

by the shift in the private sector imbalance and by the retrenchment of capitals flowing to

the country from other developed economies. The government intervened during the time

to avoid a collapse of the banking sector. The continuous and expanding exposure of the

government led to uncertainty in the financial markets since it was not clear how far could

the government go with the assistance.

As shown by Reinhart and Rogoff (2008, 2010) [61, 66], during a banking crisis, gov-

ernments usually bailout banks, inject funds to the economy and suffer from a reduction

in tax revenues. All these effects combined generated in the past an average increment in

total public debt of 86%.53 The authors also explained that most of this debt rise could be

attributed to a reduction in tax collections and not to bailouts to financial institutions.

If we take into account the magnitudes that Reinhart and Rogoff (2008, 2010) [61, 66]
52 Both episodes are occuring at almost the same time and could create contagion effects to the same

partners in the region.
53 This was calculated only for the central government and for a three-year window after the beginning

of the crisis. Also, the calculation involved an accumulation of real debt and not of debt-to-GDP.
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Figure 4.4: Taxes, expenditure and debt (% of GDP, 2000-2010)

mentioned, the Irish crisis is much more severe than previous ones. For example, govern-

ment debt increased by 272% between 2007 and 2010.54 On the other hand, tax revenues

decreased by 15% during this time, but the main difficulty arose in the expenditure side. In

contrast to what the authors explained, in Ireland the highest cost of the crisis came from

the government support of financial institutions and not from the reduction in tax revenues.

A government with a balanced budget in 2007 experienced a deficit of more than 31% of

GDP in 2010.55 Also, in a country were exports represents more than 50% of its GDP and

with the world experiencing a contraction in the volume of them by 9% during 2009, the

country was severely affected.56

The banking sector was very soft regarding regulation during the years leading to the

financial crisis. For example, net domestic credit provided by the banking sector increased
54 During 2011, it reached 108.2% of GDP, which implies a raise of 336% if we take the crisis window to

be four instead of three years.
55 The deficit was lower in 2011 (13.1%) but is still more than 40% higher than the Greek deficit (9.1%

in 2011) and, by far, the highest in the region.
56 There was also a negative effect coming from the deppreciation of the US dollar and the British pound.
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almost 20% per year from 2000 to 2007.57 In this environment, more than two thirds of new

credits granted for home buyers represented more than 90% of the property value.58 Also,

most of the new loans were covered with funding coming from other developed economies.

This was one of the practices that collapsed in the region after the beginning of the current

crisis.59

As soon as the financial bubble burst, the government realized that this could generate

a hole in the public finances. In September 2008, Anglo Irish bank60 suffered a liquidity

crisis that required public intervention. At that point, the government decided to support

the banking sector with a blanket guarantee for the six biggest banks in the economy.61 It

was assumed that this option was better than simply nationalising the banks.62

From 2009 on, markets confidence was weakened since government revenues were de-

creasing at an annual rate of 8% and the guarantees, had they need to be used, could

generate a big pressure on the budget. The lack of confidence was reflected in the increas-

ing yield spread of government bonds with respect to other developed economies. Since

2008, the government had to support the deleveraging in the private sector and the reversal

of capitals reflected in the result of the current account. This can be seen in equation 4.2

as:

↑ S− ↓ I =↑ DEF + ↑ CA (4.4)

As shown in the theoretical model of previous chapters, a negative shock to the private

sector could trigger a vicious circle that affects both the government and the financial

sector. In this case, we can think about the shock arising in the private sector or in the
57 During the period 2008-2010, it declined at an average rate of 0.6%.
58 The other third of the loans covered the whole value of the property.
59 A part of that space was covered by the new support of the ECB and by the relaxation of collateral

policies which allowed banks to get funding using as collateral securities with some risk attached. Without
this support, the negative shock would have been much worse.

60 A bank that increased their market share from 3% to 18% in just a few years.
61 Bank of Ireland, Allied Irish Banks, Anglo Irish Bank, EBS, Irish Life and Permanent and Irish Na-

tionwide.
62 On October, 2008, the Minister for Finance Brian Lenihan explicitely said that the guarantee was “the

cheapest bailout in the world so far”. The government decided to nationalize Anglo Irish Bank in January,
2009.
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financial sector.63 The results are the same in both cases: a negative spread suffered by the

government balance sheet.

In chapter’s 2 model, we studied the effect to the government of a reduction in tax

collections. However, it is clear that the Irish government also has the big shortcoming of

the guarantees extended. The case explained in section 3.2.2 is useful at this point. There,

the vicious circle begins with a shock to the interest rate created by a confidence problem or

any other adverse market condition. The private sector then have to pay a higher amount

when asking for a loan. This was clear in the Irish case when some loans started to perform

poorly and the screening process needed to be adjusted.64 In our model, the private sector

reacts producing less and the collection of taxes by the government experience a trough,

which negatively affect its balance sheet and the ability to issue risk free debt. The Irish case

mimics these dynamics, but also adds to the mixture more than e50 billion in government

guarantees under an exceptional liquidity assistance (ELA).65

During the first semester of 2009, the linkages between the banking crisis and the budget

were evident when the government created a National Asset Management Agency (NAMA)

to buy property loans from Irish banks, which further increase the exposure of the govern-

ment to bad debts. By 2010, NAMA exchanged e72 billion of home loans for a reduced

price of e30 billion in bonds, that were principally used by the banks as collateral to get

new funding from the ECB. By mid-2010, the IMF estimated the potential cost of the new

agency to reach 25% of GDP.66 By the end of 2010, government injections to support banks

made the deficit reach more than 30% of GDP and private sector savings were skyrocketing

since money was necessary to pay off debt and no new investment was created.

In November 2010, the country sought support in the IMF and the ECB, which bailout

the country with e67.5 billion.67 Even with that support, the same six big banks received
63 Banks were in private hands until their nationalization. It that sense, they were both private and

financial sector.
64 According to the World Bank, non-performing loans as a percentage of total gross loans grew 226% in

2008 and 246% in 2009.
65 On top of the almost e100 billion in banking support from the ECB.
66 IMF [67]
67 Some other e17.5 billion came from Irish reserves to reach a total amount of e85 billion.
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emergency funding from the ECB and the Irish Central Bank worth more than e150 billion

during 2011.

The Irish case share some of the regional characteristics with Greece, but the crisis has

different roots. As seen until 2006, the Celtic Tiger showed a macroeconomic performance

which was one of the best in the region. At the time, unemployment was 4.3%, government

surplus 2.9% and general government gross debt, as a share of GDP, 24.7%. These numbers

outperformed those in Greece (9.6%, -5.7% and 106.1% respectively).68 However, the lack

of proper prudential regulation and the over exposure of the financial system to changes

in the global macroeconomic conditions brought with it a positive feedback loop between

indebted banks and a fragile government with highly negative effects for the country. In

2011, and even when the country experienced a big fiscal deficit, the economy showed much

more dynamism than other countries under IMF-ECB bailout programs like Greece and

Portugal and started to grow again.69

In terms of the relationship government debt - banks balance sheet, Merler and Pisani-

Ferry (2012) [29] showed that Ireland experienced the most extreme case of increasing

exposure of domestic banks during the crisis. The domestic banking holdings of government

debt increase by 550%, from e2.6 billion to e16.9 billion in just four years (2007 to 2011).

So, the deleveraging of other bondholders was absorved by the local financial system. Not

surprisingly, non-residents70 reduced their exposure by 32% (from e93.1 billion to e63.75

billion) during the same period. Another important actor in these transactions was the

ECB. Even when it did not hold Irish bonds in 2007, it had more than e16 billion of them

in their balance sheet by 2011.71 In summary, there was a change in the behaviour of

financial agents and the domestic financial system and the ECB took over debt that was in

the balance sheet of existing creditors.72

68 Data from Eurostat.
69 Even when this grow was a mere 0.7% of GDP with respect to 2010.
70 Excluding the ECB.
71 Most probably, bonds bought under the Securities Market Programme.
72 That was probably the case since there was a sudden stop in capital inflows from the North to peripheral

economies.
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These numbers clearly show the transfer of credit and sovereign risk from non-residents73

to domestic banks and the ECB balance sheets. However, it is not clear how the domestic

financial system will handle the extra amount of government bonds in their balance sheets.

The lack of regulation or quick response in this specific area, allowed residents and non-

residents to transfer risk to domestic banks making them more vulnerable to a potential

haircut in government bonds. Moreover, this same lack of regulation allowed the banks to

flood their balance sheets with securities with high yields that also came with a high risk

attached.74

The bailout received from supra national institutions was only a short term remedy.

This is the case since it allowed the country to avoid a potential collapse, but it also fueled

the swap of debt from the private to the public sector, creating a sovereign debt crisis

in a country that was not fiscally irresponsable before the turmoil. This could be a long

term solution only if the country can grow its debts away. This might be done with more

competitiveness and other measures that allow the country to grow at rates comparable

with those of the Celtic Tiger period. However, in order to complete this task, regulation

should be in place to avoid a new wave of over exposure in the financial sector.

In summary, the Irish case is useful to explain what could happen when turmoil is

generated in the private sector instead of arising from an over-indebted government. The

interactions between sectors have a different dynamic, but the consequences are not so

different from the Greek case. The comparison between cases and the similarities of the

consequences confirm the findings of the theoretical model in previous chapters. Also,

these episodes help us understand how costly the domestic costs of default75 could be for

the economy and that these experiences are much more relevant than previously thought.

Domestic costs could increase exponentially if the private sector has the flexibility to replace

its debts with public debt every time a shock is suffered by the financial, or private sectors.
73 Probably, bondholders from more developed economies financial systems.
74 As explained in the case of Greece, it is not clear yet if the behaviour of domestic banks came from

the fact that they were behaving as buyers of last resort or if they were actually taking advantage of the
low price - high yield combination, in which they were almost sure that the government was going to bailed
them out in case that they need assistance.

75 Or of macroeconomic shocks in the case of Ireland.
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Risks in Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Greece and other countries increased during more

than four years. In that context, the local financial system and the ECB replaced other

creditors at a time where most of these economic actors in the world are not willing to

refinance these weak economies anymore.

4.6 Case similarities and differences

The cases analyzed in this chapter occurred at two different points in time,76 in different

geographic areas of the world and involved countries with different economic characteris-

tics. However, some similarities can be drawn from their study, as can be observed in the

summary table. General conclusions and lessons arise in the context of domestic costs of

defaults.

Table 4.1: Cases summary

Cases
Causality Currency

crisis

Banking

crisis

Capital

outflow1 2
Russia (1998)

Ecuador (1999)
Greece (2008-ongoing)
Ireland (2008-ongoing)

1: From fiscal problems to banking crisis
2: From private sector difficulties to fiscal problems
Note: the data of banking crisis comes from Laeven and Valencia (2010) [68].

By way of illustration, Greece and Russia share some conditions that pushed both

countries into a sovereign debt crisis. Those could be explained by the high level of fiscal

deficit and the amount of short-term debt needed to be rollovered at the time of default.

Both these cases could be catalogued as episodes in which the government fiscal weakness

generated a collapse of the financial system. While Greece had, on average, a fiscal deficit

of 8.6% of GDP during the five years previous to its breakdown in 2009, Russia had a

deficit of 8.5% during the same period window before its crisis in 1998. Both economies

were also in the midst of competitiveness problems that did not allow them to confront the
76 End of the 1990s and beginning of the present decade.
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macroeconomic difficulties that led to the economic turmoil.

In terms of our model, the most important similarity between these cases is the way

in which the transmission mechanisms work: a fiscal weakness in the government balance

sheet generates a contagion of risk to the financial system balance sheets. This is created

through uncertainty, excess supply of low quality government debt or other triggers. At the

same time, the private sector is affected from that uncertainty, which reduces the supply of

credit by the financial sector. The demand of credit also reduces from deleverage effects or

simple delay of investment decisions.

Even with the aforementioned similarities, there are also important differences between

both countries. We can start by mentioning the currency systems. When Russia experi-

enced economic chaos, policy makers always understood that devaluation was one of their

options. On the other hand, Greece did not have that instrument in hand at the time of

restructuring its debt.77 With the country involved in a monetary union, the options to

regain competitiveness in the way in which Russia, Argentina and many other countries did

in the aftermath of a sovereign debt crisis become tougher.

If Greece does not leave the Euro, it will have to adjust its current account deficit78

with few instruments in hand given the impossibility to devalue its currency. An option

to depreciate the real exchange rate and regain competitiveness would be to reduce prices,

including salaries (i.e., internal devaluation). This action looks more difficult to accomplish

and could take a long time, in comparison to a devaluation of the currency, as in previous

debt crises episodes. Also, since the main trade partners of Greece are within the EU,79

and the ECB has a policy of maintaining a low inflation rate, this would also require that

bigger countries like Germany increase their level of prices. This does not look promising

if we take into account that during 2010 and 2011 the EU inflation was 2.1% and 3.1%

respectively while Greek inflation was 4.7% in 2010 and 3.1% in 2011. On the other hand,

Germany had much lower inflation rates of 1.2% and 2.5% respectively. This seems to be
77 Formally, the country did have that option, but the cost attached to it (i.e., potentially leaving the

Eurozone) was too high to take it into account.
78 11.5% of GDP in the last quarter of 2011.
79 Exports to EU members accounted for 64% of the total in 2009, 63% in 2010 and 51% in 2011.
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working in the opposite direction of what should be done in order to regain competitiveness

vis-à-vis its main trade partners.

Moreover, one of the reasons why Russia got to a distress situation80 is related to the

price of its main export product (i.e., oil).81 Greece, on the other hand, does not have the

opportunity to grow out their debts through the increment in a commodity price.82

Also, both countries were quite different in terms of their level of debt and the potential

for future management of it after the restructuring. Russia, for example, had a level of debt

of 53.6% of GDP in 1997 and 68.1% of GDP at the end of 1998.83 Both these numbers are

considered as manageable by some author’s measures [66]. The level of Greece government

debt was less manageable at 165.8% of GDP at the end of 2011, according to Eurostat. This

level of debt leaves the Hellenic Republic with almost no margin to support the economy

through a fiscal pump, even after the restructuring that will leave the country with a level

of debt of 120% of GDP by 2020, in the best case scenario. This implies that the country

will need a restructure of its economy to return to manageable levels of debt. Also, it would

not be a surprise if the country has to restructure its debt again in the short term, or leave

the Euro in order to grow out its debts.

The other two cases (Ecuador and Ireland) are especially related since the banking

sector difficulties where the main reason of the economic collapse. Even when regulation

problems also arose in Russia, both these countries had been especially lax with their micro

and macro prudential regulations during the period previous to their crises.

In the case of Ecuador, Martinez (2006) [69] explained that, as in many other cases,

the lack of regulation after the financial liberalization led to irresponsible behaviour by

financial institutions. One of the consequences of this was the later collapse of half of the

private financial institutions of the country during the crisis. Some other explanations of
80 And also why and how the country got out of it.
81 The price went down 5.4% in 1997 and 32.1% in 1998. The recovery also came hand-in-hand with the

increase in price of the commodity, which went up by 37.5% and 57% during 1999 and 2000 respectively.
82 Greece main exports in 2011 were fruits, vegetables and fish.
83 This level was less than 60% at the time of default, with 45% being external debt and 15% domestic

debt. These percentages are based on the currency of the debt and not in the law used during the issuance
of it or the residency of the bondholders. Unfortunately, there is not enough data available to calculate the
percentages using the last two criteria.
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the regulatory weakness in the country’s financial system mentioned by the author are:

euphoria, moral hazard behaviour and exchange rate uncertainty. All of these undermined

the regulator’s position and the effects were especially damaging after the implementation

of the blanket guarantee. An example of the regulation relaxation of the country is the fact

that reserve requirements were reduced from 28% to 10% for deposits in domestic currency

and from 35% to 10% for deposits in foreign currency during 1994 [60]. During this liquidity

abundance period, banks experienced excess lending without proper regulations in place.

In Ireland, there was also a lax regulation in the financial system that started with the

deregulation period of the beginning of the 1990s. During that time, banks enjoyed little

oversight. As an example of this, a report by the Central Bank Governor in 2010 explicitly

mentioned that “... only a small number of persons was allocated to supervise leading

credit institutions” [70]. Given this situation, and other factors like the equalization of risks

following the entrance to the Euro, the banking sector took excessive risks, especially in the

construction sector.

Costs of the banking crisis to the Irish economy increased exponentially after the exten-

sion of blanket guarantees during September 2008. Estimations showed that the gross cost

of the banking crisis was more than 20% of the GDP for Ecuador and almost 40% of GDP

for Ireland.84

In both of these cases, the sequence of events worked as: private sector negative shocks

affecting the government balance sheet, which also affects the financial sector and the private

sector through the increase in government contingent liabilities. Once these contingencies

occurred, governments are hit and suffered significant costs.

As in the parallel that we made between Greece and Russia, in this other pair of coun-

tries, many of the same differences arise. Two main reasons that allowed Ecuador out of its

crisis were that the country had the possibility to use monetary policy during the period

and that the hike in price of oil during 1999 and 2000 alleviated its external imbalances. On

the other hand, none of this is possible for Ireland since its main exports are manufactured
84 Which heavily contradicts the Minister of Finance words about the Irish blanket guarantees being “the

cheapest bailout in the world so far” (October, 2008).
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products and its monetary policy is performed by the ECB, through the Central Bank of

Ireland.

In summary, we studied these four cases for a specific reason. This is that they mimic the

explanations of our model and also show that domestic costs of default are too important

to be left out of the modern literature on sovereign defaults. These costs were important

almost 15 years ago, and they are still very relevant in the ongoing financial crisis. Given

the atomization of bondholders, this cost could even be more important than in the past.

Government debt from Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and Italy is spread throughout the

world, but it is also an important asset of the domestic banks and other local bondholders.

As shown by Merler and Pisani-Ferry (2012) [29], this effect is even stronger in recent years.

For that reason, it is necessary to keep studying the effects of government debt on the local

financial system and the real economy and to generate policies that buffer those potential

negative effects.

New cases such as Spain during 2012 are showing that the current crisis is far from over.

The model of previous chapters is useful to analyze this new case, as well as potential new

cases like Italy. Both these cases have potentially devastating effects for the EU. The case

of Spain has roots similar to those in Ireland: lack of banking regulations, excessive debt

in the private sector and financing of real estate with external funding. On the other hand,

the case of Italy is somehow similar to Greece since the country has a high level of debt.

However, there are two main differences between those cases. The first one is that Italy does

not have the levels of fiscal deficit experience by Greece. The second relevant difference is

that most of Italian debt is in the hands of local bondholders. Consequently, because of this

and the fact that Italy is the third biggest economy in the Eurozone, any macroeconomic

distress in the country could be devastating for domestic agents and external bondholders.

The interactions in our model could be helpful as a first instance to clarify which are the

linkages that must be cut in order to stop the negative spiral observed in the last few years

in these economies.
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4.7 Policy options and recommendations

Given past experiences, it is clear that ensuring that the banking sector is well prepared to

support a debt crisis is a key to avoid many of the domino effects that comes with it. In

order to achieve this, regulations like the increase in the level of Tier 1 capital introduced

in Basel III seem to go in the right direction. If the banking sector acts as a buffer instead

of a propagator of the crisis, economic effects could be less harmful for the economy. For

that to occur, regulators should enforce proper valuation of debt on the balance sheets of

financial institutions and ensure that it conforms to their requirements. This is not the only

policy relevant to reduce costs of domestic defaults, but it could certainly help given past

experiences.

Also, regulation to use a proper valuation method on the sovereign debt on the financial

system balance sheet is worthless if it changes every time that the government is left out

of international debt markets. This is easy to enforce during the peak of the business

cycle where the collateral effect of the government debt boosts the economy and the credit

to the private sector. However, during turmoil, the lower valuation of these bonds could

harm the interbank market and create incentives for policy makers to change the method

of valuation. For that reason, the independence of regulators from the political cycle is

of main importance. As shown before, this action could buy time but at the expense of

increasing the cost for the real economy.

In the current crisis, European banking systems could use this opportunity to homog-

enize their policies and even create a single policy for this matter.85 In other regions, this

is more difficult since the side effect of the common policy is the lose of sovereignty that it

creates. In a region like the EU that already enjoy financial integration and free movement

of capital, goods and people, and given the immediate need for new policies, action could

come sooner rather than later. However, it is not clear if other regions would agree on this,
85 Policy actions and interventions agreed during the European Council meeting on June 28-29, 2012, goes

exactly in that direction. As a way of showing how important this is for the region, the final statement of
the Euro Area explicitely reads: “We affirm that it is imperative to break the vicious circle between banks
and sovereigns”.
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or even if the EU will do it.

Prudential regulation is also extremely important. Under the current rules of the Euro-

pean Commission, banks could attach a zero coefficient risk to their holdings of sovereign

debt bonds from many developed economies.86 This implies that no capital hold is required

to deal with this risk. After seeing the first debt restructuring of a developed country in

more than 65 years during the beginning of 2012, it seems unreasonable to keep that policy

in place. A risk-adjustable instrument seems more plausible to deal with changing risk

positions. With that modification in policy, it is also possible that governments will not

rely anymore on domestic banks to finance their fiscal holes every time that they are cut

out from international financial markets.

A second best option to the proper regulation is to recapitalize this sector of the economy.

This could help to avoid the propagation effect once the crisis is in motion. However,

some potential problems arise from this option. For example, in small countries with no

supranational help, there is a high probability of lack of domestic resources to pursue this.

On the other hand, if capital is available and banks are recapitalized, it is probable that

the restructure needed takes a longer period of time since there are not enough incentives

to do that (i.e., moral hazard behaviour of financial institutions).

Even though interventions by governments in many economies stabilized the financial

system for some time, in many cases even the position of the government was threatened.

This was clearly the case in Ecuador and Ireland, were markets did not believe that govern-

ments could support the financial system for too long.87 The same is true for countries that

ran constant fiscal deficits.88 That is why the main issue becomes to restructure economies

and not debt positions alone. For example, in Greece, even though the troika EU-ECB-IMF

helped to avoid a disordered default, the country still had to restructure its debt and will

have to restructure its economy in order to reach the level of debt agreed upon during its

debt exchange.89

86 As explained in footnote 3 in chapter 2, the CRD of the European Comission allow this valuation.
87 The same dynamics are in motion nowayds in Spain (August, 2012).
88 With some exceptions like the US, France, and other developed economies.
89 120% of GDP by 2020, which is still much higher than the standards of a solvent country, with the
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4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, the study of four distressed economies helped us understand how do the

transmission mechanisms explained in our theoretical model works in practice. The study

of two pairs of countries was useful to analyze the causality present in the positive feedback

loop with negative consequences between the financial sector and the government observed

in past, and present episodes.

In light of the crisis episodes exposed in this chapter, we can conclude that an optimal

policy would be one in which regulation works to avoid excessive exposure of banks to

government debt. Moreover, this channel could even be closed during a macroeconomic

distress period to avoid a swap of debt from the private sector to the government. However,

a question that arise once this policy is in place is: in the absence of banks as government

debt holders, who would take their place to finance government expenditures? If there is

no clear new bondholder, optimal levels of debt could probably have to be reduced.

On the other hand, governments around the world will probably need higher amounts

of debt in the future to finance pensions of an aging population. This effect could create a

fiscal hole to the government, which could be difficult to close in the absence of a government

debt market, or at least one without the participation of the domestic financial system.

Observing the current financial distress in the EU, we could suspect that debt levels

are not the main cause behind the fracture of the EU. For that reason, the reduction in

the level of it will not return the growth level to past values. This will only be possible

with the restructure of entire economies (i.e., economic systems, debt structure, debt levels,

etc.) This will return the markets confidence in the region. In the past, economies that

restructure its debts only return to international debt markets once structural changes in

their economy were in place. That must be the aim in the EU as well. Debt restructure

will only be one of the means to the end, which is to restructure entire economies. In a

region where government debt was more than 82% of GDP, on average, in 2011 and the

fiscal deficit and growth were 4.5% and 0.9% during that same year respectively, the actual

exception of Japan.
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situation will only ease if the region can grow out these macroeconomic deficiencies, as it

was the case in many past episodes.

In the current context, programs like the ECB LTRO are useful to alleviate some urgent

conditions, but they are not enough to regain market confidence and to reduce pressures

in the region in the medium term. For example, this program already financed half of the

Spanish government funding needs for 2012. Even after that huge pump of money in the

economy,90 the country is still suffering from market confidence problems and in June, 2012,

it became the fourth economy expected to receive a bailout in the region since 2010.91

These measures gives time to distress economies, but the long term solution to these

problems would be to grow out their debts. Russia, Ecuador, Argentina and other countries

accomplished this through devaluations and positive external conditions that favored their

economies. Even when the external sector of Ireland is providing some relief to the economy,

this does not seem to be the case in Greece and other potential defaulters in the EU, which

will also need to restructure their economies in order to leave the current economic grow

sluggishness.

In summary, the study of four different cases in this chapter allows us to comprehend the

importance of the local financial system during past and current sovereign debt crises. Much

more is needed in this area of research since as debt crises arises, the domestic economy

appear to be more and more important when quantifying costs and benefits. Contagion

effects are another area where the literature needs to develop in order to give more tools to

policy makers to solve current and future debt crises.

90 Especially the banking system.
91 Even though the government made an effort to explain that this was not a bailout to the economy, but

to the banking sector.
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Chapter 5: Main Contributions, Policy Recommendations

and Conclusions

In the last chapter, we will summarize the main conclusions, policy recommendations, con-

tributions of the dissertation and its theoretical model. We will also discuss some expansions

for it.

5.1 Conclusions

Empirical and theoretical research in the sovereign debt area suggests that we are still far

from a complete understanding of the causes and consequences of defaults. During the

last 30 years, empirical research in this area was biased in favor of estimating the effects

of external defaults and the links between debtors and their external creditors. This was

justified in the past, given the importance that syndicated banks had during the Latin

American debt episodes in the 1980s. However, the new crises seem to be of a different kind

and affect developed as well as developing economies. Also, given the lack of data, it was

almost impossible in the past to understand the role that domestic debt played in those

episodes.

New data allow researchers to explore the role that domestic debt now has and had in the

past in default episodes. However, this new data does not allow the researchers and policy

makers to track the residency of bondholders and use policies to focus on different groups

of creditors. This results from the fact that these agents are nowadays more dispersed. In

this scenario, foreign investors own domestic debt and local investors hold debt issued for

the international markets as well.

The current literature lacks extensive research that would help to understand more

profoundly the way in which the transmission channels of external (and internal) defaults
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work. This dissertation tries to fill that gap using a theoretical model of interactions as well

as four cases to illustrate how the transmission channels work in practice. In chapter 2, the

dissertation explains the basics of the interactions between sectors of the economy with a

static model. In chapter 3, the sequence of events and actions of the agents are shown. The

model in those chapters highlights the role played by government bonds in the transmission

mechanisms between different sectors. Using a simple shock (positive or negative) to the

private sector, the mechanisms are in motion and do not stop until a shock of the opposite

direction, or a political intervention, is strong enough to change the ongoing sequence.

This is important in a period where financial integration and globalization, makes finan-

cial crises more severe than in the past. One of the reasons for this severity1 is the effect

caused by internal contagion. This is defined as the effect that one sector of the economy

in distress causes on the others sectors, mainly through changes in the value and risk of

government bonds.

Given the existing regulations, the risk of these instruments is sometimes not properly

valued (especially during a turmoil). In those cases, market perceptions spread the effect

of a shock on these instruments throughout the entire economy. The dissertation shows

how this impact on the economy and how a shock to the private sector, even if minimal,

affects all the other sectors and creates a new shock the private sector. In this sense, the

dissertation clarifies the sequence of events and shows how harmful a negative shock can

be for the domestic economy. This is especially the case in an economy or region that is

financially integrated and not properly regulated.

From what we studied in previous chapters, it is clear that there is still a lot to learn

about sovereign debt crises. The costs and benefits of these episodes are difficult to quantify

and for this reason, more research is needed in this area. We found in the dissertation

that there are problems in quantifying costs, lack of proper regulations and incentives,

institutional development, etc. Each of these topics needs to be carefully studied in order

to reduce the costs attached to defaults and to retain the incentives for governments to
1 Mainly the one discussed in this dissertation.
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repay debts.

Unfortunately, the expansion of financial markets and the creation of new instruments

during the last decades were not accompanied by the promised reduction in the severity of

the crises or the diversification of risk. For that reason and in order to apply policies that

reduce those risks, it is first necessary to understand the linkages between sovereign debt

distresses and the real economy. That will help generate policies that mitigate the severity

of future crises.

We expect that this dissertation will improve the understanding of these issues and play

a role in the current policy discussion. As such, the intention is to give clarity to some of

the channels through which the main sectors of the economy interact. A full understanding

of these transmission channels should be the goal of any policy maker trying to solve future

debt episodes. Consequently, understanding past episodes is important as well.

The current financial crisis has other explanations beyond the interaction of sectors

of the economies and the role played by government bonds in it. For example, there are

issues related to the acceptance in a monetary union of countries that ex-post showed to

be very different. In that respect this dissertation did not try to fully explain current and

past debt episodes. What we tried to explain here is that there are policies that could be

implemented to sever the exisiting links between sectors of one or many economies. That

would have helped prevent many of the consequences already observed over four years in

some developed economies.

The analysis of linkages between sectors of the economy explored in this dissertation

will be of relevance every time that political actors reach common ground to propose and

implement policies. If that agreement is fairly reached, then policies recommended in this

dissertation could help prevent future financial crises and alleviate the effects of the exisiting

ones. Until then, the fate of regions like the EU and countries with strong links with it

will depend almost exclusively on political actors and not on economic understanding. In

the past, most debt crises were solved with restructurings, haircuts and, most importantly,

with external factors helping the economies (i.e., export increases, changes in commodity
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prices, etc). It seems that none of these positive exogenous shocks will be enjoyed by

European economies this time. In the current case, the shock needed to stop the feedback

loop currently in motion will have to come from the policy makers and from decisions in

that arena.

5.2 Main contributions and areas for further research

The model examined in chapters 2 and 3 contributes to the few existing articles in the

literature that study domestic costs of default. The most important contribution of the

model is that it identifies transmission channels between sectors of the economy using gov-

ernment bonds as a tool. We expect this to be a prominent area of research in the near

future. To date, researchers and policy makers did not properly understand these channels.

Without this understanding, it is very difficult to identify policies needed to mitigate the

costs, especially for the domestic economy, associated with a default.

Until now, only explanations related to reputational costs, direct sanctions and external

defaults were discussed in the mainstream literature. The model used in this dissertation

works with a closed economy and specifically leaves out reputation and direct sanctions

issues. Even in this case, the negative effect that a default has, or even the macroeconomic

turmoil without restructuring, as in the case in Ireland, is apparent for the economy and

the potential costs associated with the banking exposure to government debt. Reputational

costs and direct sanctions can help explain why countries repay their debts, but it is clear

that there are reasons beyond that to explain this behaviour and this dissertation shows it.

The model in chapter 3 could be extended with a linearization and the use of a LQ

approximation. This could give us a more accurate result with a closed-form solution

included. However, the approximation also has drawbacks, as already explained. Moreover,

this dissertation is more than an analytical tool and should provide a better understand of

existing debt crises and help mitigate or prevent future ones.

There are interesting areas in which the model can be extended. The first one is to open

the economy. This would give us more tools to understand what would happen through
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contagion effects and capital flows reversal, which are important topics that need to be

part of a deeper study of costs of default. They will also allow us to fully appreciate the

exposure of domestic financial systems to external shocks. In addition, with this and using

the role of government bonds as collateral in the interbank market, the approximation to the

current European case would be even clearer. In this sense, it will be easier to understand,

for example, liquidity difficulties in economies exposed to the use of Greek bonds in their

interbank market.

A second area to broaden the model is related to the uncertainty created by the govern-

ments’ decisions to maintain an interest rate throughout the period. Since this is a dynamic

decision that depends on past actions, it can change even if the government committed in

the past to maintain the same interest rate (i.e., time inconsistency). This effect could

probably move the economy away from the equilibrium without uncertainty described in

this dissertation.

A third option is to expand the model and include political economy reasons to avoid or

delay defaults. Including institutional variables and testing the model empirically are some

of the points included in the agenda for future research.

The study of individual episodes in chapter 4 is useful to explain the differences between

two causes of debt crises. Since the effects created by a crisis are very similar, while the

causes could be very different, chapter 4 especially helps explain that pooled econometric

studies of these episodes could be misleading. Another study, including Spain, Cyprus and

other economies will help to further analyze the different causes of these episodes.

5.3 Policy Recommendations

As seen in chapter 4, the effects that banking crises create for the governments’ balance

sheets, and vice versa, are not fully understood by policy makers yet. This is clear when

we observe that many of the causes and consequences of debt crises during the 1990s (i.e.,

Ecuador and Russia) are mimicked nowadays in Greece, Spain and Ireland. The case is

even worse currently since there is much more scope for financial linkages to create negative
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contagion effects within and between developed economies.

In order to give policy recommendations, it is useful first to separate the causes of the

crises. As previously explained, crises could arise in the governmnet and spread to the

financial and private sectors, or work in the opposite direction.2 It is also important to

take into account the timing for the proper application of a new or existing policy. In

this sense, the results will be different if the same policy is applied before the onset of a

crisis or on the verge of a default. The space of maneuver for policy makers in the last

case is almost nil while during the prevention stage there is still some opportunity to try

different alternatives. On the other hand, policy makers usually have much more leeway

to adopt new policies during the intervention and recovery stages, since immediate needs

push them to act as fast as possible (and people expect them to act). It is usually during

these periods that we observe radical changes in policy, not during tranquil periods. For

example, societies are more willing (or pressured) to accept a fiscal tightening immediately

before a debt crisis. Also, it seems reasonable, as well as politically more advantageous, to

adjust the fiscal burden to a higher proportion at the beginning of the restructuring period,

and reducing it as soon as the economy starts to recover.

In order to measure costs associated with debt restructuring, it is important to review

how the transmission mechanisms studied in our theoretical model work in different cases.

The ultimate goal of policy makers should be to cut those transmission channels every

time a vicious circle risks affecting the entire economic system. Since those mechanisms

are probably the same mechanisms that boost the economy during economic booms, it is

difficult, and probably not efficient, to propose to cut them completely. However, there is

space to limit their effects during the prevention, intervention, or recovery stages.

During the prevention stage, countries must consider different dimensions of the poten-

tial problem and options to avert a crisis. Some indicators are commonly used to study the

macroeconomic position of economies. For example, the literature usually relies on indica-

tors such as the composition of the debt (i.e., maturity and currency structure), the level of
2 Here, we leave aside crises caused by external factors.
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debt and of the banking reserves necessary to support it, the public deficit, the regulation

of the banking sector, etc [1]. However, current and past episodes call for new preven-

tion indicators such as a measure for the level of dependence and interaction between the

government, financial and private sectors and the financial integration with other countries.

In past episodes, a large part of the private debt became public once the government was

forced to guarantee it. For this reason, implementing policies to prevent this moral hazard

behaviour are important since the private sector, relying on this bailout, could freely invest

in risky projects. This is especially true for the financial sector, since it is clear that the

government will not allow this sector to go bankrupt. In order to avoid this behaviour,

continuing to develop better regulations is crucial. Also, in this case, a return to the past

could be an option. For example, the financial system might create less harm to the entire

economy if investment and commercial banks acted as separate entities as in the past.3

This policy caps the level of risk in which commercial banks participate and avoids cases in

which investment banks use insured deposits to finance risky projects.4

Without implementing some of these restrictions to limit the capacity of the financial

system to invest in risky options, it is probable that governments with good macroeconomic

standings like Ireland and Spain, which enjoyed fiscal surpluses of almost 3% and levels of

public debt lower than 40% in 2006, will continue to suffer every time the private sector is

in trouble.

Policy recommendations usually depend on the characteristics of the economies. How-

ever, there are a few indicators that are useful for every country. For example, a policy that

calls for a risk adjusted level of capital in the financial institutions is important to support

the confidence of the martket participants. This indicator should be adjusted in real time

to be useful. The problem with it is that an increment in the level of capital required by

the regulator could bring with it panic in the financial market. Other indicators such as the

optimal level of debt depends on many characteristics of a country. If we don’t take into
3 Also known as the narrow version of the 1933 Banking Act, or Glass-Steagall Act.
4 During the currect crisis, some economists supported this policy and explained that, even when the

option is not perfect “... we must not allow the perfect to become the enemy of the good” (Luigi Zingales,
FT, June 10, 2012)
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account past experiences or cultural issues, it would be impossibe to understand how, or

why, countries defaulted with levels of public debt of 54% like Argentina in 2001 and others

like Japan don’t with gross levels of debt of more than 230%5 in 2011.6

In general, given that most of the past debt episodes were characterized by a massive

outflow of capital during the period previous to the crisis, with consequent stress in the

currency markets and banking system, a general recommendation is that countries issue

debt in local currency in order to avoid part of the shock. Without this, there will always

be a currency mismatch since taxes, which are the main instrument to pay debts, are

collected in local currency while debt is paid in foreign currency. To avoid this mismatch,

domestic financial markets need to be large and liquid enough, which takes time and is

difficult to accomplish without strong institutions [71].

In most of the past debt crises, devaluations and dollarization generated significant

costs for the economies involved and their commercial partners. Recently, some emerging

economies like Peru, Brazil, Colombia and others have been changing this exposure to for-

eign currency with the issuance of long term debt in local currency [72]. In countries where

inflation has been the main macroeconomic problem, stable and strong institutions are of

critical importance since every single shock (external or internal) could be interpreted as a

return of inflation, capital outflow and other conditions suffered in the past. Consequently,

it is even more important in countries with such history to strengthen institutions and to

generate policies to cut the links between sectors as soon as a signal of macroeconomic

distress appears. Since this is a very difficult task that takes a long period of time, govern-

ments should try to avoid exposure to other sectors, at least temporarily. Even when this

is costly, it is the first step of a process that countries with mature institutions and robust

regulations take to slown down the interactions between sectors.

In the dissertation, we emphasized the linkages that connect the sectors of the economy.

When the causality of a debt crisis goes from the government to the other sectors of the
5 Data from the World Economic Outlook (IMF), April 2012. Japan’s net level is still high at 127%.
6 Other features like the maturity and currency structure, the profile of the debt and the residency of the

main bondholders are some of the additional indicators that can be used besides the level of debt.
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economy, the sequence of events starts with a fiscal deficit which is difficult to manage.

This difficulty could come from an excessive level of expenditures or from a low level of

tax collection. The extensive requirement for funds by the government could exclude the

economy from the international debt markets. In those cases, governments usually try to

obtain funds needed from local financial institutions,7 which crowds out private investment

and results in a lower level of economic activity. This will later reduce tax collections, which

further exacerbates the fiscal deficit or requires a reduction in the level of expenditures. The

sequence of events also generates increments in the levels of non-performing loans in the

banks, which will need assistance from the government at a time when the government is

not in a position to extend these loans. This cycle could leave the economy with a high fiscal

deficit, low economic activity and a banking sector in need for recapitalization or further

reduction in the level of loans. These effects are magnified every time that confidence is

eroded and deposits are swapped from local to external currency or capital flight from the

economy. Even in cases like Greece and Ireland where, in theory, these problems should

not arise since they are in a monetary union, capital also started to leave once the market

began to speculate that these countries8 could leave the Euro area.

For many of the aforementioned reasons, policies should focus on cutting the linkages

between the government and the private and financial sector risks, especially during a

down cycle. In order to separate those risks, regulations should be clear about the role

of the government during a private or financial sector crisis. The optimal policy in this

area involves measures to isolate the government from the cycle in the other sectors. If

not isolated, the policy should at least reduce the role played by the government in this

situation. Since this policy could change with every situation and every party in power,

something more forceful than a regulation (i.e., a law) is useful to enforce the separation

of risks between the government and the other sectors of the economy. Otherwise, the

credibiliy of this policy is limited.

As explained in previous chapters, there is a clear trade-off between the positive effects
7 Sometimes, even at lower interest rates in comparison to external creditors.
8 Especially Greece.
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of the linkages arising in the good part of the economic cycle and the negative effects

when the cycle experiences a negative spiral. For example, as shown by Sturzenegger and

Zettelmeyer (2006) [1], the Ukranian debt episode in 2000 was less costly for the economy

than the Russian case since Ukraine had a smaller banking sector at the time.9 However,

what is not clear is the counterfactual case in which Ukraine has a bigger banking sector.

In that case, the economy could have grown more rapidly during the years previous to

the crisis but have experienced a much higher cost after the Russian crisis. It is here

where regulation could have an important role. The banking sector is very important in a

world where services, especially financial ones, are becoming more and more important for

the economic activity. The speed at which the banking intermediation grew and financial

instruments were created in the last 20 years implied that regulatory oversight was unable

to keep pace with it.10 Given this experience, and after thoroughly studying the ongoing

crises in the EU, the recommendation is to reduce the size of the banking sector when

necessary. Without a clear set of regulations to sever the linkages between the sectors after

the beginning of a crisis, it is preferable to avoid them in the first place.

When moving from prevention to intervention, understanding the real situation of the

economy is critical, taking into account hidden costs when possible. Interventions are

mandatory in debt crises. Understanding the position of the economy will help interventions

with clear information. An accelerated intervention is also useful since sometimes there is

still some benefit for not letting the economy default. If, on the other hand, most of the

costs were already paid by the economy (or the tax payers), it is preferable to move to

recovery mode. This difference is important every time policy makers need to decide on

whether to delay the restructuring or not. If there are still some benefits to be gained

from not restructuring, and the costs of delaying and gamblimg for redemption are lower

than the ones that the economy will incur when restructuring, firm policy decisions are of

main importance. Nonetheless, these costs and benefits will never be completely clear since
9 That’s the case even when Russian banks were very exposed to the government, but not to the private

sector of the economy.
10 There was actually a deregulation of those services during the last 20 years.
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variables that are out of control of the policy makers also play a role in these decisions.

In the past, there have been succesful and unsuccesful examples of interventions to battle

against defaults. For example, while Argentina restructured and extended the maturity of

its debt in June 2001 and, in doing so, allowed the country to avoid a default, most of

the final costs of the default came from the reduction in output during the period after

this restructuring.11 For that reason, a better decision would have been to default in the

first part of the year. However, there are successful examples of countries that fought off

restructuring. Brazil during 2002 and Turkey in 2000-01 are only a few cases in which

governments, with external help, avoided defaults and the costs associated with it. These

cases explain why it is sometimes better to leave restructuring as a last resort in decision

making.12

Also related to the intervention period and the decision that policy makers should take

is the case of Greece in the ongoing crisis. An interesting feature of this case is that the

country has already lost an important fraction of its pre-crisis output, and is maybe the

time to default and leave the Euro for them.13 On the other hand, countries like Spain,

Germany and others still have a lot to lose if Greece leaves the Euro and the EU collapses.

For that reason, other countries could be more interested in keeping Greece in the Eurozone

than the country itself. While Greece might already be thinking about the recovery period,

the other Euro members are still thinking that there is some gain from intervening and

saving Greece (i.e., the common currency and themselves). Again, decisions in these cases

are completely related to the size of costs and benefits for the economies.

During the intervention stage, political determination would help to restore confidence
11 Second part of 2001. Another part of this cost came as a consequence of the devaluation and immediate

increase in debt ratios.
12 Sometimes, economies also expect that international organizations will bail them out since the linkages

between them and other economies could create a bigger problem for the global economy. That was the case
with Mexico (1994) and South Korea (1997). The former received loans and guarantees worth more than
$50 billion, while the latter received the highest rescue package up to then, valued at $55 billion.

13 This is a clear example where costs and benefits are very difficult to calculate. On the one hand, leaving
the Euro means a redefinition of all their contracts and the expiration of all their privileges under the single
market. As in all previous cases, there are potentially hidden costs as well. On the other hand, if the country
stays in the Eurozone, it will be very difficult for them to achieve the competitiveness needed to catch up
with other economies like Germany. They must also grow to reduce their public debt, which were at levels
of more than 160% of GDP in 2012. An intermediate scenario would be to leave the Euro, but not the EU.
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at the beginning of a crisis. For example, in cases where banks are insolvent, governments

should push for a quick liquidation, absorption by other institution, or other policies that

bring confidence back without postponing decissions for too long. However, determination,

its timing and scope could trigger higher future costs. An example of this is seen in the

Irish case, where the government reacted to the banking crisis with a quick extension of

guarantees and a direct cost for the economy estimated at more than 20% of the GDP in

2010 alone.14 With this case in hand, it is clear that taking decisions too fast without

properly examining the problems could even exacerbate the difficulties. That is why the

ideal case is a quick response based on deep analysis. Since both things don’t usually come

togethter, it is preferable to give a small role to the banking sector in the economy, at least

until various crisis scenarios have been studied.

To further support the idea of cutting linkages while the system does not have mature

institutions to support them or good firewalls, we can study the case of deposit insurance.

This is a useful policy to reduce uncertainty, but it could also be irrelevant under certain

circumstances. For example, in the ongoing crisis in the EU, one of the recommendations

is for the region to put in place deposit insurance across the region as a part of a banking

union. However, this policy seems to bring little or no reduction of uncertainty under the

political and insolvency problems of peripheral economies. For example, if depositors fear

that Greece will leave the Euro, how is it possible to trust a deposit insurance backed by

the EU in that country? Most probably, as soon as the country leaves the Union, that

insurance contract will expire as well as all the other contracts backed by the institutions of

the region. Under that scenario, a deposit freeze is highly probable once the country leaves

the EU or the Eurozone. For these reasons, the deposit insurance seems to be relevant in

some cases, but when the crisis has already reached a bigger dimension, the policy is not

useful to regain confidence anymore. That is why timing and the breadth and magnitude

of the policies put in place are very important, especially during the intervention stage of a

crisis.
14 The actual cost for the whole period is estimated at more than 50% of GDP (Central Bank of Ireland

Annual Report, 2011).
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The most important linkage for our purposes is the one between the financial sector

and the government. This linkage is filter, at least partially, with regulations to value

sovereign debt according to its market risk. This dynamic measurement will probably limit

the amount of government debt that banks can hold on their balance sheets during turmoil.

This link was very important in previous debt episodes and is highly relevant in the ongoing

financial crisis [29]. However, in order to study its real value, there must be a proper analysis

of timing, circumstances, costs and benefits attached to it. During the intervention stage,

the support of the government by the financial system helps to buy time to avoid costly

defaults. However, the objective is to think beyond this small window of time and study

options to prevent these episodes emerging and then to be able to react quickly during the

recovery stage. That is why we recommend a proper valuation of government debt in the

financial system enforced by independent institutions.

With a proper valuation of sovereign bonds, governments will not be able to use the

banking sector as a buyer of last resort anymore. As with most other policies, this one also

has a potential negative side: it increases volatility. A single negative shock could leave

the government out of debt markets if the valuation is not in real time and generate an

adverse spiral immediately since there is no other mechanism to support government debt.

This results from the fact that this negative shock might either come from a government

malfeasance or from an exogenous shock. In this last case, the government will be excluded

from debt markets even if the policies implemented were the correct ones needed by the

economy. That means that the government could be punished under systemic distress

without having a buffer like the local financial system to support the temporary shock

arising abroad.

New regulations should be developed by independent institutions to avoid the current

ones that favors this type of asset holding by financial insitutions. These regulations should

probably not be in the hands of government entities since they are usually affected by

the political cycle. Hence, countries need an independent body like the Central Bank, or

other kind of external institution isolated from the political cycle. A problem with this
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last option is that it requires countries to relinquish some of their sovereignity to a supra

national institution such as an external bank. Clearly, this is not easy to achieve from a

political perspective.

During the recovery period, policy makers must act quickly and with credible policies to

return the economies to sustainable grow paths. As during the intervention period, policy

makers have power to perform significant changes during this time. For many political

actors, it is a time to advance their own policy agendas. As recent and previous episodes

have shown, it is during this period that we observe changes in the status quo of many

economies and when the most radical policy changes take place.

In this sense, the current European crisis seems to be an excellent window of opportunity

to make changes to the existing linkages exposed in the theoretical model and to generate

policies that either allow the region to become a fiscal union, or retrench the scope of

the monetary union. For example, as mentioned before, the interbank market dried up

during 2008 and 2011. The use of sovereign bonds as a collateral instrument was primarily

responsible for causing this. Without the intervention of the ECB, those markets could

have been completely dried up by the end of 2011. It is important to limit the use of these

instruments in the interbank market to avoid the swings in credit available for the private

sector that comes with it.

In the past, instruments to deal with some of the existing issues in the sovereign debt

arena were proposed but didn’t attract many followers. That is the case of the GDP and

inflation indexed bonds [73, 74]. Even when we are not dealing with the procyclicality of

fiscal policies here (which these instruments could clearly help to reduce) instruments like

these could give more flexibility to avoid collapses of economies such as those observed since

2010. Unfortunately, instruments that link real variables and debt issuances were proposed

during a time were the global economy was booming, or at least not in a plateau as was the

case for the last few years. Timing, as well as problems of illiquidity and higher premiums

caused by the uncertainty of these new instruments, reduced these ideas to just a mere

declaration of intentions, with some few exceptions.
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Given that we are not currently in a tranquil period, other policies, or innovative in-

struments may gain some space in the political debate. Here, we propose a policy that

shares the flexibility of the aforementioned instrument. This would be a flexible holding of

government debt by financial institutions. The level of it depends on the amount of capital

in those institutions and on the risk attached to the government securities. As an example,

we can imagine a case in which the reduction (increase) of risk in the government debt (mea-

sured by a rating agency or some other predefined independent institution) allows (requires)

the financial institutions to increase (decrease) its exposure to government risks.15 One of

the problems that GDP-indexed bonds has is that they could create negative incentives

for GDP growth since the interest payments are highly correlated with movements of the

GDP. For that reason, incentives could change because of government attitudes in favor, or

against, higher growth rates. The incentive problem is not shared by the proposed policy

here since the risk attached to government debt comes from an independent institution and

not from the government. This is definitely not free of any risk, but could at least separate

incentives of the government and the market.

Therefore, we are proposing to use a mark-to-market valuation for the government

bonds that are part of the asset side of the balance sheet of institutions in the financial

system. Also, this amount should be flexible enough to move with the macroeconomic cycle

and with the risks implicit in the price or rating of a government bond. However, even if

governments allow regulations by independent institutions to properly value the government

debt holdings, there is still a requirement to cut to a minimum the costs associated with

private sector excesses. That means that cutting only one of the links (i.e., from fiscal

excesses to private sector exposure) is not enough. The extent to which the financial and

private sectors can finance their misconduct with government funding or increase the risks

that they take must be reduced. If they can count on a future bailout, the reduction in

the banking exposure to government fiscal deficits is worthless. That’s the case since, as

explained in previous chapters, the links work in circles. For that reason, until every link in
15 In our model, this would mean issuing debt that depends directly on the productivity shock, as d (A).
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the circle is severed, or reduced, a negative shock to the government arising in the private

sector will, sooner or later, recycle to the government and the private sector.

Without an explicit policy to cut this second link, nothing prevents the private debt

from becoming a tax payer burden once the government is pushed to extend guarantees to

the private financial sector. Policies to increase capital ratios in common equity and the Tier

1 capital ratio in Basel III financial regulations goes in this direction.16 As a consequence,

profits in the banking sector will probably suffer but will also reduce future stress episodes

in the financial sector. Again, the important point here is that regulations to cut or prevent

the negative consequences of only one of these linkages will be a waste of time and resources

if the other links still exists and appear to have the negative consequences attached to them.

Given the exposure to sovereign debt that domestic banks usually experience, one of

the recommendations is to restrucure this debt as quickly as possible once the decision is

taken. Since governments usually have more information regarding a restructuring, the

best thing to do from a welfare perspective is to support (i.e., bailout) those institutions

that are solvent and restructure, or liquidate, those that are not. For this, the usual

method of a bank holiday to try to assess the solvency of institutions is a first step. This

must be performed quickly and requires that the system divide the institutions into solvent

and insolvent ones. The former should be rescued, while the latter should be liquidated

or merged with institutions in the former group. The speed of adjustment is crtical at

this stage since the economy will need to recover a financial intermediary that the public

can trust sooner rather than later. Without a clear idea regarding the solvency of each

institution, uncertainty will spread to the whole system. Moreover, given past experiences,

blanket guarantees do not assure a recovery of the financial sector and can bring with them

a huge burden for taxpayers [38].

In the extreme case in which it is not possible to fully assess the solvency of institutions,

restructuring the domestic ones first, and with even better terms, could more quickly kick
16 Under the new regulations of Basel III, banks will be required to hold 4.5% of common equity instead

of 2% under the previous regulation and 6% of Tier 1 capital of risky weighted assets instead of 4%. There
is no change in the way in which this risk weight is calculated in Basel II and still allow banks to attach
zero capital to the sovereign bondholding of many countries (including all the governments of the EU).
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start the recovery.
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Appendix A: Comparative Statics

Using (2.15), we can get to:

f (ψ, A, k, ps, d) = k
�(1 − ψ) A (1 − α)

ps

� 1
α

− d − ps

2 (A.1)

and use f (.) to apply the Implicit Function Theorem as:

∂ps

∂xj

= −
∂f (.)
∂xj

∂f (.)
∂ps

∀xj (A.2)

We’ll assume α = 1
2 .1

• ∂ps

∂k
= 0.5 A

2
p (1−ψ)2

A k (1−ψ)2+p3 > 0

• ∂ps

∂A
= A k p (1−ψ)2

Ak (1−ψ)2+p3 > 0

• ∂ps

∂ψ
= − A

2
k p (1−ψ)

A2 k (1−ψ)2+p3 < 0

• ∂ps

∂d
= − 2 p

3

A2 k (1−ψ)2+2 p3 < 0

Using (2.11) and (2.14), we can get to:

g (ψ, A, k, s, d) = (1 − ψ) A (1 − α) kα

s∗α
− 2 (s∗ − d) (A.3)

1This assumption make the equations more manageable. The signs are the same as in the generic case
where we simply use α.
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and use g (.) to apply the Implicit Function Theorem as:

∂s∗

∂xj

= −
∂f (.)
∂xj

∂f (.)
∂s

∗

∀xj (A.4)

With α = 1
2 .

• ∂s
∗

∂k
= 0.25 A s (1−ψ)

k0.5(A k0.5 0.25 (1−ψ)−2 s1.5) > 0

• ∂s
∗

∂A
= 0.5 k

0.5
s (ψ−1)

0.25 A k0.5 (ψ−1)−2 s1.5 > 0

• ∂s
∗

∂ψ
= 0.5 A k

0.5
s

0.25 A k0.5 (ψ−1)−2 s1.5 < 0

• ∂s
∗

∂d
= − 2 s

0.25 A k0.5 (ψ−1)−2 s1.5 > 0
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